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I. INTRODUCTION

A. General remarks about the Epistle

5

The Epistle to the Romans contains the fundamental message of salvation as preached to the
Gentiles by the Apostle Paul. Augustine was moved when he read Rom 13:13-14 and radically
changed his life thereafter. Chrysostom made it a habit to read through Romans two times per
week. Moreover, the letter significantly contributed to setting the events of the Reformation in
motion. Luther was also deeply impacted by reading Rom 1:17: “The righteous will live by
faith.”

B. The author of the Epistle
10
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The author already reveals himself in the first verses: Paul, a servant of Christ Jesus, called to
be an apostle and set apart for the gospel of God…” (Rom 1:1). Despite the author’s clear
dogmatic theology, he does not principally introduce himself as doctor (teacher: dida,skaloj),
but rather as an “apostle, an ambassador of Jesus Christ” who is wholeheartedly and with holy
sincerity dedicated to the completion of his ministry. Paul was born a Jew (cf. Rom 9:1-5; 11:1;
2Ki 11:22) and passionately loved his own people. As a former Pharisee, he knew the Old
Testament from front to back. In this letter alone, he quotes from the Old Testament 57 times
and also alludes to it multiple times. The teaching, style and spirit of Romans are wholly in line
with the other Pauline letters. Church tradition unanimously confirms the Pauline authorship of
the Letter to the Romans.

C. The composition of the Epistle
The letter itself provides information regarding its composition. In 1:10-13, we learn that Paul
had not yet visited Rome at the time when he wrote the letter. This remark excludes any dating
after the spring of the year 60 since this is when Paul travelled to Rome for the first time. While
writing this letter, Paul was still free to do as he pleased since he speaks of travel plans (see
15:23-25). Thus, he wrote the letter before his arrest in Jerusalem during Pentecost in the year
57. Paul had just completed the collection for the poor in the church in Jerusalem (cf. 15:1533) and now intended to travel to Jerusalem (in the year 56, cf. Act 19:21-22). Two statements
suggest that the letter was most likely written in Corinth: Paul commends a faithful woman
named Phoebe to the Christians in Rome who was a deaconess in the church in Cenchreae (port
city of Corinth; cf. Rom 16:1-2). It is presumed that Phoebe was preparing for a trip to Rome
at the time and was given the task to take this letter with her and deliver it to the church in
Rome. In the letter, Paul greets Gaius, his host (16:23). Gaius was probably a Christian from
the church in Corinth whom Paul had baptised when he first stayed in Corinth (cf. 1Co 1:14).
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He also passed along greetings from Erastus who was the treasurer of Corinth (cf. Rom 16:23).
It is presumed that the same person is referenced in 2Ti 4:20. It is therefore quite probable that
Paul dictated this letter to his secretary Tertius in Corinth at the end of his third missionary
journey in the spring of 56.

5

10

15

D. The authenticity of the Epistle
The authenticity of the letter was never seriously disputed with the exception of chapters 15
and 16. Some critical exegetes claimed that these two chapters were added later on. This
assumption is mainly based on the fact that the Epistle to the Romans in Marcion’s canon ends
with 14:23, which gave rise to this hypothesis. It is important to note that Marcion left out these
two chapters due to (biased) theological considerations. Clement of Rome already quoted the
Epistle to the Romans in the year 95. Ignatius, Polycarp and Justin the Martyr also quoted from
the book. The Epistle to the Romans is included with the authentic Scriptures of the New
Testament in the canon of the Syrian and Latin Church as well as in the Muratorian fragment
(Canon Muratorianus). Irenaeus of Lyon, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Tertullian and
Eusebius regard the Letter to the Romans as part of the apostolic Scriptures. The entire church
has also unanimously recognised the authenticity of the letter throughout the first centuries.

E. The purpose of the Epistle

Personal purpose
20

The Apostle Paul’s personal purpose for writing the letter was to announce his visit to the
church in Rome. Multiple exegetes surmise that Paul possibly had the intention to use the
church in Rome as a central base for his missionary work in the West (cf. Rom 15:22-32).

The didactic purpose (teachings of the Christian faith)

25

The young church in Rome required a solid foundation for its faith through systematic
instruction in Christian beliefs, which is why the letter addresses the basic concepts of the
Christian faith in depth: universality of sin, justification by faith, rebirth through the Holy Spirit
and victory over the power of sin, etc.

Call for peace with one another

30

Paul challenged the Jewish and Gentile Christians to live in peace with one another (cf.
14:15.19). The two groups had been in conflict with each other. There would have been no one
better than Paul to explain to both sides that they share a common foundation on the basis of
which they should accept and work with each other.
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The polemic purpose

5

The Judaists (Christians of Jewish descent who insisted on adherence to Mosaic law) were
present wherever the gospel was being preached and demanded adherence to the “old faith”,
i.e. observance of the regulations of Mosaic law. Paul wanted to expose them and convince
them of their error.

F. The founding of the church in Rome

10

According to tradition, the Apostle Peter founded the church in Rome as its first bishop.
However, this account is flatly contradicted by New Testament Scriptures. According to the
(Catholic) tradition, Peter came to Rome around 40 AD and served as bishop for 25 years (i.e.
until the end of the rule of Emperor Nero) and then died in Rome as a martyr together with the
Apostle Paul. Although it has been historically substantiated that the Apostle Peter died in
Rome, the rest of the traditional account is contradicted by the following facts:
•
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When James died as a martyr in the year 44, Peter served at the church in Jerusalem (cf.
Jam 12:1-3).
In the year 49 at the Council of Jerusalem (cf. Act 15), Peter still served in Jerusalem as the
so-called “apostle of circumcision”.
In the years 53-55, during his stay in Ephesus, Paul decided to travel to Rome in order to
preach the gospel there (Act 19:21). If Peter had been serving there as bishop, he would
have most likely not done this (cf. Rom 15:20).
In the year 56, when Paul wrote the Letter to the Romans, he greeted all known members
of the church in Rome (cf. Rom 16), but readers will not find the name Peter on the long
list of names.
Paul arrived in Rome as a prisoner in the year 59. The report by Luke in Act 28 suggests
that Peter was not yet in Rome at the time. He was neither among the brothers who came to
meet Paul nor was he in the city itself.
If Paul really wrote the Letter to the Philippians in Rome (which is fairly probable), then he
would have done so in the year 61. He wrote this letter in his own name and in the name of
Timothy (cf. Phi 1:1), and in Phi 4:21-22, he greets the Philippians in the name of all the
brothers and especially those who belong to Caesar’s household. Peter again was not
mentioned.

These indications allow us to discern the legendary character of the Roman Catholic tradition
according to which the Apostle Peter was the founder and first bishop of the church in Rome.
We do not have any reliable information about the founding of the church in Rome. It is
generally assumed that the gospel was brought to Rome by pilgrims returning to Rome from
Jerusalem (after Pentecost, cf. Act 2:10) or quite simply by Jews who had converted to Christ
and then came to Rome. Others believe that converted soldiers, who had returned to Rome,
brought Christianity to the city. Paul especially mentions two well-known men of the church in
Rome who were already believers before him (cf. Rom 16:7). The presence of multiple friends
of the Apostle Paul in Rome seems to suggest that Christians from Asia Minor had travelled to
the global metropolis for business purposes (merchants, etc.). In any case, these people testified
about their faith in Christ and opened their homes to the followers of the Christian faith. Aquila
und Priscilla are a good example of this (cf. Rom 16:3-5).
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G. The recipients of the Epistle
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The Letter to the Romans is not a letter addressed to a specific (well-organised) church with
whom the Apostle Paul was personally acquainted (which was, e.g., the case with respect to the
churches in Corinth and Philippi), but rather a letter addressed to “all in Rome who are loved
by God and called to be his holy people” (Rom 1:7). Thus, the letter was addressed to all
believers living in the city of Rome. And, as shown by the long list of greetings in the last
chapter of the letter, this included many friends of the apostle. The church was in its
development phase and obviously not founded by one of the “great” apostles. In announcing
his visit, Paul said the following: “It has always been my ambition to preach the gospel where
Christ was not known, so that I would not be building on someone else’s foundation…” (cf.
Rom 15:20-23). The church in Rome predominantly consisted of Gentiles who had turned to
Christ (cf. 1:5-6.13-15, i.e. non-Jewish Christians), but also included an important minority of
Christians of Jewish descent, which was why Paul explicitly emphasised mutual tolerance in
14:1 to 15:13 (cf. also 2:17ff). The believers in Rome had come to Christ individually through
the personal testimony of the first Christians. The needs of this young, growing church were
apparent as the New Testament had not yet been established and recent converts only had
limited knowledge of the person and works of Jesus Christ (which they received through the
verbal testimony of the disciples): Comprehensive and systematic teaching about the truth
of the gospel by a competent person. This is precisely what the Epistle to the Romans
offers.

H. Special characteristics of this Epistle

25

30

35

All letters of the Apostle Paul could be categorised as “situational letters” since Paul addressed
and reacted to certain circumstances and/or problems in these letters. The majority of Pauline
letters could be described as polemic and/or corrective. The Letter to the Romans seems to be
an exception as it represents a type of systematic exposé of the important topics of the Apostle
Paul’s preaching. The difference is palpable when one compares the Letter to the Romans with
the Letter to the Galatians in which Paul deals with the same topics. The Letter to the Galatians
includes an abundance of ideas and arguments from various horizons that are seemingly not
organised according to a predetermined plan. However, the Letter to the Romans represents a
systematic treatise of various topics, which Paul first announces and then systematically
addresses later on. The Letter to the Romans contains more than half of the quotes from the Old
Testament that Paul makes throughout all surviving letters of the New Testament. The
introduction is very long (cf. 1:1-7) and the list of greetings at the end of the letter even longer,
which is somewhat surprising for a letter addressed to a church that Paul had never visited (see
below with regard to chap. 16). The letter is addressed to Christians who most likely already
knew the important truths of the gospel but had to be reminded of them again (cf. 15:14-15).

I.

40

Justification in the Epistle to the Romans

Justification is solely based on the works of God through the atoning sacrifice of his son Jesus
Christ. Humankind is reconciled with God the Father through this sacrifice. On the basis of this
justification, God declares the believing sinner justified (see Rom 1:16-17; 3:26; cf. 2Co 5:21).
Christ is our righteousness (cf. 1Co 1:30). As in legal proceedings, God has cancelled our debt
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(sin), and Christ has restored our relationship with God the Father – a relationship that was
disrupted by the fall of the first human being (cf. Rom 5:12ff and Isa 59:2).
Justification and:
5

10

15

Its necessity
Its originator
Its source
Its means
Its appropriation
Its proof
Its blessings
Its demand
Its battle
Its victory

Sin
Chapter:
God the Father
Grace
The blood of Jesus Christ
Through faith
The Resurrection
Fruits of the Spirit
Sanctification
Against the law and the flesh
Over the flesh

1:18 – 3:20
3:22.26
3:24-25
3:25
3:24-28
4:23-25
5:1-5
6:1-23
7:1-25
8:1-39

The redemptive effects of justification:

20

Salvation
Forgiveness
Reconciliation
Eternal life (deliverance)

Chapter:

3:24
4:7
5:10
5:10

J. Key word and key verses of the Epistle to the
Romans
25

Key word:

Justification

Key verses:

1:17 or 3:23-24

K. Total overview of the Epistle to the Romans
The following illustration is inspired by the diagram of Langhammer.1
30

1

Joachim E. Langhammer, Das Leben kann noch einmal beginnen: Die Botschaft des Römerbriefes (Bad
Salzuflen, Germany: Joachim E. Langhammer, 1977).
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The message of the Epistle to the Romans: Life can begin anew
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

State of lostness Salvation
Justification In Adam or
Life in the
through
New life
through faith in Christ
flesh
Gentiles Jews Christ

Prologue – Author – Key verse

Sin
Without
righteousness
Necessity of
salvation
Without life
Unbelief

Under sin

Own works

All

11

12

13

14-15

Christ in
me

History

Life

Christ above all

Christ through me

Christ for me

I with Christ

Justification

Sanctification Glory

Acceptance/Rejection

Behaviour

Effects of righteousness

Applied righteousness

Fruits of righteousness

Salvation offered
Salvation rejected

Preaching salvation

Eternal life

Wrong life

Practiced life

Triumphant
faith

Dead faith

Practiced faith

Triumph of God over sin

Battle against sin

Decision: Yes or No

Love

All

The individual

Righteousness offered
Fact of Acceptance
salvation of salvation
Life
offered

10

Assurance
Possessing
Claim of salvation
of salvation
salvation

Experienced Fulfilled
life
life

Revealed Faith that
faith
choses

Visible
faith

Freedom from the guilt of sin

Liberated life
Acting faith

Freedom from the Victory over
power of sin
sin

Faith

The individual

16

Life in
Order Respect
Election Dispersion Salvation Sanctification
the
and
and
of Israel of Israel
of Israel and ministry
Spirit
love tolerance

Biblical teaching
Without
Christ

9

Hope

Epilogue – Greetings – Warning – Doxology

1:1-17
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II. COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE TO THE
ROMANS

A. Prologue: chap. 1:1-17

Greeting: Vv 1-7
5

10

15

20

a.) Author: Vv 1-2.5-6
1. Paul = The small one. Formerly known as Saul (cf. Act 7:58; 8:1-3; 9:1-30; 11:25.30; 12:25;
13:1-9); from Act 13:9, he is called Paul (Greek: Pau/loj, from Latin Paulus = the small
one) instead of Saul (Greek: Sau/loj = Greek form of the Hebrew name Saul [lWav'] = [the
desired one]).2
• Born in Tarsus in Cilicia (Act 21:39).
• His parents were Jews (2Co 11:22).
• He was also a Roman citizen since birth as his father had Roman citizenship (Act 16:37;
22:25-28).
• His sister lived in Jerusalem (Act 23:16).
• Gamaliel was his teacher (Act 22:3; cf. Act 5:34).
• He is mentioned for the first time in Act 7:57-58 (on the occasion of the stoning of Stephen).
• His conversion (Act 9).
2. Servant (or slave, Greek “doulos” [dou/loj] of Jesus Christ.) He is not ashamed to bear this
title.
3. Called to be an apostle (not like the other apostles who underwent a three-year “practicum”
with Jesus. On his calling, see: Act 9; 1Co 9:1; Gal 1:12-24; 2Co 12:12; 1Ti 2:7; 2Ti 1:11.

25

4. Set apart to proclaim the gospel of God: cf. Gal 1:15 and Act 13:1-2. God is the origin and
source of the gospel (cf. Joh 3:16).
V. 2: “The gospel he promised beforehand through his prophets in the Holy Scriptures…” How
did this happen?

30

•
2

Through a promise: cf. Gen 3:15 (the so-called proto-gospel) and 2Pe 1:21.

Cf. Abraham Meister, Biblisches Namen-Lexikon (Pfäffikon ZH, Switzerland: Verlag Mitternachtsruf, 1970), p.
269. Meister refers to the Apostle Paul’s own references to his name and person in 1Co 15:9 (For I am the least
of the apostles . . . because I persecuted the church of God) and in Eph 3:8 (Although I am less than the least of
all the Lord’s saints).
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Through prophecy: cf. for example Isa 53.
Through typology and symbols: cf. for example “the slaughtered lamb” in Exo 12.
Through sacrifices: cf. especially the Third Book of Moses (Leviticus).

Vv 5-6: “Through him (i.e. through Christ) we received grace and apostleship”: Grace =
Salvation – Apostleship = Ministry. Both have been given to us through the grace of Christ.

b.) The topic: Vv 3-4
Jesus Christ is the central topic of the gospel. We can discern two truths in these verses: Jesus
Christ is
10

15

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Son of God
A descendant of David (cf. Psa 89:35-37)
His incarnation, i.e. God becoming man (according to the flesh, cf. Phi 2:5ff and 1Ti 3:16)
His death
His resurrection
He is Lord over missionary work

c.) The recipients of the Epistle: V. 7

20

“To all in Rome who are loved by God and called to be his holy people”: They were in Rome
but not of Rome: The letter was most likely not addressed to a single (local) Roman church, but
generally to all believers who lived in Rome at the time.

Thanksgiving and travel project: Vv 8-15
a.) Thanksgiving: Vv 8-9

25

Thankfulness is a good thing (cf. 1Th 5:18) and an indication of a good attitude. Unfortunately,
we often – or at least initially – tend to be negative and critical. Paul encourages the Christians
of Rome by assuring them of his support in interceding for them. He also did this in his other
letters:
1Co 1:4ff; Eph 1:15ff; Phi 1:3ff; Col 1:3ff etc.

30

“Your faith is being reported all over the world”: This certainly refers to the Roman world at
the time, specifically the Mediterranean region. Even a small light can shine far into the
distance. Unbelievers observe us more closely than we think. Compare this with 1Th 1:8-9. A
small fire can set a large area ablaze – fortunately, this is also true in the positive sense
(figuratively speaking)!

35

b.) His projects and travel motives: Vv 10-15
V. 10: Paul had wanted to visit the church for a long time (cf. Act 19:21 and Rom 15:23).
V. 11: He wished to see them – and wants to give them a spiritual gift in order to strengthen
their faith.

40
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V. 12: He wants to give and receive encouragement. As a servant of God, it is important to
realise that it is not merely others who require spiritual edification – we all need encouragement
since we will never be perfect as long as we are in this body here on earth.
5

10

V. 13: Paul also wants to see and harvest fruit in Rome. This is good provided that a person is
not seeking it for one’s own glory.
V. 14: Paul’s motive is not to seek his own glory. Rather, he knows that he is also “indebted”
to the Gentiles – all Gentiles, Greeks and barbarians (i.e. non-Greeks). For the Greeks, this
refers to people who did not speak the Greek language. “Barbarian” most likely refers to
“uneducated people” since Paul also adds “to the wise and the foolish”.
V. 15: Paul has the deep desire to also proclaim the gospel in Rome.

The topic of the letter: Vv 16-17
15

20

25

30

35

40

45

V. 16: “For I am not ashamed”: cf. Mar 8:38: “If anyone is ashamed of me and my words in
this adulterous and sinful generation, the Son of Man will be ashamed of them when he comes
in his Father’s glory with the holy angels.” We have absolutely no reason to be ashamed of the
gospel! Why? Since it is “the power of God that brings salvation to everyone who believes!”
Why should we be ashamed of this message as it is the only message that can save us from
eternal damnation? In Africa, for example, one is rarely confronted with the problem of
dogmatic atheism. However, preaching the unadulterated gospel in Europe nowadays is not an
easy task. The risk of being mocked is real. However, this must not keep us from going forward
and courageously preaching and testifying to the gospel as it is the only way to save people
from eternal lostness since salvation is only possible in and through Jesus Christ (cf. Joh 14:6;
Act 4:12). One could compare the gospel to a fire escape on the twentieth floor of a burning
high-rise. Just like the fire escape, the gospel is the only path to salvation. “Power of God”
(Greek: du,namij qeou/ [dúnamis theoû]3): The gospel has the power to completely change a
person. It is proof that this word is truly powerful. Our word “dynamite” is derived from the
Greek word “dynamis”. Precisely because it refers to a mighty power. “brings salvation to
everyone who believes...” Are we then saved because we believe? Is our faith effectively based
on merits? No! Our salvation was solely effectuated by God without our participation. The
following example illustrates our “part”, i.e. our own responsibility: Let us imagine that I am
on a cruise ship and have fallen into the open seas. I cannot save myself by my own efforts
because I am not a good swimmer. However, another passenger, who just saw me go overboard,
reacts with lightning speed and throws me a life buoy. All I have to do is hang on to the lifebuoy
to save myself from drowning. This is precisely what faith is: Accepting to be saved! “First to
the Jew, then to the Gentile”: What does this mean? Does God favour the Jews? Would this
not contradict the divine principle stated in Rom 2:11 (“For God does not show favouritism!”).
It seems to simply mean the following: Jews knew the living God while the Greeks (Gentiles)
did not, “without hope and without God in the world” (Eph 2:12). The Jews strove to live
according to the law of God (i.e. the Mosaic law) while the Gentiles (the Greeks) were helpless
and without orientation. However, in the eyes of God this difference is not determinative. Both
the Jews and the Greeks can only attain salvation through faith. Although it is true that the Jews
are mentioned first, this is most likely due to the fact that the Old Testament promises had been
given to the them. This was also the reason why Paul always first went to the synagogues on
In Greek, this word means “power”, and the Greek word is the root of the modern word “dynamite”, i.e. a
powerful explosive, in our modern languages (e.g. French, English and German).
3
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his missionary journeys (if these existed). However, ultimately there is no difference: Salvation
is intended for both: for the Jews and the Greeks (i.e. the Gentiles)… thus: for everyone (who
believes)!
5

10

15

20

25

30

V. 17: This verse (with Rom 3:23-24) is regarded as a key verse of the Letter to the Romans. It
contains a quote from Hab 2:4. The sentence “The righteous will live by faith” is also quoted
in Gal 3:11 and Heb 10:38!4 This quote from Habakkuk shows that people were also justified
by faith and not by works under the old covenant. For a definition of what “faith” means, see
infra our commentary on chapter 4 and the subchapter on “faith” in our brochure “Christology
and Soteriology”. “For in the gospel the righteousness of God is revealed—a righteousness
that is by faith from first to last”: “For therein” in this verse refers to the gospel. What actually
is the “righteousness of God”? See Mat 5:17: It is the fulfilment of the law of God, which
demands righteousness (cf. Rom 6:13-14 and Eph 5:9). A person can never be justified before
God by himself or by his own efforts. He can try and try but will never achieve it by his own
strength (cf. Hio 9:2 [the reply by Job], 25:4 [the reply by Bildad]). “by faith from first to last”
[literally: from faith to faith”]: This expression frequently gives rise to discussions. Biblical
exegetes suggest various interpretations. Perhaps one could translate the text as follows:
“Righteousness comes from faith and leads to faith…” Be that as it may, it is certain that God’s
righteousness, the righteousness that alone counts before God, can only be attained through
faith (in Jesus Christ). This means that only those who believe in Jesus Christ, the Son of God
(who alone is righteous and without sin [cf. Joh 8:46; 2Co 5:21; Heb 4:15; 1Pe 2:22]), and that
he died for us in our stead in order to gain God’s righteousness are justified by God the Father
based on faith in Christ. This faith is credited to the person as righteousness. This means that
the righteousness of Christ is given to him as a gift through faith as if it were the person’s own
righteousness (cf. 1Co 1:30: “It is because of him that you are in Christ Jesus, who has become
for us wisdom from God—that is, our righteousness, holiness and redemption.”). This is
discussed in greater detail in chapter 4. In simple terms, one might say: From this verse on
(1:17), Paul explains who can attain righteousness that counts before God and how (in what
way).5 And now Paul shows us that:
•
•
•

No one is justified, all have sinned – without exception!
Humans cannot earn the righteousness that counts before God through their own efforts.
The only way to be justified before God is through Jesus Christ. This is explained from
Rom 3:21 (especially 3:21-25).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All humans need this righteousness of God (1:18 to 3:20)
The way to receive this righteousness as a gift (3:21 to 7:25)
The blessing associated with it (chap. 8)
The reason why Israel according to the flesh has not attained it (chap. 9–11)
Its effects on daily life (chap. 12–16)

35

40

4

This is one of the arguments for the Paulinicity of the Letter to the Hebrews. Compare our brochure about the
Letter to the Hebrews.
5
Compare with the plan for the book: 1:18–3:20: without righteousness; 3:21–5:21: righteousness offered freely
(at no cost).
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B. The dogmatic part of the Epistle to the Romans:
chap. 1:18–11:36

The universality of sin: chap. 1:18–3:20 (without
righteousness)
5

Either
and

1:18-32
2:1-29

=
=

Gentiles
Jews

Or

1:18-32
2:1-16
2:17-29

=
=

Gentiles
The moral human
The Jew

10

15

Actually 1:16 only references two groups, the Gentiles (Greeks) and the Jews. It is possible that
1:18-32 applies to the Gentiles whereas 2:1-16 refers to all humans in order to show that, in the
eyes of God, there is no difference between Gentiles and Jews. 2:17-29 specifically applies to
Jews.

a.) God’s judgement of the Gentiles: chap. 1:18-32

20

•
•
•
•

The Gentile is under the wrath of God: V 18.
He is without excuse: Vv 19-20.
He is devoted to idolatry: Vv 21-23.
He is headed toward death (eternal damnation): Vv 24-32.

God has the right to judge humankind: 1:18 (cf. with 3:6) because:

25

30

35

40

1. The human is not “without light”. Vv 19-20 (cf. Psa 19:2 = the testimony of nature).
Compare also with Rom 2:15 where Paul references the human intuition, i.e. an inner human
knowledge about the Creator of all things.
2. The human has rejected the light: Vv 21-24: (a) The ungratefulness of humans: V. 21 (b)
His heart has been darkened: V. 21 (c) His pride: V. 22 (d) His idolatry: V. 23. For this
reason, God gave humans over to impurity, i.e. to perversion.
3. The human has exchanged the truth about God for a lie: Vv 25-27. For this reason, God
gave them over to shameful passions (Vv 26-27: Homosexuality: Women with women
[female homophily] and men with men [male homophily]). See also the following passages
on the condemnation of homosexuality in the Holy Scriptures: Gen 19:4-8 (Sodom and
Gomorrah); Lev 18:22; 20:13 (Mosaic law); 1Ki 14:24; 15:12; 22:47 and 2Ki 23:7.
4. The natural human does not want to acknowledge God: V. 28. For this reason, God gave
them over to a depraved mind, so that they do what ought not to be done (Vv 29-31).
This is a biblical truth: A person who hardens himself against the Word and Will of God risks
that God will harden him even more (see e.g. Pharaoh in Exo 7 to 11). The consequence of such
a sinful life will ultimately be judgement and (eternal) death. Compare this with Rev 21:8;
20:14-15.
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b.) God does not differentiate between Jews and Gentiles; all will be
judged: chap. 2:1-16
1:18-32:

The Gentile stands accused: guilty because he has the “light of creation” that
bears witness to the existence of a Creator God.

2:1-16:

All humans are guilty (Vv 9-10: Jews and Gentiles). The Jew because he has the
“light” of the law, the Gentile because he has the “light of his conscience”: The
Jew = V. 12; the Gentile = V. 15.

5

10

One could also say:
Chap. 1:18-32:

Unrighteousness is being accused

Chap. 2:

Self-righteousness is being accused

15
This passage tells us that and how God will judge:

20

25

30

1. He judges according to the truth: Vv 2-5.
2. He judges according to works: Vv 6-10. Compare with Rev 20:12-13 (not according to a
person’s intelligence or profession of faith or denomination, and also not according to one’s
knowledge of the Bible or theology). However, this does not mean that a person is saved on
account of his works: cf. Eph 2:9.
3. God will judge impartially without distinction of person: Vv 11-15. Jews or Greeks, black
or white, Asian or Native peoples, wise or “simple”...
4. He will judge according to the gospel of Jesus Christ: V. 16. Nothing is hidden from him.
He will bring justice to each and every one. All injustice committed over the course of
history will be brought to light. Compare with 1Ki 4:5 and Heb 4:13. If we did not know
that the day will come when God will bring justice to all people, then this life (as we believe)
would be unbearable in light of all the injustice committed in this dark and sinful world.
However, fortunately, we know that the day will come when Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
will judge the world according to his gospel (cf. 2Ti 4:1).
Vv 1-3: Whoever judges another will not be accused because he judges others, but rather
because he ultimately commits the same sin.

35
Vv 4-5: “God’s kindness [...] lead[s] you to repentance”: Here we already find an initial
reference to mercy!

45

V. 6: This does not mean that a person can be saved based on his own righteousness, but that
we are judged and condemned on account of our own works, i.e. our sins. It must be clearly
stated that we can never be saved by our own works or efforts since we have all sinned without
exception. There is only one who has truly lived according to the law, i.e. who has fulfilled the
law of God, and this person is Jesus Christ, the Son of God: cf. Mat 5:17; 2Co 5:21. The
following is clear when it comes to us: We can only be saved by faith as we accept the grace
offered through Jesus Christ: cf. Gal 2:16; 3:11; Eph 2:8-9.

50

Vv 7-10: Can we then earn our righteousness by our own efforts? No, the answer is already
stated in Rom 1:17, and Paul comes back to it again in 3:21-23. Compare this with Eph 2:10
where the Apostle Paul tells us that we can only do good works that are pleasing in the eyes of
God through Jesus Christ. Works that are done independently of Jesus Christ cannot please God

40
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simply because they have not been done in honour of God. However, this passage does not say
that a person who does good works will be saved, but rather that there is no one who truly does
good, neither Jew nor Greek: compare with 3:23 (with respect to the Jew, see 2:17-29).
5

10

15

V. 11: This verse testifies to God’s righteousness: Before him there is no distinction of person:
no corruption, no preferred treatment for those who are better off, no nepotism... simply put:
Everyone will be judged justly!
Verses 1-11 (judging impartially – without distinction of person) are written as if Paul were
disputing with someone, a style referred to as “diatribe”. The key words are “because you who
pass judgment, do the same things” (V. 1). Principally, Paul is denouncing precisely what Jesus
has condemned in Mat 5:21-48. Again: Paul does not teach that a person can be saved by his
own works, but rather he denounces those who judge others (i.e. their works) (as Jesus had also
done in Mat 7:1-5). Paul dispels the illusion that the Jews or Israel according to the flesh enjoy
special privileges. The prophets of the Old Testament had already denounced this fallacy: cf.
Amo 3:2; 9:7-8. Bénétreau summarises it well:
Paul, we believe, is concerned with two things. Firstly, he wants to dispel any
illusion: Even the best among humans, those who exhibit great moral sensibility,
the Jews who benefit from divine revelations will not escape judgement. As
sinners, they deserve death. Paul is also concerned with proclaiming God’s
righteousness: God judges evil and rewards good regardless of situations or
positions. The apostle can praise God’s righteousness, faithfulness and truth by
proclaiming salvation through faith for everyone while at the same time holding
fast to the impartial judgement of each person’s works (3:1-20).6

20

25

Vv 12-16.

Everyone is to be judged – the universality of judgement!
Those under the law:
by the law (concerns the Jews)
Those who are without law: by their conscience (concerns the Gentiles)

30

V. 15: The testimony of human intuition: Every person has an inner knowledge (intuition or
“the echo of the voice of God”).
A problem: Are the people who have never heard the gospel lost as well? Will there really be
no exceptions?

35
Answer: According to Rom 2:12, all humans will be judged: those who are under the law and
those without the law.

40

1. The Gentiles are without excuse since they have their conscience as they are made in the
image of God. With respect to the law, see Rom 2:14-15.
2. The Jews have the law and are judged on the basis of the law: 2:12 (cf. 2:17).
6

Samuel Bénétreau, L'EPITRE DE PAUL AUX ROMAINS, 2nd edition (Vaux-sur-Seine, France: ÉDIFAC,
Éditions de la Faculté Libre de Théologie Évangélique, 2002), I: p. 78. (We translate all French-language quotes
for readers who do not understand French). The original French text: « Paul a, pensons-nous, une double
préoccupation. Il veut d'abord bannir toute illusion : les meilleurs des hommes, ceux qui manifestent une grande
sensibilité morale, les Juifs bénéficiaires des révélations divines, n'échappent pas à la sentence. Pécheurs, ils sont
dignes de mort. Il a ensuite le souci d'attester l'équité divine : indépendamment des situations et des statuts, Dieu
juge le mal et honore le bien. Ainsi, en annonçant un salut par la foi pour tous et en maintenant l'impartialité du
jugement sur les œuvres de chacun, l'apôtre peut exalter la justice, la fidélité et la vérité de Dieu (3:1-20). »
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According to Rom 3:1-23, all people have sinned and are judged because of their sin. Jesus
Christ is the only way to be saved from damnation: cf. Joh 14:6; Act 4:12 and Rom 3:24.
5

10

However, what happens to those who have never or will never have heard the gospel? Would
it not be unfair if these people were lost because they never heard the good news? In Rom
10:13-17, Paul actually points out that saving faith comes from hearing the Word of God (see
V. 17). What will (for example) happen to the indigenous peoples in the Amazon jungle in
South America? Jesus says (see Joh 3:18) that anyone who believes in him will not be judged
(because Jesus came to pay for the sins of humankind with his life), but the person who does
not believe has already been judged (perfect tense in Greek: ke,kritai [kékritai] = factual
determination!). Thus, the following question imposes itself on the human mind: Is it not unfair
that God did not proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ to all people at the same time? Here are
some attempts to answer this objection:

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

1. The gospel is an offer of grace and not an earned benefit or an obligation. Condemnation of
the sinner is just (cf. Gen 2:17; Rom 5:12; 6:23). We have not earned anything in God’s
eyes. He loved us when we were still sinners (cf. Rom 5:8; Eph 2:8). God does not owe
grace to anyone. Otherwise it would not be grace. Grace is a free gift and not something
earned.
2. Rom 10:13-17: The urgent call to evangelise would not be necessary if the Gentile who has
never heard the good news was not lost in his sins.
3. If it were true that the Gentiles could be saved by holding to the “light” (or to the measure
of known truth) granted to them, then, as a consequence, human beings would still be saved
by their own works. Jesus would have been wrong when he spoke the words recorded in
Joh 14:6 to his disciples. The same would then also apply to the apostles Peter and John in
their confession in Act 4:12.
4. According to Rom 3:10-11.23, there is no one who is righteous. We should therefore not
worry and think that God is unjust.
5. No one will be judged because he was not reached by the testimony of missionaries. The
human being is under divine judgement because of his sinfulness. Jesus, the perfect Godman, is the only exception because he never sinned but rather gave his life as a substitute in
order to save humankind (cf. Col 1:20; 1Jo 2:1-2 and Mar 10:45). Anyone who believes in
him finds salvation. Passages such as Joh 3:18; 8:24; 14:6 and Rom chap. 2; 3 and 10 clearly
show: All humans are lost in their sins, which also includes those who have never heard the
gospel. Anyone who opposes this ultimately contradicts the words of Jesus and the apostles.
6. The human mind may be tempted to speculate as follows: Since God is eternal and
omniscient, he knows all things, which means he also knows everything about our lives –
even before we are born (cf. e.g. Jer 1:5; Psa 139:16 and Rom 8:29-30). Is it not conceivable
that God has arranged it so that those people of which he knew in advance that they would
believe in Jesus Christ if they heard the gospel would be born in a time and/or place where
they are given the opportunity to hear the gospel? In other words, a person of which the
omniscient God knew or knows in advance that he would not turn from his sin, no matter
where he lives in the world and no matter if he ever heard the gospel, could still be
condemned on account of his sinfulness since God knew/knows that this person would not
have turned to Jesus even if he had heard or hears the gospel. However, with regard to this
speculative argumentation, one has to consider that it either assumes the pre-existence of
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the soul or the creation-theory of the soul.7 We believe that the Bible teaches so-called
“traducianism”.8

c.) God’s judgement of the sins of the Jews: chap. 2:17-29
5

10

After Paul explained that God judges without distinction of person, he now denounces the selfrighteousness of the Jews. Paul specifically mentions two issues in which the Jews took pride
(a great privilege but also a great responsibility as they are charged to also put this knowledge
into practice!):
Vv 17-24:
Vv 25-29:

The law
The circumcision

“if you call yourself a Jew…” (2:17):

15

“Hebrews” points to the place of origin and the language. “Israel” is reminiscent of the
relationship with God and the religion while “Jew” refers to the race in contrast to the Gentiles.
The enumeration of 10 Jewish privileges is to be understood somewhat ironically since Paul
wants to show that the Jews abused their privileges. The 10 privileges of the Jews:

20

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

He relies on the law (V. 17)
He boasts in God (V. 17)
He knows the will of God (V. 18)
He has been instructed by the law (V. 18)
He can differentiate between good and evil (V. 18)

25
The Jews believe the following as they benefit from these 5 privileges:

30

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They are a guide for the blind (V. 19)
They are a light for those who are in the dark (V. 19)
They are doctors (or instructors) of the foolish (V. 20)
They are teachers of little children (V. 20)
They have the embodiment of knowledge and truth in the law (V. 20; this is principally true,
but it is commonly understood that the truth that one does not live out ultimately becomes
a lie.)

35
Some explanations:

In French and German this theory is called “creatianism”, not “creationism”. Under creationism we understand
the supernatural creation of the universe by God in six 24-hour days, while “creatianism” means the creation of
the soul by God when it is infused into the new (procreated) organism (newborn baby or when the foetus is still in
the womb of the mother. Thus, according to “creatianism”, the soul of every human being is directly created by
God (i.e. ex nihilo) and then enters the body at conception or birth or in-between. One could also say that God
effectively creates individual souls ad hoc. See also our explanation under the chapter “Origin of the soul” in our
brochure “Biblical Anthropology”.
8
Traducianism teaches that the entire human race was created in Adam and reproduces naturally in regard to both
the body and the soul. Cf. Duden dictionary for foreign-language words: “Concept according to which the human
soul is created at the time of conception as an offshoot of the father’s soul.” Accordingly, since Adam, souls are
only created indirectly by God. See also our explanations on traducianism under the chapter “Origin of the soul”
in our brochure “Biblical Anthropology”. It is predominantly the fact of original sin (cf. Rom 5:12-21) and the
passage in Heb 7:5 (Levi out of the loins of Abraham) that (as we believe) speak for traducianism.
7
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“Guide for the blind”: Compare with Mat 15:14 and 23:16 ‒ this was probably a common
expression. “Instructor of the foolish”: The Gentiles were foolish in the eyes of the Jews
(because they had no knowledge of the true religion).
5

10

15

20

Vv 21-24: 5 accusatory questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

You, then, who teach others, do you not teach yourself? (V. 21)
You who preach against stealing, do you steal? (V. 21)
You who say that people should not commit adultery, do you commit adultery? (V. 22)
You who abhor idols, do you rob temples? (V. 22)
You who boast in the law, do you dishonour God by breaking the law? (V. 23). Paul quotes
Isa 52:5 in verse 24 in order to substantiate the implicit accusations.

Paul merely wants to make it clear to the Jews that they are just as much guilty before God as
the Gentiles on account of their sin. The sins of the Jews ultimately consisted in not putting that
which they knew into practice as James admonishes us to do in 1:22-23 and 4:17.
V. 24, as already mentioned above, is loosely quoted from Isa 52:5 (wording according to LXX)
in order to show that the name of God is being blasphemed among the Gentiles because of the
Jews’ lifestyle (compare with the message of the Prophet Ezekiel).
Vv 25-29: The “privilege” of circumcision:

25

30

35

In this passage, Paul says that circumcision is useless if one does not also keep all the other
commandments. He explains this as follows:
1. Circumcision has no value if you do not fulfil the law (the entire law, V. 25; cf. Jam 2:10).
2. Observance or obedience to the (Mosaic) law is more important than circumcision (V. 26).
Compare with Cornelius in Act 10:22 and Luk 7:1-9 (the Roman centurion).
3. The more we know (about the law, etc.), the greater our responsibility (V. 27; cf. Jam 4:17).
4. What counts is not what can be seen with the eyes, but rather what is in our hearts (Vv 2829; cf. 1Pe 3:4 and 1Sa 16:7).
Practical application: A mere outward piety is of no value in the eyes of God. Anyone who
believes that baptism alone is sufficient for salvation is greatly mistaken (against
sacramentalism, cf. 1Pe 3:21).

d.) The privileges of the Jews: chap. 3:1-8

40

45

In the passage 2:17-29, Paul points out the guilt of the Jews, which means that the Jews are also
under the power of sin and without excuse; i.e. they are just as guilty as the Gentiles. And now
in 3:1-8, Paul responds to “Jewish objections”. It is very well possible that Paul had heard these
arguments before as “Judaizers” also travelled the land. Or Paul mentioned them because he
was well aware of the Jews’ way of argumentation based on his own experiences. The passage
is also written in the form of a diatribe. Wikipedia states the following:
Paul partially employs the diatribe form, a common style during his time as he
writes as if he were responding to interjections. The text is therefore structured
like a discussion. The usage of this form seems to suggest that Paul wanted to
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counter suspected misunderstandings related to his theology before going to
Rome himself.”9
Question ─ Objection No 1 (V. 1):
5

“What advantage, then, is there in being a Jew, or what value is there in circumcision?”
Paul’s response (V. 2):

10

It is a great advantage specifically because the Word of God has been entrusted to the Jews
(this, of course, mainly refers to the Mosaic law). In Rom 9:4-5, Paul also mentions other
privileges of the Jews.
Question ─ Objection No 2 (V. 3):

15

“What if some were unfaithful? Will their unfaithfulness nullify God’s faithfulness?”
Paul’s response (V. 4):

20

“Not at all!” By quoting Psa 51:4 (other translations v. 6; the adultery of David), Paul shows
that God remains faithful (even if we are unfaithful; cf. 2Ti 2:13).
Question ─ Objection No 3 (V. 5):

25

“But if our unrighteousness brings out God’s righteousness more clearly, what shall we say?
That God is unjust in bringing his wrath on us?

30

The Jews wanted to say that if the unfaithfulness of the Jews increases the righteousness of God
all the more (since God judges the sinner), then God’s judgement of the unrighteous is unjust.
According to the motto, the unrighteous essentially provide a service to God as their
unrighteous actions ultimately increase the righteousness of God. By adding “I am using a
human argument” at the end of the verse, Paul merely wants to avoid any misunderstanding by
stating that it is not he, Paul, who is asking this question, but rather the sinners, the godless, the
“natural persons”, in this case the unbelieving Jews!

35

Paul’s response (Vv 6-8):

40

“Certainly not! If that were so, how could God judge the world?” In other words: If God is not
allowed to judge sinners, then he could not judge the world! Verses 7-8 extend the third question
further. In these verses, the reader learns that Paul has been slandered by certain people who
accuse him of teaching that one should do evil so that good will result, i.e. by sinning we bring
God’s righteousness to light all the more. Paul dispels the illusion according to which sin
contributes to the revelation of God’s righteousness. The fact that certain people were accusing
him of teaching such a terrible heresy, yes even blasphemy, must have been an incredible
burden for Paul!

45
Regarding these words of Paul, one could also add that if God did not judge the sinful Jews, he
ultimately could not judge the Gentiles either. In short, he would not be able to judge the world.

9

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brief_des_Paulus_an_die_Römer (regarding the literary character)
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Paul again takes up this false perception stated in verse 8 in 6:1-4 and the three others in chapter
9.

e.) No one is righteous (neither Jew nor Greek): chap. 3:9-20
5

V. 9: The Jews do not actually have advantages over the Gentiles since the Jews, just as the
Gentiles (Greeks), are also under the power of sin.
Vv 10-18: These verses contain a series of quotes from the Old Testament in order to show that
there is no one who is righteous, i.e. without sin:

10

15

Vv 10-12:
V. 13a:
V. 13b:
V. 14:
Vv 15-17:
V. 18:

Quote from

Psa 14:1-3
Psa 5:9 (10)
Psa 140:3 (4)
Psa 10:7
Isa 59:7-8
Psa 36:1 (2)

Paul is aware that the Jews believed these accusations only applied to the Greeks, which is why
he now also references the (Mosaic) law:
20

25

30

Vv 19-20: What the law says, it says to everyone who is under the law, i.e. to the Jews (V. 19;
cf. Gal 3:10 and Jam 2:10).
No one can be justified by works (obedience to the Mosaic law) since human beings only
become aware of sin through the law, but the law cannot free anyone from sin. Believing that a
person can be saved (redeemed) by the law is the same as if a skydiver jumps from an airplane
with a bag of cement instead of a parachute.
Up until this point (3:20), Paul has been talking of the human without righteousness (the
unrighteous person). Without righteousness because the law brings a person’s sinfulness to
light, which applies both to Gentiles (Greeks) and Jews. 3:21 marks a significant turning point:
“But now…!” (in Greek: Nuni. de. [nüni dè]) – compare with the parallel in Eph 2:4: “But [...]
God…!” (in Greek: o` de. qeo.j [ho dè theòs]).

Justification by faith (chap. 3:21 – 5:21)
35

Now Paul defines the “righteousness of God”, which he had already mentioned in 1:17.
Justification by faith – this part of the Letter to the Romans could also be titled “gifted or offered
righteousness”.

a.) Its basis: Salvation through the blood of Jesus: chap. 3:21-31
40

V. 21: “But now apart from the law” (in Greek: Nuni. de. cwri.j no,mou): The law reveals what
God demands from humankind. The law demands efforts and (good) works in order to be
justified. However, the source of God’s saving righteousness is not founded in the law since the
law cannot provide sinners with the necessary power to free themselves from the bonds of sin.
A new principle of relationship is needed between God and humankind (cf. Rom 8:2-4). The
true purpose of the law, namely for humans to live in harmony with the will and plan of God,
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is only possible on the basis of faith. Therefore the conclusion of the Apostle Paul in verse 31:
“Do we, then, nullify the law by this faith? Not at all! Rather, we uphold the law.” In other
words: Only the person who is justified by faith (or grace) can live in harmony with the law of
God – based on the power and counsel of the Holy Spirit.
5

10

15

20

25

30

What is the “righteousness of God” (in Greek: dikaiosu,nh qeou/)? The righteousness of God is
perfect conformity to the (Mosaic) law (and therefore the will of God). Jesus can be our
righteousness (1Co 1:30) because he is without sin (cf. 2Co 5:21; Heb 4:15).10 This means that
Jesus lived in harmony with the law throughout his entire earthly existence. “…the
righteousness [...] to which the Law and the Prophets testify”: From Genesis up to the Prophet
Malachi, the righteousness of God had already been intimated in the Old Testament through
rites, sacrifices and typologies.
V. 22: “This righteousness is given through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe”: Why is
righteousness obtained through faith in Jesus Christ? Because Christ was and is the only
righteous or sinless person to ever exist (cf. Mat 27:19.24; 1Pe 3:18 etc.), and he died for us
although he was righteous and without sin. Those who believe in him therefore receive HIS
righteousness as a gift, i.e. it is credited to them (imputation).
Vv 22c-23: “All have sinned”: There is no difference between humans, whether Jew or Greek,
black or white, rich or poor, intellectual or simple… all are guilty and lack glory before God.
All are lost!
V. 24: “…and all are justified freely by his grace…”: This means by the grace of God.
However, according to verse 22, this only applies to those who believe. There is no
“universalism”, i.e. no final reconciliation whereby all humans are automatically saved by the
grace of Jesus Christ, which is referred to as the doctrine of apocatastasis, essentially meaning
the restoration of all things. This (false) teaching is called “classic universalism”. No, the
righteousness of Christ is only credited to those who believe in Christ who was and is the only
righteous person to exist and who died for us in order to pay for our unrighteousness, our sin.
“by his grace”: The righteousness that counts before God cannot be earned (for example
through good works), but can only be received as a gift through faith. It is a gift, not something
earned. Many people reject Jesus Christ because they are too proud to accept this gift of mercy.
They would rather earn their salvation by their own efforts and good works. However, we know
that this is impossible.

35

40

45

Grace: Grace is a gift that one receives without charge, i.e. without giving something in return,
without earning it. One could compare this with a judge who pardons a criminal who has been
sentenced to death. We are pardoned based on the salvation that Jesus Christ has obtained for
us. To say it again: There is only one way to receive the righteousness that counts before God
and thereby be pardoned, through Jesus Christ (cf. Joh 3:16; 14:6; Act 4:12).
V. 25: This essentially means the following: The sin of humans leads to the anger and ultimately
the judgement of God. However, instead of judging humans, God in his love has provided a
solution so that humans can escape the judgement of damnation. Although it is true that God’s
righteousness requires the judging of humankind (cf. Rom 6:23), God, instead of damning all
humans, gave his own Son (over to death) so that he may die in our place. Jesus was prepared
to take our place and die on the cross although he was righteous and without fault. God is holy
10

As a reminder, one of the many names of Yahweh in the Old Testament is WnqE)d>ci Ÿhw"ïhy> (Yahweh Tsidkenu =
Yahweh our righteousness); see e.g. Jer 33:16 (Jer 33 is a so-called “Christological” chapter).
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and cannot lie. What he has said must necessarily come to pass (cf. also e.g. Num 23:19). For
better or worse, God is forced to keep his Word since he had said that humans must die if they
sin (cf. Gen 2:16-17 and Rom 6:23). Therefore, death is inevitable. The only alternative to God
damning sinful humankind is God himself paying the wages of sin by letting his Son (who is
also God) die on the cross as our substitute.
Verse 25 provides the answer to the question how people over the course of the entire human
history (from Adam to the end of time) can be saved: The topic of grace is not only discussed
in the New Testament but had already been addressed in the Old Testament as well. Sinners in
the Old Testament received forgiveness (grace) by sacrificing animals for their sins. The blood
of animals had to be shed instead of the sinner’s blood since there is no forgiveness without the
shedding of blood (cf. Heb 9:22). However, the blood of animals is not truly a substitute and
cannot redeem the sins of humankind (cf. Heb 10:4). Why then did God demand animal
sacrifice in Old Testament times under the Old Covenant although he knew that the blood of
animals could never truly atone for the sins of the people? We are convinced that the blood of
animals merely had a symbolic, a typological meaning as it pointed to the perfect blood of Jesus
Christ, which was to be shed at the time determined by God the Father (Gal 4:4-5; 1Pe 1:1820). This is also the reason why Jesus is (metaphorically) referred to as “the Lamb of God” (cf.
Joh 1:29; Rev 5:6.12). Under the Old Covenant, God in his patience had left the previously
committed sins of humankind unpunished while looking to the animals sacrificed for the
people’s sin (which typologically pointed to the prospective, perfect sacrifice of the Son of God
himself). God delayed his judgement since he knew that he would send his Son at the time
determined by him so that he may shed his blood, which alone can redeem the sins of those
who believed in the coming Messiah under the Old Covenant (Old Testament) as well as all
those who would come to believe in him since the incarnation.11 God can therefore justify
everyone who believes in Jesus Christ since the righteousness of God is credited to all who
believe in Christ. This grace was already prefigured in the Old Testament in various ways as
e.g. through the Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur; see Lev 16 ‒ compare with the throne of
grace in Heb 4:16). Why is the shedding of blood or sacrifices necessary? Lev 17:11 and Deu
12:23 states that the life of a creature is in the blood. Christ gave his life for us by shedding his
blood (cf. 1Pe 1:18-20).
V. 26: “…to demonstrate his righteousness” by giving his Son as a sacrifice for the sins of
humankind “…so as to be just and the one who justifies those who have faith in Jesus.” No one
can accuse God of unrighteousness when he justifies sinners who believe in Jesus Christ since
Jesus has obtained righteousness for sinners by shedding his own blood as a ransom.
Vv 27-30: No one can boast since this righteousness (or justification) is freely given to everyone
who believes in Jesus Christ (who paid the price of salvation [ransom]). Not even the Jew.
Glory is due to God alone. The Jew as well can only be justified by faith and not by his own
works.
V. 31: Paul again poses a question here, focussing on an insinuation (or defamatory accusation)
of his enemies. His enemies had accused him of abolishing the (Mosaic) law. Paul defends
himself by explaining that the person who is justified by faith ultimately affirms the law on
account of his liberated life in Jesus Christ.

11

I.e. in the time of the New Covenant, which began at Pentecost with the pouring out of the Holy Spirit on
believers (cf. Act 2).
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Paul’s statements recorded in verses 21-31 are nothing short of revolutionary, both at the time
of writing as well as today. There is no difference between Jews and Greeks; both can only be
saved by the grace of God through the blood of his Son Jesus Christ. Anyone who believes in
Jesus Christ can receive this grace. The Jews would certainly deny this, which is why Paul
justifies this teaching by invoking the Holy Scriptures, i.e. the Old Testament. He references
Abraham and David, which is, of course, very wise since the Jews are always claiming to be
the children of Abraham (cf. Joh 8:33). On the basis of Abraham and David, Paul shows that,
even in Old Testament times, humans were justified only on the basis of faith.

b.) Its proof: Holy Scriptures (Abraham and David): chap. 4:1-8
10

1. The example of Abraham (Vv 1-5) and 2. The example of David (Vv 6-8)
(1)

The example of Abraham: Vv 1-5

V. 1: Abraham was the (physical) father of the people of Israel (a Hebrew) according to the
flesh. He lived several centuries before Moses.
15

20
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V. 2: Abraham could logically not be justified by the “works of the law” since, at the time, the
law of Moses had not yet been given. And even if he had been declared righteous based on the
law, he could still not boast before God.
V. 3: However, the determinative factor is not what people say (first and foremost, the Jews
who believed that they were justified on the basis of observing the Mosaic law), but what the
Scripture says (Old Testament). By quoting Gen 15:6, Paul offers proof that Abraham was
justified by God based on his faith (and not his works).
V. 4: A person who works hard all day receives a wage. However, this wage has nothing to do
with grace since the worker has earned it based on his efforts (cf. the words of Jesus in Luk
10:7: “the worker deserves his wages!”).
V. 5: A person who has true faith does not act on the basis of his own efforts but is convinced
that someone else has done something for him. In Gal 2:16, Paul clearly points out that no one
is “justified by the works of the law”.
(2)

35

The example of David: Vv 6-8

In 1Sa 13:14, David is referred to as a “man after his [God’s] own heart” although David was
certainly also a sinner (cf. 2Sa 12:11-14). He was an adulterer and even a murderer. In verses
7-8, Paul quotes Psa 32:1-2 (a Psalm of David). Luther referred to this Psalm as a “Pauline
psalm”.
V. 6: God credits us with righteousness (his righteousness) without works, i.e. apart from any
contribution of our own.

40

V. 7: God forgives and covers our sins (“whose sins are covered”; cf. Rom 3:25).
V. 8: God does not count the sins against those who believe.

45

David’s sins were forgiven out of grace (cf. 2Sa 12:13) and he was justified by God on account
of his faith (cf. Psa 32:1-2).
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c.) Its means: Faith: chap. 4:9-25
(1)

5

Independently of circumcision: Vv 9-12

V. 9: This fortunate circumstance or blessing, i.e. the privilege of being justified by God on
account of faith, applies both to the (physically) circumcised and uncircumcised. Yet, what
proof is there that the uncircumcised as well are not excluded from this “blessedness”? Paul
answers this question in the following verse:
V. 10: Abraham himself is proof since God credits his faith to him as righteousness when he
was still uncircumcised:

10
➢ Crediting (imputation) of righteousness: Gen 15:6.
➢ Circumcision: Gen 17:10-27. The chronology of both events is clear.
15

This proves that it is not circumcision that resulted in Abraham’s justification, but rather
Abraham’s faith in God.
V. 11: Circumcision was merely a kind of seal of the righteousness received by faith. One could
also say a “confirmation” or an “outward sign”.

20
Vv 11-12: Therefore, Abraham is the father of both circumcised and uncircumcised believers.
Both must believe; otherwise no one can be justified.
Verses 9-12 teach us the following truths:
25

30

35

1. The uncircumcised, i.e. the Gentiles can also be justified by faith.
2. Abraham was justified at least 14 years before his circumcision (cf. Gen 16:16 with 17:1).
3. It was not the circumcision that effectuated Abraham’s justification by God. The
circumcision was merely an outward sign, just like baptism is an outward sign of a person’s
spiritual (inner) birth.
4. Abraham is the father of all Christians, regardless whether they are Jews or Greeks. God
promised him both earthly and spiritual descendants (cf. Gen 12:1-3; 15:1-6; 17:1-8; Gal
3:6-7.16.29).
5. We are reminded that Abraham received justification solely on the basis of faith, i.e. out of
pure mercy!
Conclusion for us: Neither circumcision nor baptism, nor communion (the Lord’s Supper), nor
any other rites or sacraments can (in themselves) bring us closer to God. The human being can
only be saved by faith.

40

(2)

Independently of the law: Vv 13-15

Vv 13-14: Faith would be without value and the promise powerless if Abraham had received
the promised inheritance on the basis of the law (i.e. based on the works of the law).

45

V. 15: Why? Because the law only leads to wrath (due to human sin as sins are transgressions
of the law). Moreover, God only gave the law of Moses 430 years after making the promise to
Abraham (cf. Gal 3:17).
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But only by faith: Vv 16-25

V. 16: Everyone under the law and also those who are not, i.e. Jews and Gentiles, can only be
justified by faith.
5

V. 17: Paul quotes Gen 17:5 in order to show that the Holy Scriptures themselves state that
Abraham is not only the father of one nation (the Hebrews) but of many – i.e. also of the socalled Gentile nations – including Gentiles who believe in Christ.

10

•
•

15

These things are now further explained in verses 18-21: Although Abraham’s and Sara’s bodies
were “as good as dead” (i.e. unfertile or no longer able to reproduce), Abraham trusted that God
would nonetheless give them a son (cf. Gen 17:17).

Abraham believed that God can raise humans from the dead (cf. Heb 11:19).
Abraham believed that God can call into being that which does not (yet) exist as if it already
existed (cf. Heb 11:3).

Practical application: How are we doing in our personal faith? Do we unconditionally trust
the promises of the Lord?
20

25

V. 22: Once again: God rewarded Abraham’s faith – he credited his faith to him as
righteousness. In other words: Based on the experience of Abraham, Paul showed that all
humans at all times can only be saved based on faith.
Vv 23-25: And now Paul applies this principle to everyone: Abraham believed in God and it
was credited to him as righteousness. We will also be justified if we believe in the one who
resurrected Jesus Christ from the dead. In verse 25, Paul explains that justification became
possible based on the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
(4)

What does “believing” or “faith” actually mean?

See also the subchapter about “faith” in our brochure on Christology and Soteriology.
30
The following verse provides an excellent definition of faith:
Heb 11:1

Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what
we do not see.

35

40

The rest of chapter 11 of the Letter to the Hebrews (which is, by the way, often titled “Heroes
of the faith”) is ultimately a list of men and women who lived out their faith and trust. Their
lives and experiences fittingly illustrated what “faith" is. See also the examples in Mat 8:10 and
15:28 where Jesus praises the faith of certain people as exemplary. Abraham is called “the
father of the faith” (cf. Jam 2:23) because he trusted God without having seen his inheritance.

45

In Hebrew, the word “believe” is expressed with the hiphil verb form !m;a' (’āman). This word
root appears for the first time in the Old Testament in Gen 15:6 in connection with Abraham
who believed.12 It is not a coincidence that Gen 15:6 is quoted in Rom 4:3, Gal 3:6 and Jam
2:23. The feminine noun in Hebrew “’Aemunāh” (hn"Wma/ = ’aemūnā or ’aemuna: faith) from the

12

hw"hyB; !mia/h,w> (Wehaeʽaemin baJahweh: Abraham believed the LORD...).
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word root “’āman” also appears in the famous passage in Hab 2:4, which, as mentioned before,
is quoted in the New Testament in Rom 1:17, Gal 3:11 and Heb 10:38.

5

The same word or this word root can have the following meanings depending on context and
form: trusting, being sure, being certain, etc. The adjective !mea (’āmēn) means “true”. As an
adverb this word means “certainly”, “so be it” or simply “amen”. Our “amen”, which we
exclaim at the end of our prayers can therefore be traced back to this Hebrew word root and
simply means “so be it”. It is interesting that the Hebrew word root can also mean faith, trust,
faithfulness, solidity and truth. Faith and truth belong together!

10

15

20

In his gospel, the Apostle John also refers to Jesus Christ, the Son of God, as “the Word” (in
Greek: lo,goj [lógos]). John also gives him this title in his Apocalypse (cf. Rev 19:13). He also
calls him the Amen, the faithful and true (Rev 3:14; 19:11). These names correspond to the
Hebrew word root !mea' (’āmēn): Truth and true faith are rooted in Christ, the true witness, the
Word of God. And this “Word” (Logos), in which Old Testament believers had already placed
their faith, became flesh (cf. Joh 1:1.14).
In the New Testament context, “believing” therefore means: trusting in Christ and his
completed work. This act of faith is illustrated in the New Testament – especially in the gospel
of John – through various images and expressions (see also the Book of Revelation):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25

30

Receiving:
Drinking:
Coming:
Eating:
Following:
Entering:
Opening:

Joh 1:12
Joh 4:14
Joh 6:37
Joh 6:54
Joh 8:12
Joh 10:9
Rev 3:20

Thus, faith is not a blind acceptance of vague offers, but is rather founded on the most secure
foundation of all, the Word of God.
2Ti 1:12

35

That is why I am suffering as I am. Yet this is no cause for shame, because
I know whom I have believed, and am convinced that he is able to guard
what I have entrusted to him until that day.

True faith in itself “does” nothing, but rather accepts what has already been “accomplished”!
Faith is not a work, but “merely” accepting. It accepts salvation, which has been accomplished
through Christ, but true faith does not remain inactive (cf. Gal 5:6; Jam 2:22).

d.) Its effect: Assurance of salvation: chap. 5:1-11
40

1. The blessed effects of justification (Vv 1-5) and 2. The guarantees that accompany these
blessings (Vv 6-11). The passage in chap. 3:21 to 4:25 talks about the one who has found grace
through faith, i.e. it is about the position of believers before God. The passage in chap. 5:1-11
details how justification affects the life of the believer.
(1)

The blessed effects of justification: Vv 1-5
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Peace: V. 1

Peace is actually something everyone longs for. The only problem is that humans do not look
for peace where it can be found, namely in God through Jesus Christ. A person whose sins have
been forgiven feels a tremendous sense of peace as if a heavy burden were lifted of his
shoulders.
(b)

Access to grace: V. 2a

This means that nothing and no one can hinder our access to the king (cf. Heb 4:16 and 10:1920).
(c)

10

We have the unwavering hope that the Lord will come with his kingdom (cf. Rom 8:18 and
2Co 4:16-18), which is also why Jesus tells us to ask the Father: “Your kingdom come!” (cf.
Mat 6:10).
(d)

15

Hope of the glory of God: V. 2b

Suffering: V. 3

People normally do not rejoice in suffering. However, it is a profound truth that suffering can
have a positive impact on the lives of believers. Does experience not teach us that believers
often feel closer to the Lord in difficult situations than during times when everything is going
great? Paul describes a kind of chain reaction here (see also Rom 10:13-15 and 2Pe 1:5-7 for
this style), which begins with “suffering”. We even glory (cf. Jam 1:2) in our suffering since it
produces:

20
1.
2.
3.
4.

Patience (perseverance), which in turn produces
Character (by being tested), which brings forth
Hope – and this hope
does not put the believer to shame. Humans often disappoint us, God never does!

25
V. 5b: And all of this because the love of God has been poured out into our hearts through the
Holy Spirit who has been given to us. No other explanation is given here, which shows us that
these words are directed at Christians who know what or who the Holy Spirit is!
(2)
30

Guarantees (assurances) that accompany the believer: Vv 6-11

Once entered into this new relationship with God through justification by faith, the believer can
feel completely secure. This security is based on the following facts:
1. The death of Jesus Christ (Vv 6-8) and
2. The life of the risen Christ (Vv 9-11; cf. Rom 8:34).

35
When Jesus died for us, we were still:

40

V. 6:

Ungodly

V. 8:

Sinners

V. 10:

Yes, even God’s enemies.
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Moreover, Christ died for us at a specific point in time (determined by God), i.e. at just the right
time (cf. Gal 4:4; Eph 1:10 and 1Ti 2:6).

5

10

V. 7: What does this mean? Now, we would probably not be willing to sacrifice our lives for
another person even if this person was a so-called “righteous person”. Very rarely will someone
give his life for another. Would we be willing to do the same? In any case, what Jesus did for
us was truly special:
V. 8: He died for us while we were still sinners; i.e. he gave his life for wicked people (cf. Mat
5:44-48). This was also the reason why Yahweh called Adam in the Garden of Eden after he
had broken the divine law to not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and hid
himself. God loves his creature, the human being even though he sinned. In the following
verses, Paul further explains that and how believers are safe in Christ. Christ died for us
although we were still sinners (and still are; cf. 1Jo 1:8).

15
V. 9: We are also saved from the wrath (judgement) of God since we are justified by the blood
of Jesus. The blood of Jesus Christ is effectively our safety guarantee (cf. Heb 6:19-20;
10:10.14).
20

V. 10: God reconciled us to himself through the substitutional death of Jesus despite the fact
that we used to be enemies of God. This is truly the ultimate and safest guarantee of salvation.
And since we are reconciled to God through the death of Jesus, we will all the more be saved
by his life. Why? Because he now sits at the right hand of God, our heavenly father, and
intercedes for us (cf. Rom 8:34; Heb 4:14-16; 9:24-25; 1Jo 2:1).

25
V. 11: This assurance or security that we have in Christ is the reason why we should always be
joyful and motivated to praise and worship God.

e.) Condemnation and justification (Adam and Christ): chap. 5:1221
30

Compare this passage with the passage in 1Co 15:21ff.
1. Vv 12-14: Death through Adam and 2. Vv 15-21: Life through Christ.
(1)

Death through Adam: Vv 12-14

V. 12: This is a central Bible passage for the doctrine of “original sin”. Here a literal translation:
35
“Therefore, just as sin came into the world through one person and death through sin, thereby
death has been passed on to all people because all have sinned…”

40

45

The context of verses 12-21 suggests that, as Christ’s righteousness is imputed to those who
believe in Christ, the transgression (sin) of Adam is also ultimately charged (imputed) to all
who descend from Adam (i.e. the entire human race) resulting in condemnation. I still
remember quite clearly that my former Greek professor Bernhard Bonsack at the Theological
Faculty of the University of Zurich doubted the traditional doctrine of original sin and claimed,
among other things, that it resulted from a false translation and interpretation of the “relative
expression” ἐφ’ᾧ (eph‘hō) in this verse. However, most exegetes agree that this phrase is to be
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translated causatively as “because”.13 The following must be stated in this regard: Apart from
the fact that the following verses 18-19 also clearly express that the sin of the first human being
is ultimately charged to all, passages such as Eph 2:1-3 and Psa 51:5 additionally confirm this
fact or the doctrine of original sin. For a more detailed definition of the meaning of “original
sin” and explanation as to how the crediting (imputation) of sin is to be understood, see below
the commentary for verses 13-14 and the chapter about “Sin” in our brochure “Biblical
Anthropology”.
One only has to take a look at the world around us to realise the ubiquity of evil. Evil is a
universal problem. The Holy Scriptures bear witness to the universality of sin. Here are a few
central Bible passages on the topic: Gen 8:21; 1Ki 8:46; Psa 143:2; Ecc 7:20; Luk 11:13; Rom
3:10.12.23; Gal 3:22; Jam 3:2; 1Jo 1:8, etc. How often do we invoke the well-known saying
“Nobody is perfect!” (often as a way to excuse our own behaviour!)? In fact, all have sinned
since the fall of the first couple simply because every person has a sinful nature. Although it is
true that we have not committed the same sin as our forefather Adam (cf. below in regard to
Rom 5:14), it does not change the fact that we are all sinners by nature (Eph 2:3) since birth
(Psa 51:7). Why are we all born as sinners? Together with Thiessen, we ask how we can be
held responsible for a corrupt nature that we have not (personally or consciously) caused? How
can a just God transfer the sin of Adam to our account? There are various theories regarding
the imputation of Adam’s sin to his descendants. Thiessen14 mentions six different explanations
that have been suggested over the course of church history. See the subchapter “Imputation
(crediting) of (original) sin” in our brochure “Biblical Anthropology”. The explanations
include the Pelagian or semi-Pelagian theories, which both deny the doctrine of imputation of
original or hereditary sin. These theories can easily be excluded as contradictory to the Bible.
We believe that, as descendants of Adam, all have actually inherited a sinful nature in
accordance with Rom 5:12-21. However, this explanation by itself is not sufficient. It appears
that Adam, the first human, effectively represents the entire human race and, therefore, all
people are co-responsible for his sin. This is why the teaching is also called the representation
theory, which, among other things, is preferred by adherents to so-called covenant theology.
Similarly, one could also refer to humankind as a collective. Adam and all his descendants are
regarded as a collective, and, therefore, all people are collectively responsible for the sin of
Adam, which can also be referred to as the “theory of corporativism”. This view insists on a
close connection of the individual to the group to which he belongs. Each individual acts as a
representative of the group (cf. e.g. Achan and his family in Jos 7:24-26). In short, this theory
claims that the sin of Adam is credited (imputed) based on the corporative concept. Both the
representation theory and corporativism theory have the advantage that they are in agreement
with Rom 5:18-19. We will get back to this shortly.
Vv 13-14: Sin had already been in existence before the (Mosaic) law was given. Although it is
true that – as previously mentioned – sin only truly becomes apparent through the law (cf. Rom
3:19-20; 7:7), sin already reigned since the fall of Adam as the Book of Genesis teaches us. See
e.g. Genesis 4: Cain kills Abel. In Gen 8:21, God speaks of the sinfulness of human beings from
childhood. The question remains how the words at the end of verse 14 are to be understood:
“even over those who did not sin by breaking a command, as did Adam...”?

45

13

E.g. Samuel Bénétreau, op. cit., p. 142. See also Walter Bauer, Griechisch-Deutsches Wörterbuch zu den
Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der übrigen urchristlichen Literatur. Reprint of the 5th revised edition (Berlin:
Walter de Gruyter, 1971), Column 569. Bauer equates “eph’hō” with the expression “epi toutō hoti” (= “therefore,
because” or “because”).
14
Henry Clarence Thiessen, op. cit., p. 186-190.
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According to Archer15, this refers to humans who are not yet aware of their sinfulness, e.g.
small children or the “mentally incompetent”. Thus, the question arises whether those who do
not (or not yet) have the mental capacity to make a free decision are also automatically lost or
saved because they do or did not have the chance to voluntarily accept the salvation of Jesus
Christ. We are not claiming that this question can be answered with certainty. Archer suggests
that each child who reaches the age of moral responsibility repeats the sin of Adam and is
therefore responsible for his own decision. However, Archer explains, if a dead child had had
the opportunity to live longer, he would also have, in one way or another, reacted to the grace
of the gospel either by accepting or rejecting it. Since God already knows the entire life of a
person before he is born (see Psa 139,14-16; Jer 1:5 and Luk 1:13-15), there are good reasons,
according to Archer, to believe that God also knows how each child would react to his call and
whether his offer of grace would be accepted or not had this person lived long enough to respond
to the divine call.16 It is self-evident that this does not mean that every child or mentally
handicapped person is automatically saved. If this were the case, then parents who are
concerned about the eternal salvation of their children could decide that it is better to kill their
babies before they reach the age of moral differentiation and then – possibly – reject Christ.
According to Davidson and Martin, these words in V. 14b relate to eating the forbidden fruit
(“…and although those penalized did not sin after the likeness of Adam’s sin, i.e. eating the
forbidden fruit.”).17 We, together with many other exegetes, are also inclined to this
interpretation.
Be that as it may, the sin of Adam is credited to all people because all descend from Adam (cf.
Act 17:26). On this matter, Witmer (in connection with verse 12) says the following:
“The federal headship view considers Adam, the first man, as the representative
of the human race that generated from him. As the representative of all humans,
Adam’s act of sin was considered by God to be the act of all people and his
penalty of death was judicially made the penalty of everybody.”18

25

30

We have all inherited a sinful and mortal nature in or through Adam. We sin because we are
sinners. As stated before, every person since the fall of Adam is a sinner by nature (cf. Psa 51:5
and Eph 2:1-3).

15

Gleason L. Archer, Encyclopedia of BIBLE DIFFICULTIES (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House,
1982) pp. 388-390. Archer says on p. 388: “…Which of us have not personally repeated Adam’s offense, on the
basis of our own free will? The answer is, Not [sic] a mother’s son of us–except for those who died in infancy,
without becoming old enough to make a responsible moral decision.”
16
Ibid., p. 390: “If then God knows in advance what each child will do and how he will respond when he reaches
the age of moral decision, there is every reason to believe that God knows how every child will respond to His call
and whether or not he would embrace His offer of redeeming grace. Therefore it may be considered a necessary
inference (although there may be no explicit teaching in Scripture on this particular point) from God’s
foreknowledge of the future response of each child that He also knows what would be his response if he were
permitted to live long enough to make that response. We therefore conclude that all infants dying in infancy are
dealt with in accordance with this principle of the foreseen potential.”
17
F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, The New Bible Commentary Revised, ed. D. Guthrie et al., 3rd edition revised
(London: Inter-Varsity Press, 1970), p. 1026. See also John A. Witmer, ‘Romans’ in The Bible Knowledge
Commentary: An Exposition of the Scriptures by Dallas Seminary Faculty, New Testament, ed. John F. Walvoord
and Roy B. Zuck (Wheaton, Illinois: Victor Books, SP-Publications, 1983), p. 458: “Adam had disobeyed a
specific command of God (Gen. 2:17) and committed a transgression, something that his descendants did not do
when they sinnet till other specific commands from God were received.”
18
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 458.
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Life through Christ: Vv 15-21

The death of Adam is discussed in verses 12-14. From verse 15 on, the focus is on the grace of
life in Christ (the second man or the last Adam as stated in 1Co 15:45-49).
5

10

15

20

Vv 15-17: A contrast: Death came to all through Adam whereas through Christ all will live. All
humans descend from Adam and are therefore mortal. These three verses contain three
contrasts: 1. V. 15: “…the many died by the trespass of the one man (i.e. Adam)…” (contrast)
how much more did God’s grace and the gift that came by the grace of the one man, Jesus
Christ, overflow to the many. Thus, the trespass is contrasted with grace. 2. V. 16: “…The
judgment (kri,ma [kríma]) followed one sin (in Greek evx “ex”) and brought condemnation
(kata,krima [katákrima])… (contrast) but the gift (ca,risma [khárisma], i.e. righteousness, cf.
Vv 15.17) followed many trespasses (paraptwma,twn [paraptōmátōn]) and brought justification
(dikai,wma [dikaíōma]).” Thus, damnation or condemnation is contrasted with justification.
3. V. 17: “For if, by the trespass of the one man, death reigned through that one man (contrast),
how much more will those who receive God’s abundant provision of grace and of the gift of
righteousness reign in life [that is to come] through the one man, Jesus Christ.” In other words:
Death came through the transgression of Adam, but life came or comes by the grace and
righteousness of Jesus Christ. In short, death is contrasted with life.
Vv 18-19: In these two verses, Paul again addresses the parallels between Adam and Christ as
before in verse 12 and then draws conclusions from what is stated in verses 15-17: Just as the
trespass of one man (Adam) resulted in the condemnation (katákrima) of all people (eivj pa,ntaj
avnqrw,pouj), the righteous act (dikaíōma) of one person (the [substitutional] death of Jesus
Christ) resulted in justification for all people.

25
This statement must be understood in context so as to avoid misinterpretation. Does this passage
mean that all people are necessarily saved by the redemptive work of Jesus Christ (quasi
automatically) as proponents of final and universal reconciliation (apocatastasis or classic
universalism) claim?19 They believe that ultimately all people will be saved. In addition to the
19

As for example Heinz Schumacher, 'Die Botschaft des Römerbriefes' in Gnade und Herrlichkeit, Volume 55,
Booklet 2, March 2003, p. 76-83. In his comment on Rom 5:12-21, he states that, as soon as all have left the
position as sinner in order to enter into the position of righteousness, the count of the new humanity will exactly
match the count of the old (p. 79). He also references the passage in 1Co15:45-49 regarding the comparison (or
antithesis) Adam – Christ in Rom 5:12-21. In regard to final reconciliation and Karl Barth, Paul Kieffer writes the
following in Gute Nachrichten: Antworten für heute und morgen in the article “Lehrt die Heilige Schrift die
Allversöhnung? Die Anhänger der Allversöhnung glauben, daß die Erlösung ausnahmslos allen Menschen
gewährt wird. Gründet sich diese Überzeugung auf die Bibel?”: “Karl Barth was perhaps the strongest advocate
of final reconciliation in our time. Final reconciliation runs like a common thread through his works although he
never explicitly professes this position and also does not definitlvely say that God may yet decide to not redeem
some.” (www.gutenachrichten.org/ARTIKEL/in200611_art1.htm) [The German original text: „Der vielleicht
stärkste Verfechter der Allversöhnung in unserer Zeit war Karl Barth. Die Allversöhnung zieht sich wie ein roter
Faden durch seine Werke, obwohl er sich an keiner Stelle klar zu ihr bekennt und auch nicht definitiv sagen will,
daß Gott nicht doch entscheiden kann, einige nicht zu erlösen.“)]. Most specialists on Barth agree that he did not
take a categorical position on this issue. For example Fabian Busch, in his term paper from 2019 at the University
of Basel with the title “Die Allversöhnung im Verhältnis zur Rechtfertigungslehre und die Haltung Karl Barths
und Paul Tillichs dazu“, p. 17, quotes the following words of Barth: “We cannot expect divine mercy since God
does not owe us anything. At the same time, we may hope for a final reconciliation. Barth seems uncertain because
he does not want to dictate to God what He must do. God wants to save all people and Karl Barth also believes
this, but one cannot order Him to do so. He is not obligated to reconcile everyone to Himself, and no one can force
Him to do so…” [The German original text: „Wir dürfen nicht mit der göttlichen Gnade rechnen, Gott schuldet
uns nichts. Gleichzeitig dürfen wir auf eine Allversöhnung hoffen. Barth scheint so unsicher, weil er Gott nicht
vorschreiben will, was Er tun muss. Gott will alle Menschen retten und Karl Barth glaubt dies auch, aber man darf
Ihm dies nicht vorschreiben. Er muss nicht alle mit sich versöhnen, niemand kann Ihn dazu zwingen...“]:
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passage from the Epistle to the Romans, they especially also cite Col 1:19-20: “For God was
pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, and through him to reconcile to himself all things,
whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the
cross.” However, the Holy Scriptures leave no doubt that only those are saved who accept the
gift of grace in Jesus Christ through faith: See for example in the Epistle to the Romans: 1:1617; 3:21-24; 4:5; 9:30-32. This is also made clear in Col 1:22-23, following verses 19-20, which
the classic universalists invoke in order to claim that ultimately all humans will be saved. Many
Bible passages (as for example Joh 3:16 and 2Co 5:20 as well as Mat 23:37 and Luk 7:30)
suggest that justification through Jesus Christ does not constitute an “automatic transformation”
of all of humanity as a consequence of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ. Rather it only
applies to those who accept the gift of eternal life in Jesus Christ through faith.
Adam’s one sin brought death for everyone (in V. 18: “for all people” [εἰς πάντας ἀνθρώπους];
in V. 19: “the many” [οἱ πολλοί]). However, the grace of Christ is greater as it can produce
righteousness for many (many people) from “many trespasses” (of all sinners not just Adam!).
Does the usage of the term “many” (πολλοί) rather than “all” (pa,ntej) in verses 15 und 19
somehow indicate that only “many” or “several” (and not all) will be saved, i.e. (only) those
who believe? The fact that Adam’s sin is credited to “all” and not just to “many” people is
confirmed by the usage of the term “all” (pa,ntej) in verses 12 and 18. It follows: All people
are sinners by nature (cf. Eph 2:1-3) and are therefore under the judgement of condemnation
(cf. Joh 3:36), but all those (“all”: cf. 1Ti 2:3-4; 2Pe 3:9; 1Jo 2:1-2) who accept salvation in
Jesus Christ are saved while those who reject Jesus Christ remain lost. Although Christ also
paid the price of salvation for them (cf. 2Pe 2:1). Thus, the Holy Scriptures do not teach
universalism according to which all people are (supposedly) saved automatically (i.e. final
reconciliation), but a hypothetical universalism according to which salvation is limited to those
who accept the salvation of Jesus Christ in faith. In his commentary on Rom 5:18, Witmer says
the following:
Once again the ″all men″ in the first half of the sentence includes the entire
human race (cf. ″all men″ in v. 12, and the ″many″ in the first half of v. 15).
This implies the same dimensions for the ″all men″ in the second half of the
verse (cf. ″many″ in the second halves of vv. 16, 19). The provision in the one
righteous act, therefore, is potential and it comes to the entire human race as the
offer and opportunity which are applied only to ″those who receive″ (v. 17). The
same conclusion is stated in different words in verse 19, where Adam’s act is
called disobedience and the sacrificial death of Jesus Christ is called obedience.
As a result the many (cf. first halves of vv. 15, 18) were made (lit., ″stand
constituted as″) sinners (cf. 11:32). In the second half of 5:19 the many means
″those who receive″ (v. 17; cf. ″many″ in the second half of v. 16).20
Indeed, all (people) die in (or “because of”) Adam, and all are made alive in Christ (1Co 15:22),
but their fate is not the same: Daniel (12:2), Jesus (Joh 5:24-29) and Paul (Act 24:15)
differentiate between the resurrection of the righteous and the unrighteous, and in 1Co 15:23ff,
Paul states that the resurrection of the righteous will occur before and the resurrection of the
unrighteous after the kingdom of the Son (i.e. Christ’s kingdom). The Apostle John later
explains this in greater detail in Rev 20:4-15.21 Unbelievers also live again (cf. Rev 20:5; 1Co
https://www.academia.edu/39742104/Die_Allversöhnung_im_Verhältnis_zur_Rechtfertigungslehre_Und_die_H
altung_Karl_Barths_und_Paul_Tillichs_dazu.
20
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 460.
21
Compare ad loc. our commentary on the “Book of Revelation” by the Apostle John and the chapter about the
millennium in our brochure “Biblical Eschatology”.
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15:22). However, John refers to their resurrection as “the second death” (Rev 20:6.14: o`
deu,teroj qa,natoj) since they are judged after their resurrection and thrown into the lake of
fire.22
5

10

Vv 20-21: Paul already explained the purpose of the (Mosaic) law in 3:19-20 (cf. 7:7), namely,
to reveal the sinful state of humankind. The sentence “But where sin increased, grace increased
all the more” could be misunderstood. Clearly, Paul was aware of this, which is why he preempts possible misunderstandings or wrong interpretations in Rom 6:1ff. The basis for new life
has now been laid: The grace of justification in and through Jesus Christ by faith! The
following chapters deal with the effects of righteousness attained through grace.

The victory of justification by faith: chap. 6–8

15

We would like to point out that, so far, Paul has said nothing about the moral transformation of
those who accept the grace of Jesus Christ. Up to this point (chap. 3:21 to 5:21), Paul has only
talked about what God in his mercy has done for the sinner – independently of the works of the
law. Chapter 5, in a sense, ends with an exclamation of victory: “Mercy reigns!” However, as
stated before, Paul knew full well that some people would misinterpret his explanations and
preempts this by responding in an anticipatory manner from 6:1 on to questions that may arise
from his teaching.

a.) The condition of victory: “dying with him”: chap. 6
20

25

(1)

Our position: Together with Christ: Vv 1-11

V. 1: After Paul explained that humans can only be justified by faith independently of works
of the law, he now responds to a possible misunderstanding. He knows that certain people may
(incorrectly) interpret his statements in the previous verses as follows: “If grace abounds where
sin is great, then let us keep sinning – let us sin so that we can experience his infinite grace all
the more!” This is also called “cheap grace!” Davidson and Martin speak of a “twofold” ethical
question and succinctly summarize:
First, does not being reckoned righteous by God simply encourage sin?
Secondly, does it not result in lawlessness? . . . . Paul’s doctrine of justification,
the objector argues, implies ‘the more sin, the more grace’.23

30

35

V. 2: Paul responds categorically to this rhetorical question: “By no means!” (in Greek: mh.
ge,noito [mē génoito]). Christians are spiritually united with Christ, i.e. “dead” to sin, which is
why they cannot or should not consciously keep living in sin. Paul says: “We are those who
have died to sin; how can we live in it any longer?” The use of the aorist tense (avpeqa,nomen
[apethánomen]: aorist indicative, active voice, 1st person plural) points to a certain event. Thus,
our death with Christ is a fact. We who have died to sin (in Christ who died for us sinners), how
can we continue to live or remain in sin?

And not as the “second resurrection” after referring to the resurrection of the righteous as the “first
resurrection” (cf. Rev 20:5-6: h` avna,stasij h` prw,th).
23
F, Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1027.
22
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Vv 3-11: Paul now explains why we cannot (or should not) keep living in sin. He does this by
invoking the image of baptism. However, which baptism is he referring to? Baptism by water24
or spiritual baptism (baptism by the Holy Spirit)? If Paul is talking about baptism by water,
does this not imply that the rite of baptism saves? Many exegetes believe he is talking about
baptism by the Holy Spirit since the Holy Scriptures teach that baptism in and of itself cannot
save (cf. 1Pe 3:21 e.g.). Witmer, e.g., states the following:
The question here is whether Paul had in mind Spirit baptism (1 Cor. 12:13) or
water baptism. Some object to taking Romans 6:3 as Spirit baptism because that
verse speaks of being ″baptized into Christ″ whereas 1 Corinthians 12:13 speaks
of Spirit baptism placing the believer into Christ’s body. Of course, both are
true: the believer is ″baptized″ (placed into) Christ and also into the body of
Christ, and both are done by the Holy Spirit. Others take Romans 6:3 to refer to
water baptism, but the problem with that is that it seems to suggest that baptism
saves. However, the New Testament consistently denies baptismal regeneration,
presenting water baptism as a public attestation to an accomplished spiritual
work (cf., e.g. Acts 10:44-48; 16:29-33). The spiritual reality Paul spoke of is
that by faith believers are ″baptized (placed) into Christ″ and thereby are united
and identified with Him. This spiritual reality is then graphically witnessed to
and pictured by believers’ baptism in water. The one baptism (by water) is the
visible picture of the spiritual truth of the other baptism (identification with
Christ; cf. Gal. 3:27, ″baptized into Christ . . . clothed with Christ″).25

10

15

20

“The problem” is solved if one understands baptism by water as a symbolic act of the believer’s
inner transformation. Thus, Bonnet says:
Baptism is the divine seal of regeneration, i.e. of the transformation that is
addressed in these verses. The apostle believes that baptism, which his readers
received after their conversion, coincides with the divine grace through which
they participated in the death and resurrection of Christ.26

25

30

Act 22:16 seems to suggest that this also corresponds to the Apostle Paul’s experience at his
conversion; “And now what are you waiting for?” Get up, be baptized and wash your sins
away, calling on his name!” We can also quote Godet in this regard:
And, indeed, as the funeral ceremony is a visible and public event that records
the factuality of death, baptism as well is an outward and perceivable act of faith
whereby dying to sin is implicitly encompassed in faith.27

24

As e.g. Werner de Boor, Der Brief des Paulus an die Römer in Wuppertaler Studienbibel, Series: Neues
Testament, edited by Werner de Boor and Adolf Pohl, 7th edition (Wuppertal: R. Brockhaus Verlag, 1979), p. 143144.
25
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 461-462.
26
Louis Bonnet, in cooperation with Alfred Schroeder, Bible Annotée N.T. 3: Le Nouveau Testament expliqué. NT
3 Épîtres de Paul, réimpression (St-Légier, Suisse: P.E.R.L.E., Librairie-Editions Emmaüs, 1983), p. 96. (We
translated it from French to English.) The French original text: « Le baptême est le sceau divin de la régénération,
c’est-à-dire de la transformation dont il est parlé dans ces versets. L’apôtre considère le baptême que ses lecteurs
avaient reçu après leur conversion comme ayant coïncidé avec l’œuvre de la grâce, par laquelle ils ont été faits
participants de la mort et de la résurrection du Christ. »
27
F. Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains (Paris: Sandoz & Fischbacher; Genève: Desrogis, Neuchâtel:
J. Sandoz, 1880), II: p. 21-22. (We translated it from French to English.) The French original text: « Et, en effet,
de même que la cérémonie de l’inhumation, comme fait visible et public, constate celui de la mort, ainsi le
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Admittedly, the interpretation that Paul is talking about baptism by the Holy Spirit has the
advantage that the controversy regarding the significance of baptism by water can be avoided.
However, we must acknowledge that mentioning the burial and resurrection of Christ in verse
4 gives us pause. Davidson and Martin see the solution in the symbolic meaning of the act of
baptism by water. This explanation also seems acceptable to us:
The apostle’s characteristic thought is illustrated by the rite of baptism in the
mode of immersion. The three actions therein are symbolic; into the
water−death; under the water−burial; out of the water−resurrection.28

10

15

20

25

30

35

Vv 3-5: Be that as it may, Christ died – and we also died together with him, and since he has
risen, we are now, in a sense, living “a new life” (properly understood as the spiritual
“resurrection” or renewal: cf. Eph 2:6; Col 3:1; not yet the physical resurrection: cf. 1Co 15:2223; 2Ti 2:18). The “new life” refers to the Christian’s life in sanctification (cf. vv 6ff).
Application: The person who believes in Christ but remains in sin has not really understood
the gospel and is therefore not actually a (born-again) Christian (cf. Jam 2:19; 1Jo 2:19) since:
Vv 6-7: We have died to sin with HIM, i.e. our “old nature” was crucified with him (cf. Gal
2:19; 5:24; 6:14). Indeed, Christ came into the world because of our sin in order to die in our
place and redeem our sin (cf. Joh 1:29; 1Jo 2:1-2; 3:8; Heb 2:17; 9:27-28). And since Christ
died for us or our sin, it is obvious that we must not remain in sin. The person who keeps sinning
ultimately despises the death of Jesus Christ (cf. Heb 10:26-30; see also Eph 4:22-23). V. 6:
“…so that the body ruled by sin might be done away with…” In the following chapter 7, Paul
explains why sin remains a reality even in the life of a child of God.29
V. 8: Compare this statement with the one by Paul in Gal 2:20. Yes, we live with him and for
him as HE lives for us (cf. Rom 8:34; Heb 4:14-16 and 1Jo 2:1-2).
Vv 9-10: Our victory is confirmed by the fact that Christ no longer dies after his resurrection.
It follows that we who have been (spiritually) resurrected with him will also no longer die (in a
“spiritual” sense that is! Cf. Heb 7:24-25).
V. 11: Since we have died and been resurrected together with the one who died because of our
sin, we should also regard ourselves as dead to sin. The subtitles of the “Bible Annotée” aptly
summarise the two parts of this chapter: Vv 1-11: By his death and resurrection, Christ has
accomplished the following for us: we have died to sin and are born into a new life. Vv 12-23:
an exhortation to realise in our lifestyle what we have received by being united with the dead
and risen Christ.30
(2)

40

Consequence of our position in Christ: Fleeing sin: Vv 12-23

Since we have died and been resurrected with Christ, we have been “made holy once for all”
(cf. Heb 10:10.14: evfa,pax [ephápax]). However, we should put this “state of holiness”, i.e.
“being cleansed from sin” into practice on a daily basis. As Witmer says:
baptême, en tant qu’acte extérieur et sensible, constate la foi, avec la mort au péché implicitement renfermée dans
la foi. »
28
F, Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1027.
29
Unless one interprets the entire chapter 7 as a discourse on (the) life (of the Apostle Paul) prior to conversion.
See infra ad loc. in this regard.
30
Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 95, 100.
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Sanctification begins with regeneration, the implanting of spiritual life in a
believer. From that starting point sanctification is God’s progressively
separating a believer from sin to Himself and transforming his total life
experience toward holiness and purity. The process of sanctification for a
believer never ends while he is on earth in his mortal body. It is consummated
in glorification when that believer through death and resurrection or through the
Rapture stands in the presence of God ″conformed to the likeness of His Son″
(8:29).31
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One could say that verses 1-11 are about what God has done in us, i.e. God’s part in our
sanctification However, in verses 12-23, God addresses our “part” in sanctification or our
personal responsibility as children of God. Davidson and Martin have the following to say in
this matter: “Paul has been dealing so far with the Godward side of sanctification through faithunion with Christ. Now he declares the manward aspect.”32
What does the Bible teach us about sanctification?
One could also define “sanctification” as “set-apartness” (or “being set apart”) in order to
worship and serve God as depicted in the following table:
Sanctification and our position in Our
present
Christ
sanctification
Sanctification according to our
position in Christ (1Co 1:30).
In this sense, all believers have
been sanctified: the old, the
young, the most “carnal” and the
most spiritual Christian.

state

of Our future
sanctification

state

of

Sanctification
as
we
experience it in the here and
now or today depends on our
faith in regard to our position in
Christ (Rom 6:1-11).

Our final sanctification on
the day when we will be
with the Lord (or “like
HIM”) (without sin and
disease, i.e. immortal: cf.
1Co 15:54; 1Jo 3:2).

Sanctification is the consequence Sanctification is not static but
of our union with Christ, which is may change and depends on
immutable and inseparable.
our devotion to the Lord (Rom
6:13) as well as on our
obedience to the Word of God
(Rom 12:2).

Sanctification is eternal
and will be our position in
eternity when we are with
HIM (cf. Phi 3:21).

As God sees us in (and through) According to our walk in As we will be in eternal
Christ (1Co 1:2.30; Phi 1:1).
Christ (1Th 2:13).
glory with God (Rom 8:2930; 1Co 15:49).
20
(a) We have died to sin: Vv 12-13
(b) We are victorious over sin: V. 14
(c) We used to be slaves to sin in the past: Vv 15-17
(d) But now we have been set free from sin: Vv 18-23

31
32

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 462.
F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1027.
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We have died to sin: Vv 12-13

We are victorious over sin: V. 14

Here Paul explains how to lead a different kind of life, i.e. to leave the life of sin behind: Sin
has no more power over us… which means we are victorious! Why are we victorious? Because
we are no longer under the law (i.e. under the curse of the law: cf. Gal 3:13), but under grace
in and through Jesus Christ. And grace in Christ implies the presence of the power of the Holy
Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit who helps us overcome and resist sin (for more on this, see ad Rom
8). “You shall not” no longer applies since we are victorious “by the power of the Holy Spirit”.
(c)

20

35

Here Paul talks about our personal responsibility, i.e. about our “part” in the life of
sanctification. Ethical-moral effort is essential for the believer’s progress. “Offer every part of
yourself to him as an instrument of righteousness!” The verb “Do not offer […] yourself” (mhde.
parista,nete [mēde paristánete]) is in the imperative mood, present tense (durative), active
voice, 2nd person plural and indicates continuity. Thus, Paul admonishes his readers to (no
longer) give over their body parts or bodies to sin.33 The imperative mood, however, that
follows (parasth,sate [parastēsate] = “offer yourselves”) is in the aorist tense, active voice,
2nd person plural. The aorist tense indicates the aspect of an event. Paul is, in a sense,
admonishing his readers to dedicate their bodies to God once and for all.34
(b)

15

© Roland Kleger

We used to be slaves to sin in the past: Vv 15-17

V. 15: In verse 1, Paul brought up a potential objection that enemies of the gospel might put
forward. Here in verse 15, Paul addresses a second objection that might be asserted by his
enemies, namely the false conclusion that we can do whatever we want since we are ultimately
no longer under the law. In other words, we can remain in our sin. As previously in verse 2,
Paul again objects: “By no means!” (mh. ge,noito! [mē genoíto]).
V. 16: Simply because we are slaves to whom we obey! Jesus says, no one can serve two
masters (cf. Mat 6:24). One cannot pretend to be a Christian while remaining in sin. Anyone
who remains in sin demonstrates that he does not belong to Christ.
V. 17: Paul praises God for his grace and for everything he has done in the hearts of his readers.
He first mentions the past (negative): “You used to be (h=te [ēte] = the auxiliary verb is in the
imperfect tense: i.e. an ongoing state in the past) slaves to sin!” He then speaks of our present
position (positive): u`phkou,sate de. (hupēkoúsate dè): “you have come to obey from your
heart…!” The conjunction “de.” (dè = but) indicates the contrast between the present and past
state. The verb u`phkou,sate (hupēkoúsate) is in the aorist tense, indicative mood, active voice,
2nd person plural and refers to a certain event in the past, the “act of decision” by which the
person turned toward the gospel and broke with his former life.”35
(d)

We have been set free from sin: Vv 18-23

V. 18: Another contrast follows: “You have been set free (evleuqerwqe,ntej [eleutherōthéntes]:
participle, aorist tense, passive voice, masculine plural) from (avpo. [apo] = away from) sin and
Compare F. Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 50 : « L’impér. Prés. parista,nete, présentez,
offrez, indique, comme le basileue,tw du v. 12, la continuation d’un état de fait. » (We emphasise the “continuity
of a fact”).
34
Also F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1027.
35
According to F. Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 61. (We translated it from French to
English.) The original French text: « l’acte décisif par lequel ils ont adhéré à l’Évangile et rompu avec cet ancien
état. »
33
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have become slaves (evdoulw,qhte [edoulōthēte]: indicative mood, aorist tense, passive voice, 2nd
person plural) to (or: for) righteousness.” Or literally: “By having been freed from sin, you have
become servants for righteousness.” Both passive forms of the verbs indicate the fact that the
readers, i.e. Christians, have been freed from the slavery of sin by the grace of God and become
servants of righteousness before God. In verse 23, Paul specifies the one who made this reality
possible, Jesus Christ.
V. 19: “I am using an example from everyday life because of your human limitations”: This is
probably to be understood within the context of Jesus’ words in Mat 26:41: “The spirit is
willing, but the flesh is weak!” Paul is very well aware of the danger that Christians face as they
may only apply the grace of Jesus Christ to the spirit and the soul (and especially to the mind),
but not to the body and to physical life. A pure life is essential for the sanctification of the
believer. Compare this with the words of the Apostle Paul in 1Co 6:15-16: “Do you not know
that your bodies are members of Christ himself? Shall I then take the members of Christ and
unite them with a prostitute? Never! Do you not know that he who unites himself with a
prostitute is one with her in body? For it is said, ‘The two will become one flesh.’”
V. 20: Yes, we did not serve righteousness when we were still living in sin!

20

25
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35
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V. 21: It is true that we did shameful things when we were separated from God, but not all in
the same way and to the same extent.
V. 22: Whoever has been freed from sin (through Christ) is automatically a servant (slave) of
God. There is no alternative. Either a person is a slave to Satan (cf. Joh 8:44) or a servant of
God. The fruit “of being a servant of God” is positive: the fruit of sanctification and ultimately
eternal life. This verse also indicates that we are not able to do good as long as we remain slaves
to sin (cf. Rom 8:7-8).
V. 23: Death awaits us at the end (or as the consequence) of a life of sin, meaning physical and
spiritual death (cf. Gen 2:16-17; 3:20; Rom 5:12; Rev 20:14-15). Whoever accepts grace by
faith in and through Jesus Christ will inherit eternal life. The body of the believer remains
mortal, but the spirit of the believer will not enter into eternal judgment and be condemned (cf.
Joh 5:24; 1Co 5:5).
Rom 6 could also be summarized as follows:
1. To say “I must sin” is to deny the basis of the Christian faith (cf. Rom 6:14).
2. To say “I cannot sin” would be self-deception and an illusion (cf. 1Jo 1:8).
3. To say “I must not sin” (i.e. “I am not forced to sin”) means that God has provided a
remedy by which we are able to resist sin. And this remedy is the substitutional death
of Jesus Christ on the basis of which we receive the power of the Holy Spirit).
The death of Jesus Christ is the source of our sanctification.

45

We have been crucified with Christ so that we can overcome the desires of the flesh!

50

We have been freed from the guilt of sin
We are free from the power of sin
However, we have not yet been freed from the
presence of sin (cf. 1Jo 1:8) as this would be

=
=

Justification
Sanctification

=

Perfection
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Rom 6
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We have:

We have been:

Forgiveness of sin

crucified

The righteousness of Christ

buried
resurrected
With Jesus
Something has been done
to us

Through Jesus
Something has been done
for us
15

b.) The struggle for victory: chap. 7:1-25
(1)

20

True sanctification (through grace): Vv 1-6

In chapter 6, the image of “enslavement” is used to illustrate deliverance. Chapter 7 deals with
the same topic but uses a different metaphor. In chapter 6, the slave has been redeemed from
his old master (the law and sin) and can now serve a different one (the righteousness of God)
while here (in chapter 7), the author uses the metaphor of a wife whose husband has died and
who is now free to marry another.
(a)

25

According to (Mosaic) law, a wife is bound to her husband until his death (cf. Deu 24:1-4; Mat
19:1-9; Mar 10:2-12). Either spouse is only free to be united with another once the other has
died.
(b)

30

35
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The image of marriage: Vv 1-3

Application for us: Vv 4-6

Paul applies the example of marriage to the life of the believer. (The) death (of Jesus) has
released us from the first bond. Having died to the law, the believer is now free to be bound to
a new partner, i.e. Jesus Christ, who has been raised from the dead. We died with him (cf. Rom
6:3-4). One could also interpret the words of the Apostle Paul as follows:
The law was our “first marriage partner”. Our former spouse was strict. There was no reciprocal
love, neither in the law nor in us. The law only made demands (commandments), and we were
always in opposition to it (i.e. we violated these commandments). The law accused us (like the
Roman husband whose wife was unfaithful) and condemned us to death. This is precisely what
the law has done to us and continues to do to everyone who is not yet under the grace of Jesus
Christ. BUT now another has died in our place and taken our sins upon himself (which had to
be punished by death) by protecting us from the wrath of the law. Christ died and we with him
(Rom 6:1-11). He was buried in a grave and we with him. Now he has been raised… and we
with him! Thus, the demands of the law have been fulfilled, and we have been freed from our
bondage to the law and have entered into fellowship with God through our new “marriage
partner” Jesus Christ who died for us. This relationship with Christ has changed our life.
Everyone who is in Christ is no longer under the power of the (Mosaic) law. Rather they have
been released from the requirements of the law. We now live in and through grace. Our life of
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sanctification is based on the grace in Jesus Christ and no longer on the commandments of the
law (cf. Rom 6:14 and Gal 5:18). Sanctification that is lived out under and through grace is true
sanctification. Only it can produce real (spiritual) fruit (cf. Rom 6:22 and 7:25a).
(2)
5

False sanctification (3 questions): Vv 7-24

Paul answers three questions in this passage: see verses 7.13.24. Verses 7-24 can be divided
into two parts. Godet says the following:
In the first part (V. 7-13), the apostle shows by his experience that the law only
has power to kill a person in a moral sense, i.e. separate him from God. In the
second part from verse 14 on, Paul illustrates the powerlessness of humans to
free themselves from this sad state in which they remain. The remarkable part
about this passage is that the listed assertions are not stated in general terms but
in a very personal manner; V. 7 “I would not have known…”; V. 8: “sin…
produced in me…”; V. 9.10: “I was alive… I died…”36

10

Indeed, Paul uses the past tense in verses 7-13, but the present tense in verses 14-25.
15

(a)

What role does the law really play?: Vv 7-13

V. 7: If the law arouses sin in us (v. 5), does this not mean that the law is bad? Does it not
follow that the law itself is sin? “By no means!” (in Greek: mh. ge,noito) is Paul’s answer.
(i)

The law reveals our sinfulness to us: V. 7b

20

We merely know sin through the law. Compare with Rom 3:19-20 and Gal 3:24. But why does
Paul repeat what he already said in 3:19-20? Godet says the following:

25

Yet, what Paul proved in chap. III, namely that the law does not have the power
to justify, was exactly the truth that was to be demonstrated in the part that deals
with justification by faith. Paul proves here that the law is powerless to sanctify,
which is something totally different, at least in the eyes of the apostle and all
those who do not mistake justification for sanctification.37
In fact, one could compare the law with a mirror: It shows us who we really are.
(ii)

30

The law produces in me every kind of coveting: Vv 8-9a

The law itself is not sin, so how can it still awaken sin in me? The following illustration will
help us understand this better: A river may flow calmly within its riverbed, but sunken boulders
will cause rapids and whirlpools. The same is true for the law. Is it not the case that humans
especially enjoy doing something if it is forbidden? Often desires only arise once something
36

F. Godet, Commentaire sur l'Épître aux Romains, II: p. 93. We translated it from French to English. The original
French text: „Dans la première (v. 7-13), l'apôtre démontre par l'expérience que la loi ne peut que tuer l'homme
moralement, c'est-à-dire le séparer de Dieu; dans la seconde, dès le v. 14, il montre son impuissance à le tirer du
triste état où il demeure plongé. Ce passage a ceci de particulier que les thèses démontrées ne sont pas exposées
d'une manière générale, mais sous une forme toute personnelle; v. 7 : « je n'ai pas connu…»; v. 8: « le péché a
produit en moi…»; v. 9. 10: « je vivrais…, je suis mort…»”
37
Ibid., p. 92. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Mais ce que Paul avait prouvé
au chap. III, c'est l'insuffisance de la loi pour justifier ; c'était bien la démonstration à donner dans la partie relative
à la justification par la foi. Ce qu'il prouve ici, c'est son impuissance à sanctifier, ce qui est tout différent, du moins
aux yeux de l'apôtre et de tous ceux qui ne confondent pas la justification et la sanctification. »
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has been prohibited. This reminds us of the following saying: “Forbidden fruit tastes the
sweetest!” We especially like the following explanation for this passage provided by Bonnet:
Sin performs this act through the commandment (cf. v. 11), whether on account
of the specific commandment stated in verse 7 or any other commandment that
produces the same effect: an even greater desire for the forbidden. To put it
another way: Sin thwarted and held back by the commandment becomes an act
of disobedience and revolt (v. 7, 11, 13) and thereby reveals its full sinfulness
(V. 13). For apart from the law, sin was dead, inactive, without power to tempt
humans and incite them to rebellion insofar as it does not receive an impetus or
takes [the commandment or the law] as cause as previously stated by the apostle
(1. Cor. 15:56).38

5

10

(iii)

15

The law brought death instead of life: Vv 9b-11

The law is good because it shows us that we should live in sanctification. And sanctification in
turn leads to life. However, the following problem arises: The law does not give us the necessary
power to lead a holy life. On the contrary, it condemns us because of our sinfulness.
(iv)

The law exposes sin for what it is: Vv 12-13

The law is good and perfect and exposes our sinfulness, which opposes the divine law. I am
therefore deserving of condemnation because of my sin.
(b)

20

Verses 7-24 are characterised by the consistently recurring personal pronoun “I” (EGO). The
question of how to interpret this “I” in verses 14-25 is especially controversial. Bonnet
summarises the discussion as follows:
The question that is asked [here] and which has always divided exegetes is
whether he [Paul] is retracing his experiences as a Jew prior to his conversion
or whether he is referring to his ongoing experiences that he is still having at the
time of writing [this passage]; to put it another way, whether he is describing
the state of a person who has not yet been renewed or the state of a person who
has already been reborn into new life.39

25

30

False sanctification (by one’s own efforts): Vv 14-24

Some think that this passage refers to the general state of the natural human being; others
believe that this passage reflects the situation of the Jews or the inner struggle of Paul as a
pharisee, i.e. the Apostle Paul before his conversion. However, a large number of exegetes
believe that these descriptions reflect the experiences of a born-again Christian. By the way,
38

Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 110. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Cette
action, le péché l'exerce par le commandement (comp. v. 11), soit par le commandement spécial cité au v. 7, soit
par toute autre défense, qui produit le même effet : nous faire désirer plus vivement ce qui nous est défendu. En
d'autres termes, le péché, contrarié et refréné par le commandement, devient désobéissance et révolte (v. 7, 11,
13), et apparaît ainsi dans toute sa culpabilité (v. 13). Sans la loi, le péché est mort, inactif, sans force pour tenter
l'homme et le pousser à la révolte, n'ayant pas reçu l'impulsion ou « saisi l'occasion » dont l'apôtre vient de parler
(1 Cor. 15 : 56).
39
Ibid., p. 112. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « La question qui se pose, et
qui a de tout temps divisé les interprètes, est de savoir s'il [Paul] retrace des expériences qu'il a faites comme Juif,
avant sa conversion, ou des expériences qu'il fait encore au moment où il écrit ; en d'autres termes s'il décrit l'état
de l'homme irrégénéré ou celui du chrétien déjà né à la vie nouvelle. »
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some interpreters also suggest cumulative solutions. Within the context of this brochure, we are
not able to address the advantages and disadvantages of all suggested interpretations in detail.
As an in-depth study of this controversy, we recommend commentaries by Bénétreau, Bonnet
and Godet. We tend toward accepting the so-called “Christian” interpretation according to
which Paul describes the inner struggle of the Christian (the struggle between two natures
within us, cf. Gal 5:17). The main reasons why we prefer this interpretation are stated in the
following:
1. The transition from past tenses (imperfect and aorist) in the preceding passage (Vv 713) to the present tense in this passage (Vv 14-25).
2. The reference to love for the law of God (Vv 16.22) and hatred of evil (Vv. 15.19).
However, we must admit that this argument is not without ambiguity since a pharisee
(as the Apostle Paul was previously) may also say of himself that he loves the law of
God and hates evil.
3. In this context, it seems to us that the exclamation “What a wretched man I am” in verse
24 is better understood if spoken by a born-again Christian. A pharisee is more likely to
think highly of himself (cf. the parable of the pharisee and tax collector in Luk 18:914).
4. The gratitude toward God through Jesus Christ as stated in verse 25 seems to suggest a
person who has already been born again.
5. This passage speaks of a struggle between two natures, which precisely corresponds to
the words of the Apostle Paul in Gal 5:16-17 (the struggle between the spirit and the
flesh). Furthermore, Paul clearly says in Rom 8:23 that our body is still weak and
waiting for its redemption. We therefore believe that Rom 7:14-25 deals with the inner
conflict that the Christian experiences in his life of sanctification.

10

15

20

25

We therefore agree with Witmer’s analysis:
In relating his personal experience in 7:14-25 Paul consistently used [uses] the
present tense whereas [before] he had used the imperfect and aorist tenses.
Obviously he was describing his present conflict as a Christian with indwelling
sin and its continuing efforts to control his daily life. The clause, ″sold under
sin″ (KJV), describes an unregenerate person; but sin also resides in a believer,
who is still subject to sin’s penalty of physical death. As a result, indwelling sin
continues to seek to claim what it considers its property even after one has
become a Christian.40

30

35

40

We believe that this part refers to the ongoing internal struggle (of believers) between (our) two
natures, specifically between our sinful nature (the flesh) and our spiritual nature (the renewed
nature or our spirit that has been renewed through the Holy Spirit). Of course, the EGO causes
the defeat that is described in this passage because it wants to sanctify itself by its own efforts.
The ‘I’ of the new (or renewed) nature tries to live spiritually (sanctification), but it is dominated
by the ‘I’ of the old nature (the sinful or natural human being), the flesh. The (legalistic) attempt
to conquer the old nature by one’s own efforts or the works of the flesh is a false sanctification,
a fatal illusion. The following topics are discussed in this section:
40

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 467. Cf. William MacDonald, Believer's Bible Commentary: New Testament, revised
edition (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990), p. 522 says the following in regard to verses 14ff: “Up to
this point the apostle has been describing a past experience in his life – namely, the traumatic crisis when he
underwent deep conviction of sin through the law’s ministry. Now he changes to the present tense to describe an
experience he had since he was born again – namely, the conflict between the two natures and the impossibility of
finding deliverance from the power of indwelling sin through his own strength.”
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This is about what he (Paul) does.
This is about what he is.
This is about what he perceives or discerns.
This is about what he needs (grace in Jesus Christ).

The verses 15-17 are probably easier to understand if we read “the old nature” or “the new
nature” instead of I/ME:
10

15

V. 15: “I [the new nature] do not understand what I [the old nature] do. For what I [the new
nature] want to do I [the old nature] do not do, but what I [the new nature] hate I [the old
nature] do.”
V. 16: “And if I [the real ‘I’] do what I [the new nature] do not want to do, I [the real ‘I’]
agree that the law is good.”
V. 17: “As it is, it is no longer I myself [the real ‘I’] who do it, but it is sin living in me.”

20

25

This means that the Apostle Paul has realised that the old nature (the fallen nature) is too strong
for his real ‘I’ since his real ‘I’ is incapable of doing good. The real ‘I’, which should be
permeated by the new nature is dominated (when left to himself) by the old nature (the flesh).
Vv 18-19: The natural human being is totally perverted, a sinner (cf. Jer 17:9; Gen 8:21) and
does not do what he actually wants (namely the good) because the flesh (when left to itself) is
stronger than the will.
V. 20: “…Now if I do what I do not want to do, it is no longer I [the soul, the personality] who
do it, but it is sin living in me [i.e. in my flesh] that does it.; cf. Rom 7:25].”

30

MacDonald paraphrases this verse as follows:
“Now if I (the old nature) do what I (the new nature) don’t want to do, it is no
longer I (the person) who do it, but sin that dwells within me.” Again let it be
clear that Paul is not excusing himself or disclaiming responsibility. He is
simply stating that he has not found deliverance from the power of indwelling
sin, and that when he sins, it is not with the desire of the new man.41

35

V. 21: We simply must admit to ourselves that evil and sin live within us!

40

Vv 22-23: “…in my inner being” (cf. 2Co 4:16; Eph 3:16): This means in the spiritual human
being, the new (born-again) person. But there is another law (or power) at work in our members
(i.e. in our body), the law (or the nature) of sin. It is simply a reality that human beings cannot
conquer their old nature by their own efforts even after being born again. Witmer explains this
as follows:
Because of regeneration, a believer has a new nature or capacity for loving
spiritual truths. Yet, recognizing the facts of experience, Paul said he saw
another law within him. This is the principle of sin. Paul called it ″sin living in

45

41

William MacDonald, op. cit., p. 523.
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me″ (Rom. 7:17, 20), ″evil″ right there with me (v. 21), and ″the sinful nature″
(vv. 5, 18, 25).42

5

10

V. 24: Since he recognises that he cannot do good by his own strength, Paul calls out: “What a
wretched man I am!” Why this exclamation of helplessness? Paul longs to be released from
this body of death (cf. Rom 6:6: body of sin). Other words of Paul also remind us of this burning
desire: cf. 2Co 4:7.16-18; 5:1-5; 8:23-27. Both the unbeliever and believer are confronted by
this dilemma when they try to live a holy life by their own strength. It is impossible for the
unbeliever to please God (cf. Rom 8:7-8). But the believer as well will not succeed if he tries
to do it by his own strength. We can only achieve this with the help of the Holy Spirit. And this
is precisely what the Apostle Paul shows us in the following Chapter 8.
(3)

15

Real (true) sanctification: V. 25

Here is the answer, the way out of this dead end: True sanctification is only possible by grace
in and through Jesus Christ, never by our own efforts (i.e. by the works of the law). We always
depend on the help of the Holy Spirit. Our gaze must always be directed toward our Lord Jesus
Christ since we will only be able to conquer the desires of the flesh or the old nature (Heb 12:12; Joh 15:5) with his help. Since Christ lives in us, his believers, we can live in sanctification
by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Conclusion:

20

25

The answer to the burning question of the Apostle Paul from verse 24 has already been given
in 6:1-11 and 7:1. Our old nature has been crucified and buried. And we can walk with him in
a “new life” because Christ has been raised from the dead. But how can this “resurrected life in
Christ” be actually realised in our personal life? The answer: by the power of the Holy Spirit!
Paul explains this in the following chapter 8. This interpretation of chapter 7 has (among other
things) the advantage that it portrays the structure of the first eight chapters of the Epistle to the
Romans as consistently chronological.

c.) The fruit of victory: Life in the Spirit: chap. 8:1-13
30

35

The Holy Spirit ignites a struggle against sin within us (see especially Vv 5-13). The flesh
(mentioned 13 times in total until V. 25) and the Spirit (mentioned 21 times in the same passage)
are “opposing enemies” in this fight. The spirit defies the old EGO, the old nature (the old
human being), which is the topic of chapter 7. The outcome of the struggle: Victory instead of
defeat! Not only the Holy Scriptures, no, but also personal experience demonstrates that real
sanctification is the fruit of the work of grace through faith (cf. Rom 6:1-11). Witmer provides
a good summary as to how the words of this part of chapter 8 constitute the divine answer to
human helplessness as expressed by Paul in 7:24:
The question naturally arises, Must a believer spend his whole life on earth
frustrated by ongoing defeats to indwelling sin? (7:21-25) Is there no answer
provided to achieve victory? The answer to the first question is no and to the
second, yes. In chapter 8, Paul described the ministry of the indwelling Holy
Spirit of God who is the source of divine power for sanctification and the secret
for spiritual victory in daily living.43
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John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 468.
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 469.
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A new position: Vv 1-4

V. 1: “Therefore, there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus”: “There is
now” actually represents the climax of the facts portrayed in Rom 3:21 to 7:25: A new life is
possible! Those who are in Christ are no longer under the judgment of condemnation (the law),
but have been freed (cf. 2Co 5:21; Gal 3:13: Christ took our sin upon himself and thereby also
our condemnation).
Vv 2-4: A new law is now at work in us, namely the law of the Spirit of life in and through
Jesus Christ. How did it come about that this “new law” now reigns in us, having freed us from
the law of sin and death? “[It] has set you free!”: The Greek verb hvleuqe,rwse,n [ēleuthérōsén]
is in the aorist tense, indicative mood, active voice, 3rd person singular (of the verb evleuqero,w
[eleutheróō]). The aorist tense in the indicative mood usually points to a specific event in the
past. Thus, the usage of the aorist indicative makes it clear that the Christian has already been
delivered (an event in the past as stated before). V. 3: God himself provided the solution by
sending his Son into the world (cf. Joh 3:16; Heb 9:26) in the form of a human since humans
are incapable of saving themselves by their own strength from their sinful state and thereby
from damnation due to the weakness of the flesh. To put it another way, Christ “became flesh”
just like us (cf. Joh 1:14; Gal 4:4; Phi 2:6-8; 1Ti 3:16; Heb 2:11-17; 1Jo 4:2-3). He can save us
from condemnation because he is without sin (cf. 2Co 5:21; Heb 4:15). He took our place and
paid for us and our sin by taking our punishment upon himself (cf. Isa 53:5-12; 2Co 5:21; Col
2:13-15; 1Jo 3:8). The Son of God had to come into the world and die in our place in order to
fulfil the requirements of the law for and in us (cf. Mat 5:17; Rom 3:31). We only possess the
power that enables us to no longer live “according to the flesh” (i.e. in sin) but “according to
the Spirit” on the basis of this new position in Christ through the Holy Spirit. Living “according
to the flesh” means the rejection of God’s offer of grace by wanting to be justified based on
one’s own works and efforts. Living “according to the Spirit” means accepting God’s gift of
grace in Jesus Christ and allowing the Holy Spirit to work in us as the Spirit enables us to
overcome sin.
(2)

30
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A new life: Vv 5-13

This part is about believers and nonbelievers, those who are saved and those who are lost.
Verses 5-8 talk about those who live “according to the flesh”:
V. 5: They have their minds set on what the “flesh” desires (literally: “strive for the things of
the flesh”.

35
V. 6: [Eternal] death is the consequence, which refers to spiritual death and thus eternal
damnation!
V. 7a: The striving or the desire of the flesh is ultimately hostility toward God.
40
V. 7b: Because it does not obey or submit to the law of God.
V. 7c: In fact, it is incapable of doing so. Since the “old nature” simply lacks the power, i.e. the
help of the Holy Spirit, see vv. 10ff.
45
V. 8: This verse is very important for Biblical Anthropology: The flesh cannot please God. It
is clear that no person can please God unless he has been redeemed by Jesus Christ and born
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again into a new life through the Holy Spirit. The natural human cannot save himself by his
own works. Compare with Psa 49:6-9.

5

Concerning those who live according to the Spirit [i.e. the believers], Paul says the
following:
V. 5: “But those who live [walk, strive] in accordance with the Spirit have their minds set on
what the Spirit desires.”

10

V. 6: “The mind governed by the Spirit is life and peace.”

15

V. 9: “And if anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, they do not belong to Christ.” A
Christian necessarily “possesses” the Holy Spirit (cf. 1Co 6:19-20); otherwise he does not
belong to Christ. Contrary to what some heretics may claim, there are not “two classes” of
Christians, those who have been baptised through the Holy Spirit and those who [allegedly]
have not. It is precisely the baptism of the Holy Spirit that makes us members of the body of
Christ (cf. 1Co 12:13). And a person who has been baptised through the Holy Spirit and thereby
become a part of the body of Christ should therefore also live “according to the Spirit”.
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V. 10: However, we must not forget the following: Even if we are in Christ, our flesh and our
body remain dead due to inherent sin. Our body was not renewed at the time of rebirth (being
born again through the Holy Spirit). The body is weak and mortal – and will remain this way
until the day of our physical death or until the day of our transformation or resurrection (cf. 1Co
15:51-53; 1Th 4:14-17) – as explicitly confirmed by Paul in verse 23. “The Spirit gives life
because of righteousness…”: Is this referring to the human spirit or the Spirit of God? The
opinions of exegetes diverge on this matter. We are inclined to believe that this passage refers
to the renewed human spirit (through the Holy Spirit); otherwise the expression “because of
righteousness” would be out of place in our opinion. The Spirit of God is eternal life, which
one should not need to emphasise since it is a priori part of trinitarianism. The Spirit is always
righteous – it would be redundant to specify “because of righteousness”. However, if this refers
to the human spirit, then the specification “because of righteousness” would be justified.
V. 11: This word confirms the promise of Jesus in Joh 14:1-3: We as the children of God will
one day approach him. We will be transformed or resurrected (incorruptible or imperishable –
with a body of glory: 1Co 15:22-24.50-53; Phi 3:21) and be with him forever.
By the way, verses 9-11 are important for Systematic Theology, specifically for Theology,
Christology and Pneumatology. The Holy Spirit is called both the “Spirit of God” and the
“Spirit of Christ”.44 This points both to the divinity of Jesus Christ and to the “double
procession” of the Holy Spirit. Since the time of the early church fathers, this doctrine has been
referred to as the so-called “filioque”, which is a technical Latin term with the following
meaning: The Holy Spirit proceeds both from the Father and “also from the Son”.45 If the Holy
Spirit also proceeds from the Son, it implies that Christ is also God (important for Christology).
The fact that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are closely connected with each other is an
important argument for the Christian doctrine of “the trinity of God” (important for Theology).

44

Spirit of Christ or Spirit of the Lord; see also 2Co 3:17-18; Spirit of Jesus in Act 16:7; Spirit of the Son in Gal
4:6; Spirit of the Father in Mat 10:20.
45
Filius = son. “Filio” is in the so-called ablative form, which means “from” or “from which” or “from the Son”;
the particle “que” can be translated as “and” or “also”. “Filioque” means “and [also] from the Son”.
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Paul specifies in Eph 4:4 that there is only one Spirit (of God).46 Specifically the Bible passage
in Joh 14:15-31 (see especially v. 23) illuminates the fact that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit
are not separate from each other. The three persons of the divine trinity “indwell each other”.
In Theology, this is referred to as the teaching of “mutual indwelling of the triune God” or
“perichoresis” (from the Greek pericw,rhsij [perikhōrēsis]) or “circumincessio” in Latin.
Vv 12-13: The fact that we have the Holy Spirit means that we are no longer obligated to the
flesh. In other words, we are able to and must no longer live according to the flesh, i.e. in sin.
On the contrary, we can now “kill” the desires or deeds of the flesh, i.e. the sins we commit
with our bodies, by the power of the Holy Spirit within us. It is a constant struggle that
Christians must fight until the end of their lives here on earth. It is the inner struggle between
the renewed spirit (through the Spirit of God) and the flesh. This entire passage from Rom 8:112 can be better understood if we concurrently study the parallel passage in Gal 5:13-25. Gal
5:17 is especially explicit. We can live in newness of life due to the power of the Holy Spirit,
which means we are able to live a holy life and no longer live in sin according to the flesh.

d.) The blessing of victory: Being a child of God: Vv 14-30
A further consequence of the redemptive work of Christ is that those who trust him become
children (v. 16) or sons (v. 14) of God (cf. Joh 1:12). Two designations for believers: “sons of
God” in verses 14 and 19 as well as “children of God” in verses 16, 17 and 21.
20
V. 14: They are sons of God.
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V. 15: They are no longer slaves but have received the full rights of sonship. This is also
illustrated by the fact that the believer can now address God as “abba”, which is the
transliteration of the Aramaic word for father (or papa).47
V. 16: They are now children of God. Believers form a new family with the Father. Indeed, this
also means that Jesus is not only our Saviour and Lord but also our brother. And the Holy Spirit
confirms that we are saved, which means we are (in Greek: evsme.n [esmen] = present tense [or
durative] of the copula eivmi, [eimí] = to be) children of God. The present tense of the copula “to
be” shows that the person who has received the Spirit of God IS already a child of God.
V. 17: We are heirs of God and thereby co-heirs with Christ (as Christ is our brother [through
faith]). “If indeed we [truly] share in his sufferings in order that we may also share in his
glory”: Although our suffering, in contrast with the suffering of Jesus Christ, will not have a
redemptive effect, we should inevitably also be prepared to “participate” in his suffering if
necessary, which means we should be ready to suffer for his sake if we are in him and are to be
glorified in him. Compare this with the topics in the following passages: Luk 14:27; Phi 1:29;
Col 1:24; 1Th 3:3; 2Ti 3:12; 1Pe 4:13. Jesus says (Joh 15:20): “A servant is not greater than
his master. If they persecuted me, they will also persecute you…” The conjunction “now if we”
(in Greek: ei;per [eíper]) points to a condition. However, this is, of course, a given for every
Christian; otherwise we would not be Christian in the actual sense of the word. See verse 9, in
which Paul justifiably uses the same conjunction (if then or if indeed). The statement in verse
The mentioning of the “7 spirits of God” in Rev 1:4; 3:1; 4:5 and 5:6 is symbolic. The number 7 often has a
symbolic meaning in biblical language (especially in John’s Book of Revelation) as it indicates completeness or
perfection: See e.g. the 7 horns and the 7 eyes of the Lamb in Rev 5:6 [= omnipotence and omniscience of Christ],
and compare the 7 spirits with the 7 attributes of the Spirit of God in Isa 11:2.
47
See also Mar 14:36 and Gal 4:6.
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17b means that we as children (or sons) of God will have the strength to bear the suffering that
we are or will be exposed to on our path with Christ.

5

Vv 18-25: Christians bear the suffering because of the wonderful future glory that will be
revealed in us:

10

V. 18: This statement is an enormous encouragement for any Christian who is suffering: Present
sufferings are easier to bear in light of the wonderful expectation of future glory. Illustration:
A cyclist ascending a mountain pass will be able to endure the present suffering if he thinks
about the reward that awaits him at the end of the race.

15

V. 19: Even creation (i.e. nature: plants, animals, etc.) is waiting longingly for the revelation of
the sons of God, i.e. for the return of Christ (cf. 1Co 1:7; Gal 5:5; Phi 3:20; Heb 9:28) when the
children of God will be transformed (or resurrected, i.e. those who died as believers) and wholly
revealed. Why is creation waiting for of the revelation of the children of God?
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Vv 20-22: This is the case because (since the fall: cf. Gen 3:17) the entire creation has been
subjected to frustration, which means that creation will die and suffers while it awaits death.
“By the will of the one who subjected it…”: Who is “the one”? It is neither Adam nor Satan
since only the Creator himself can subject his own creation to frustration or vanity. And he did
this after the fall of Adam (cf. Gen 3:17-24).48 All creatures hope to be released from mortality
because they suffer. Animals live in mutual fear of each other and also of humans. Plants die
due to environmental pollution and so on.
V. 23: But we, the children of God, also groan inwardly as we eagerly await the redemption of
our bodies (which have been weak and mortal since the fall of Adam); i.e. we wait for the
deliverance of our bodies since only the spiritual nature of believers (those who have been born
again) is redeemed until the time of Christ’s return and not the believer’s body (his physical or
material nature). “The firstfruits of the Spirit” (cf. 2Co 1:22; Eph 1:14; 4:30) are only given as
a guarantee (security) until we have been transformed. The fact that the Holy Spirit lives in us
is our guarantee of salvation.
Vv 24-25: Indeed, we are saved in hope since our final salvation will only be realised when we
are in his presence (cf. 1Jo 3:2; 1Co 13:12). Of course, hoping and believing would not be
necessary if we were able to already see everything now. Now we are asked to hope and wait.
Vv 26-27: We − as weak sinners, i.e. imperfect people – often do not know how to pray in a
way that only glorifies God. God knows us completely since he searches our hearts. Nothing is
hidden from him (cf. Psa 139; Heb 4:13). God knows his Spirit who intercedes for us in prayer,
which is also why the Spirit of God is able to help us so effectively. The Holy Spirit, our
paraclete, is our helper who stands by us and advocates for us with inexpressible groans. The
verb u`perentugca,nei (hyperentunkhánei = avowing for, advocating for someone) is in the
present tense and active voice, which indicates that the Holy Spirit consistently intercedes for
the ones whose heart he indwells. However, it is not only the Spirit who intercedes for the
children of God, but also the Son intercedes for those who believe in him: cf. Rom 8:34; Heb
4:14; 6:19-20; 7:25; 1Jo 2:1.

Cf. John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 472: “This was not a voluntary subjection because the created world as such had
no choice. Instead it was a decree of God, the sovereign Creator, who subjected it. (This probably refers to God,
not, as some have suggested, to Adam.)”
48
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We can summarise this as follows:

5

10

➢ In verse 22, we see that the entire creation is groaning.
➢In verse 23, we see that the believers (the church) are groaning.
➢In verse 26, we see that the Spirit of God is groaning (for the good of believers).
➢ In verse 34, we see that Jesus Christ is groaning for us.
V. 28: The child of God knows in his heart that God only wants what is best for his children. A
person who loves God, loves him because he knows that he is loved by God. God loved us first
(cf. 1Jo 4:19; Rom 5:8). The Spirit gives us an internal conviction that everything that happens
to us ultimately is for our good. Witmer says the following about this wonderful verse:
Christians know intuitively (oidamen)−though they may not always fully
understand and sense it experientially−that in all things God works for the
good of those who love Him (lit., ″to the ones who love God He works all
things together unto good″). The things themselves may not be good, but God
harmonizes them together for believers’ ultimate good, because His goal is to
bring them to perfection in His presence (cf. Eph. 1:4; 5:27; Col. 1:22; Jude
24).49
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It is truly a great privilege to know that even the things that we experience as unpleasant in the
moment ultimately contribute to our well-being. This knowledge makes it possible for the
believer to react with a certain measure of peace when encountering adversity (cf. the example
of Joseph in Gen 50:20). Someone who does not have this trust in God will hardly be able to
react as Joseph did when faced with a scandal. We want to provide two examples as
illustrations: 1. Jesus’ reaction to his unjust suffering and death convinced many different
people: the Roman centurion, the criminal on the cross… 2. The testimony of a Chinese pastor
who radiated peace although imprisoned and tortured on account of his faith impressed his
fellow prisoners to such a degree that many of them gave their lives to Christ.50
Vv 29-30: As Bonnet51 says, both these verses show us the reasons why all things work together
for the good of those who love God. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

He foreknew us
He predestined us
He called us
He justified us
He glorified us

(Greek: proe,gnw)
(Greek: prow,risen)
(Greek: evka,lesen)
(Greek: evdikai,wsen)
(Greek: evdo,xasen)

Everything is in place. In the eyes of God, the work has already been accomplished (cf. Heb
10:10.14). The five verbs – that talk about God’s actions for the benefit of those whom he loves
– are in the aorist tense, indicative mood, active voice, which most often refers to an event in
the past. Bénétreau says:

49

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 474.
See the article Leiden, Verfolgung, Folter in the German-language Christian weekly journal Idea-Spektrum
31/32, 2004, pp. 21-23.
51
Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 132.
50
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The problem is complicated by the systematic usage of the Greek aorist whose
main meaning primarily consists in designating a certain action that usually
occurred in the past.52
5

Although we still await our glorification, in the eyes of God, we are already glorified. We are
delighted by the following comment by Davidson and Martin:

10

The past tense used of a future event is remarkable; it is probably to be explained
as an example of the ‘prophetic past’, common in the OT to describe the
fulfilment of an event which, to the eye of faith, is so certain that it can be
regarded as having already occurred even though it belongs to the prophet’s
future.53
The question of predestination:

15

Verses 29-30 in Rom 8 indicate that election is based on divine foreknowledge (see also 1Pe
1:2). What kind of foreknowledge is this? How are we to understand this statement by Paul:
“For those God foreknew (or: whom he knew beforehand) he also predestined…”? Exegetes
especially do not agree about the meaning of the verb “foreknew”. Bénétreau introduces this
debate as follows:
The first assertion [Bénétreau refers to v. 28], which aims to clarify the meaning
of prothesis, plan, purpose, has served as argument in opposing directions in the
wide secular debate concerning the idea of predestination: what is the
relationship between foreknowledge and predestination? Those who fear that
man be crushed by the sovereignty of God, insist on predestination based on
foreknowledge, and those who fear that God’s freedom and authority may not
receive their due respect, hold on to the priority of predestination, adding that
this is the only way to make sure that salvation is by grace alone.54

20

25

30

What is here actually meant by “foreknowledge”? Is it merely prescience in the sense of seeing
beforehand or is there an element of real choice involved, in the sense of preference
(predilection)? Did God in his foreknowledge know how each person would react towards his
call and did he then elect him or her according to this knowledge? Or is it foreknowledge in the
sense of God in past eternity looking with favour on certain people and choosing them to
salvation?55 Supporters of these two positions are putting forward linguistic and biblicaltheological arguments to support their views. A number of commentators who interpret the verb
to foreknow (proginw,skw [proginōskō]) to mean to prefer or to predestine, quote (as mentioned
above) the parallel use of the verb yāda‛ ([d:y") in the Old Testament. It is true that this verb can
52

Samuel Bénétreau, op. cit., 1: p. 246. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Le
problème se complique du fait de l'emploi systématique de l'aoriste grec, dont le sens premier est de désigner une
action ponctuelle, généralement située dans le passé. »
53
F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1033.
54
Samuel Bénétreau, L'EPITRE DE PAUL AUX ROMAINS, 2nd edition (Vaux-sur-Seine, France: ÉDIFAC,
Éditions de la Faculté Libre de Théologie Évangélique, 2002), 1: p. 243. (We translated it from French to English.)
The original French text: « Le premier énoncé [il se réfère au v. 28], qui a pour but de clarifier la notion de
prothésis, projet, dessein, a servi d'argument, dans des sens opposés, pour l'immense et séculaire débat autour de
la notion de prédestination : quel rapport entre pré-connaissance et pré-destination ? Ceux qui craignent que l'être
humain soit écrasé par la souveraineté divine insistent sur une prédestination informée par une préconnaissance,
et ceux qui redoutent que la liberté et l'autorité divines ne reçoivent pas le respect qui leur sont dûs [sic] sont
attachés à la primauté de la prédestination, ajoutant que c'est la seule façon de préserver l'absolue gratuité du
salut. »
55
With regard to this definition or explanation see Henry C. Thiessen, op. cit., p. 258ff.
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also mean to choose besides its primary meaning of to know or to get to know. In this case the
Davidson and Martin prefer this interpretation:
Thus ‘to foreknow’ anyone is to enter into communion with a view to conferring
special favour upon him. Here ‘to foreordain’ decides that this special favour
will take the shape of sonship in Christ. Foreknowledge according to the biblical
usage of the verb ‘know’ (cf. Pss. 1:6; 144:3; Ho. 13:5; Am 3:2; Mt. 7:23; Jn.
10:27; 1 Cor. 8:3; Gal. 4:9) implies favour or grace as the eternal beginning of
all the other processes of salvation, an interpretation which accords with the
whole Pauline theology.56

5

10

Since the Hebrew verb yāda‛ in the Old Testament has a number of meanings, it seems to me
questionable or even dubious to use this synonymous application also for the interpretation of
the Greek verbs proginw,skw (proginōskō) in the New Testament. In fact the commentator
Godet maintains exactly the opposite:
Not only is this interpretation arbitrary, because there are no examples of it in
the NT, and because in secular Greek the word ginw,skein, to know, has the
meaning of decide only when it is referring to an object, as when we say to know
something, but never when it refers to a person. In that case the Greek would
have to say ginw,skein peri,, to decide concerning (a person).57

15

20

There is another reason which makes us doubt whether it is appropriate to say that in this
passage the verb “foreknow” means choose or elect. Godet continues his argument as follows:

25

But what speaks even more clearly against this meaning is what follows: he also
predestined them, since in this case the two verbs would have the same meaning
and could not be linked with the particle of degree kai,, also, especially in the
light of verse 30, where the successive stages of divine action are strictly
distinguished and ordered according to degree.58
I also tend to think that it is not right to give the first verb foreknew the same meaning as
the second, predestined.

30

Bénétreau interprets “foreknowledge” in the sense of predestination. However, he prefers to
put the interpretation in the context of the letter to the Romans. He says the following:
It is necessary to refer to the context and attempt to determine the specific
contribution of our passage. For us there is no doubt whatever that in chapters
9–11, not to mention other shorter passages, the apostle is attached to a strong

56

F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1033.
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains (Paris: Sandoz & Fischbacher; Geneva: Desrogis,
Neuchâtel: J. Sandoz, 1880), II: p. 212. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Non
seulement ce sens est arbitraire, puisqu'il est sans exemple dans le N. T., et que même dans le grec profane le mot
grec ginw,skein, connaître, n'a le sens de décider que lorsqu'il s'applique à une chose, comme lorsque nous disons
: connaître d'une cause, et jamais quand il s'agit d'une personne. Il faudrait dans ce cas nécessairement ginw,skein
peri,, décider touchant (la personne). »
58
Ibid. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Mais ce qui s'oppose plus décidément
encore à ce sens, c'est ce qui suit : il les a aussi prédestinés ; car les deux verbes auraient dans ce cas-là un sens
identique et ne pourraient être liés par la particule de gradation kai,, aussi, surtout en face du v. 30, où les degrés
successifs de l'action divine sont strictement distingués et gradués. »
57
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doctrine of predestination, exalting God’s absolute sovereignty, the priority of
his initiatives, and proclaiming his perfectly free salvation, apart from works.59

5

This is indeed a weighty argument. Chapters 9–11 of Romans are not without reason spoken of
as the stronghold of the Calvinists that is those who adhere to the teaching of deterministic
predestination. Certainly, a good number of commentators think that the particular statements
do not require a priori a deterministic interpretation. Godet proposes the following explanation:
The sense which we might find seems to me to be this: those to whom he was
looking in love from all eternity, those whom he had ever seen and discerned as
his own. In what way had God known them beforehand? Of course not as people
who should exist one day. Because in that case foreknowledge would refer to
all men, and the apostle would not say: “those whom he foreknew”. He did not
foreknow them as future redeemed and glorified ones either; for this is the object
of the decree of predestination of which the apostle is going to speak; and this
object cannot be that of foreknowledge at the same time. There is only one
answer: foreknown as those who will fulfil the prerequisite of salvation, faith,
hence: foreknown as his own through faith. This is indeed the meaning to which
many commentators were led, Saint Augustine himself in his early days, then
the Lutheran exegetes . . . The action of knowing, as well as the action of seeing,
assumes that there is an object perceived by the person who knows or sees. It is
not the action of seeing or knowing that creates the object; it is the other way
round; it is the object which determines the action of knowing or seeing. It is
the same way with the divine fore-seeing and fore-knowing, because for God,
who lives above time, fore-seeing is seeing and knowing what will be, knowing
what for him is already there. Thus it is the faith of the believer, as a future
reality, but existing in his eyes, which determines his foreknowledge. This faith
does not exist because God sees it; on the contrary, he sees it because it will
exist at a given point in time. In this way, we are arriving at the thoughts of the
apostle: those of whom God knew beforehand that they will believe one day,
whose faith he has beheld in eternity. It is those whom he designated,
predestined (prow,risen) as the object of a magnificent decree, namely that he
will not abandon them until he has led them to the perfect likeness of his own
Son.60
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Samuel Bénétreau, op. cit., 1: pp. 243-244. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text:
« Il est nécessaire de situer l'enjeu et d'essayer de déterminer l'apport spécifique de notre passage. Pour nous, il ne
fait aucun doute, à la lumière des chapitres 9-11 de l'épître, pour ne pas parler d'autres textes plus restreints, que
l'apôtre est attaché à une forte doctrine de la prédestination, exaltant la totale souveraineté de Dieu, la priorité de
ses initiatives, et proclamant la parfaite gratuité de son salut, indépendamment des œuvres. »
60
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 213-214. (We translated it from French to
English.) The original French text: « Le sens auquel nous devons donc nous arrêter me paraît être celui-ci : ceux
sur lesquels son regard s'est fixé de toute éternité avec amour ; qu'il a éternellement contemplés et discernés comme
siens. En quelle qualité Dieu les a-t-il ainsi préconnus? Evidemment ce n'est pas comme devant exister un jour.
Car la préconnaissance se rapporterait dans ce cas à tous les hommes, et l'apôtre ne dirait pas : « ceux qu'il a
préconnus. » Ce n'est pas non plus comme futurs sauvés et glorifiés qu'il les a préconnus ; car c'est là l'objet du
décret de prédestination dont va parler l'apôtre ; et cet objet ne peut être en même temps celui de la
préconnaissance. Il ne reste qu'une réponse : préconnus comme devant accomplir la condition du salut, la foi; ainsi
: préconnus comme siens par la foi. C'est là le sens auquel ont été conduits une foule d'interprètes, saint Augustin
lui-même dans les premiers temps, puis les interprètes luthériens . . . L'acte de connaître, tout comme celui de voir,
suppose un objet perçu par la personne qui connaît ou qui voit. Ce n'est pas l'acte de voir, de connaître qui crée cet
objet ; c'est cet objet, au contraire, qui détermine l'acte du connaître ou du voir. Et il en est de même de la prévision
ou de la préconnaissance divine ; car pour Dieu, qui vit au-dessus du temps, prévoir c'est voir ; connaître ce qui
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Consequently all those are predestined whom God knew from eternity would one day believe.
It is a case of God’s foreknowledge of faith in Jesus Christ which is the only way of receiving
the righteousness which counts before God. I am also of the opinion that this interpretation is
in complete accord with the central theme of the epistle to the Romans (justification by faith).
See also Archer who, speaking of Romans 9 (especially v. 17), says the following:
According to these verses God has chosen His redeemed from all eternity,
“before the foundation of the world” (Eph 1:4). This means He did not have to
wait and see; for He who knows all things from beginning to end, knows what
each man’s response will be to the call of Christ.61

10

In other words, election is based on advance-knowledge of faith. I also tend towards this way
of seeing things. Thiessen summarizes this very appropriately:

20

In this position, God in his foreknowledge foresaw those who would respond to
his offer of salvation and actively elected them to salvation. That is, election is
that sovereign act of God in grace whereby he chose in Christ for salvation all
those whom he foreknew would accept him. Thought we are nowhere told what
it is in the foreknowledge of God that determines his choice, the repeated
teachings of Scripture that man is responsible for accepting or rejecting
salvation suggest that it is man’s response to the revelation which God made of
himself that is the basis of his election. The elect are those whom God foresees
will respond personally to the gospel.62

25

Foreknowledge therefore precedes predestination; the latter is the result of the former action.
The content of the divine ordinance of predestination is the realisation of the likeness (image)
of the Son in the lives of all believers (known in advance as those who believe). Christ is the
Elect One par excellence (cf. Isa 42:1; Luk 9:35). Believers, his brothers are “chosen (elect) in
him” (cf. Eph 1:4-6).

15

Seen from the divine perspective, this predestination (as also election) could be illustrated as
follows:
30


Known beforehand
(as having faith)





predestined / called


/

justified


/ glorified

e.) The certainty of victory: the love of God: chap. 8:31-39
35

In light of these wonderful truths, namely to be a child of God, to be called, justified and even
glorified, believers may feel compelled to ask themselves:

sera, c'est connaître ce qui pour lui est déjà. C'est donc la foi du croyant qui, comme fait futur, mais existant à ses
yeux, détermine sa préconnaissance. Cette foi n'existe pas parce que Dieu la voit ; il la voit, au contraire, parce
qu'elle existera, à un moment donné, dans le temps. Nous arrivons ainsi à la pensée de l'apôtre : Ceux que Dieu a
connus d'avance comme devant croire, dont il a contemplé éternellement la foi, ceux-là, il les a désignés,
prédestinés (prow,risen) comme les objets d'un décret magnifique, à savoir qu'il ne les abandonnera point jusqu'à
ce qu'il les ait conduits à la parfaite ressemblance de son propre Fils. »
61
Gleason L. Archer, op. cit., p. 394.
62
Henry C. Thiessen, op. cit., p. 258-259. In footnote 1, it is mentioned: “This is the position held by Thiessen”.
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If this is the case, i.e. if God is really for us, who can (or who would dare to) be against us? (v.
31).

5

10

God has even proven his love for us by giving us his only Son. Paul’s logic is clear: If God gave
us that which was most valuable to him, namely his dearly beloved Son, why would he withhold
other things from us that we really need? Paul answers three questions in order to make it clear
that absolutely nothing (and no one) can separate us from the love of the Lord:
➢
➢
➢

Who will bring any charge against those whom God has chosen? (v. 33)
Who then is the one who condemns? (v. 34)
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? (v. 35)

We can be sure of our salvation since no one is superior to God. These are the guarantees we
have:
15
V. 32: God loved us so much that he even gave up his own Son for our sake (cf. Joh 3:16).
V. 33: God has justified us (cf. Rom 5:12-21).
20
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V. 34: Christ died for us; more than that, he was raised to life and now sits at the right hand of
God and intercedes for us (cf. Heb 4:14-16; 7:25).
Vv 35-36: In verse 36, Paul quotes Psa 44:22 and says that even the following painful
experiences cannot separate us from Christ (compare with the personal experiences of the
Apostle Paul in 2Co 11:23-29):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Trouble
Hardship
Persecution
Famine
Nakedness (lack of clothing)
Danger
Sword

It is quite possible that Paul lists seven evils (and not, e.g., six or eight) in order to assure us
that there really is nothing that can separate us from our Lord. We know that in biblical language
the number seven often symbolises wholeness or perfection.63
V. 37: We are victorious because of the strength of him who loved us (God)! It is a matter of
course that this is the strength discussed throughout the entire chapter 8: the power of the Holy
Spirit.
Vv 38-39: Paul ends this chapter by listing 10 elements in order to convince believers of the
certainty of their salvation. Witmer says:
Paul then ended his discussion on believers’ safety in Jesus Christ and the
certainty of their sanctification with a positive declaration−For I am convinced

45

See especially the Book of Revelation in this regard. We refer to the subchapter “The number 7 in the Book of
Revelation” in the introduction to our commentary on the Book of Revelation “The Revelation of John” at
www.apocalypse-bible.ch
63
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(perf. tense, ″I stand convinced″; cf. 15:14) that nothing can separate believers
from the love of God (God’s love for them, not their love for God; cf. v. 35).
Paul’s list of 10 items begins with death, where the list of 7 items in verse 35
ended.64
5

10

15

There is nothing in heaven or on earth that can separate us from the love of God. The hostile
powers are clearly grouped in pairs. The following entities in verse 38 probably refer to Satan
and his angels, i.e. his demons: “…neither angels nor demons (Greek: avrcai. [arkhai]) . . . nor
any powers (Greek: duna,meij [dunámeis])…” Compare this with the following passages in other
letters of the Apostle Paul: 1Co 15:24; 2Co 12:7; Eph 6:12; Col 1:16. This teaching of Paul
goes hand in hand with the statement of Jesus to his disciples in Joh 10:28-30. What a wonderful
truth to already know with certainty today that one day I will be with the Lord in glory. This
inner conviction is in no way an incentive for us to live in sin again as some claim (cf. Rom
6:1.11.15; 8:12-13), but this inner certainty should rather cause us to praise and worship God
(cf. Rom 11:33-36). It is assumed that these last verses of chapter 8 were sung as a hymn of
Christian praise in the days of Paul.
Conclusion:
1.

20
2.

3.

The awful judgement of damnation of humankind (presented in Rom 1:18 – 3:20) has
been overcome by:
the wonderful redeeming and justifying grace of God (presented in Rom 3:21 –5:21),
which automatically drives believers to
the triumph of sanctification with the help of the Holy Spirit: Rom 6:1 – 8:39.

Jews and Gentiles in the light of God’s righteousness:
chap. 9–11

25

Chapters 9–11 represent a kind of “historical parenthesis”. Unger introduces his commentary
to these chapters as follows:
Romans 9−11 is an inserted passage. What position do the Jews have in the
unfolding of the gospel of God’s grace? The gospel as “the power of God that
brings salvation to everyone who believes” was announced as the “key verse”
(1,16). It should be “first to the Jew” (Acts 13,46). However, what about the fact
that the Jews did not accept the Messiah on the cross and rejected his program
that was “first to the Jew” (Act. 13,46)? Are the covenants and promises God
made to his people empty words? Has God given up on the people of Israel
because Israel disappointed him? How do the Jews fit into God’s divine plan of
salvation that was developed in chapters 1-8?65

30

35

After we concluded the presentation of the new path of salvation in chapter 8, namely faith in
Jesus Christ who died and was raised to life for our justification, sanctification and glorification
64

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 475.
Merrill F. Unger, Ungers Grosses Bibelhandbuch. Edited by Gary N. Larson (Translation of the original
American edition: The New Unger’s Bible Handbook. Chicago: The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago. Revised
edition 1984). German translation and editing by Samuel Külling and Joachim Hoene. Asslar, Germany: Schulte
+ Gerth, 1987), p. 483. (The original American edition is unfortunately not available to us, which is why we are
translating the text of the German version into English.)
65
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and after we have thereby shown that the gospel is the power of God that brings salvation to
everyone who believes (cf. 1:16), Paul tries to explain the apparent state of rejection of the
people of Israel.

a.) The rejection of Israel and the sovereignty of God: chap. 9:1-29
5

(1)

Paul’s feelings for Israel: Vv 1-5

10

Vv 1-3: Paul confesses his sincere love for his people. He loves his people so much that he
would even be willing to be cursed (i.e. take their place) (Greek: avna,qema [anáthema]; meaning
“cursed” in this context) if this brought salvation to his people. The statement of Paul reminds
us of Moses’ plea in Exo 32:32 and Jesus’ tears about the persistent unbelief of Jerusalem (Mat
23:37-39). However, as Bonnet says:

15

Such a wish cannot be realised! Only the godless are rejected by Christ; eternal
happiness and holiness cannot be separated from each other. Undoubtedly, the
verb, which is in the imperfect tense in Greek,66 must be translated in the
subjunctive mood: I wish if it were possible. However, the apostle knows
perfectly well that his wish cannot be fulfilled.67
Practical application: What about us? Do we have compassion (like Paul) for the lost souls
around us?

20

Vv 4-5: Israel’s special position with respect to the nations is illustrated by listing 7 privileges
that the people of Israel enjoy.
1.
2.

25

3.
4.
5.

30

6.
7.

35

Adoption, i.e. the privilege to be God’s children, his people (cf. Exo 4:22; Deu 14:1).
Glory: in the tabernacle in the desert of Sinai and in the temple (cf. Exo 16:10; 24:17;
40:34-35; 1Ki 8:11).
Covenants: with Abraham (cf. Gen 12:1-3; 13:14-17; 15:18); with Moses (cf. Exo 24);
with David (2Sa 7:12-16) and the promised new covenant (Jer 31:31-34).
The law (of Moses on Mount Sinai (cf. Exo 20; see also Deu 5).
The temple worship (i.e. the service of the priests in the tabernacle and later in the
temple (cf. Exo 40).
Promises: Above all promises regarding the Messianic Kingdom – see the
proclamations of the prophets (cf. e.g. Isa 2; 11; Eze 37; 40–48; Zec 14).
Patriarchs: See for example the genealogies (family trees) in Mat 1:1-16 and the
mentioning of the “descendant of David” in Rom 1:3.

V. 5: “Theirs are the patriarchs, and from them is traced the human ancestry of the Messiah,
who is God over all, forever praised. Amen.” This verse refers to the divinity of Jesus Christ.
Other translations (such as the “Zürcher-Bibel” 1970) place a full stop after what is said about
Christ: “…from which Christ descends according to the flesh. God, who is above all, be
huvco,mhn (ēukhomēn) = imperfect (past) tense, medium form, 1st person singular of the verb eu;comai ([eukhomai]
= ask or solicit, etc.), followed by the infinitive of the auxiliary verb “to be” (ei=nai [einai]).
67
Louis Bonnet, B. A., N. T. 3, p. 138. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Mais
un tel vœu était irréalisable ! L'impie seul peut être rejeté de Christ ; la félicité éternelle est inséparable de la
sainteté. Sans doute ; aussi le verbe, qui est à l'imparfait en grec, doit être traduit par un conditionnel : je
souhaiterais, si la chose était possible. L'apôtre sait bien que son vœu ne peut s'accomplir. »
66
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‘Beyond all fair question, the Greek here (in view of the usual order of words in
ascriptions of praise) is certainly best rendered as in AV; had it not been for
controversy, probably, no other rendering would have been suggested’
(Moule).68
See also 2Ti 4:18 for a doxology that refers to the Lord Jesus Christ. Christ is God, see also Joh
1:1; 5:18; 20:28; Col 2:9; Tit 2:13. Davidson und Martin (referring to Bruce and Cullmann)
also mention another argument that could favour the interpretation according to which the
doxology “God be praised in eternity” applies to Christ, namely the fact that the doxology
“God be praised in eternity” refers to the divinity of Christ while the expression “according to
the flesh” (kata. sa,rka) refers to his humanity:
An even more telling point in favour of the ascription of the phrase to Christ is
that some such designation of the Lord as ‘God over all’ seems required to
balance according to the flesh, i.e. as regards His human descent. Paul
complements this with a statement: as regards His eternal being, He is God . . .
over all.”69

20

(2)

25

30

God is not unfaithful to his promise on account of his election: Vv 6-13

Paul now responds to the unjustified insinuation that God did not keep his promise because he
allegedly abandoned his people Israel (cf. verse 6a). In verse 6b he says: “For not all who are
descended from Israel are Israel”: Paul goes back to the history of the patriarchs in order to
differentiate between sonship according to the Spirit and sonship according to the flesh. He
explains “that God in in the exercise of His sovereign will has decreed that faith, not heredity,
is the eternal principle of sonship.”70 Paul states two further examples in order to contrast the
true Israel with Judaism, which had previously been regarded as the official offspring of
Abraham but has now been rejected due to the people’s lack of faith and refusal to accept the
Messiah.
(a)

35

55

praised! Amen!” This means they apply the doxology to the Father and not to the Son. Of
course, the exegete who questions the eternal divinity of Jesus Christ prefers this second
translation. The question must be decided by exegesis of the oldest manuscripts without
punctuation (cf. Bonnet). However, the text as passed on to us rather seems to suggest that the
doxology refers to Christ who is mentioned at the beginning of the verse. Davidson and Martin
agree by quoting Moule:

10

15
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Isaac and Ishmael: Vv 6-9

God in his sovereignty chose Isaac and not Ishmael (cf. Gal 4:22-31). It is true that one could
justify this choice by arguing that Ishmael is the offspring of the servant Hagar (and concubine
of Abraham) and not of Sarah, Hagar’s mistress and Abraham’s legal wife. Paul mentions a
68

F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, p. cit., p. 1034.
F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1034. Cf. Louis Bonnet, B. A., N. T. 3, p. 139: “Our sentence
referring to Christ is also, strictly speaking, not a doxology; it is a statement about the divine origin that contradicts
the reference to his human origin. The Christology of the apostle allows him to call Christ God in the sense that
John uses this term in reference to the Word before his incarnation (John 1 : 1).” The original French text: « Du
reste notre proposition, rapportée à Christ, n'est pas, à proprement parler, une doxologie ; c'est l'énoncé de son
origine divine, qui fait antithèse à la mention de son origine humaine. La christologie de l'apôtre lui permet
d'appeler Christ Dieu, dans le sens où Jean applique ce terme à la Parole avant son incarnation (Jean 1 : 1). »
70
F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1034. [We provided the emphasis in bold]
69
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second example from the history of the patriarchs of Israel, namely the example of Jacob and
Esau who were both conceived by the same mother Rebekah in order to show that only God
chooses according to his sovereign will.
(b)

5

10

15

20

Jacob and Esau: Vv 10-13

Paul further emphasises God’s sovereignty by saying that God announced his election of
Rebekah when she had not even given birth yet to the twins Jacob and Esau. It is certainly one
of the most often quoted passages by proponents of the teaching of unconditional
predestination. We ask ourselves this: Did God predestine Esau to be hated so that he would
not be chosen? We believe that this statement must be interpreted in the light of parallel
passages in order to avoid misunderstandings. In the passages Gen 25:21-34 and Heb 12:16-17,
we learn that Esau was an unbeliever and a profane man. After having seen that the main topic
of Paul’s letter is “justification by faith”, we ask ourselves whether a person is rejected and
condemned only because God did not choose him or whether God did not choose him because
he knew in advance that this specific person is or will be an unbeliever. We refer to our
commentary on Rom 8:29-30 in regard to foreknowledge (prognosis). Passages such as Jer 1:5;
Psa 139:16 and Act 2:23 tell us that God knows us in advance. He knows our entire lives even
before we are conceived. Thus, God also knew in advance that Esau would be an unbeliever
and a profane man. God’s rejection would therefore not be the result of an arbitrary decision,
but the logical and just consequence of Esau’s unbelief, which God knew of in advance. We
will come back to this later when we talk about Rom 9:31-32 and 11:20. Godet explains this
passage as follows:
One could certainly respond to the apostle by saying that God had foreseen the
good works of Jacob and the bad works of Esau and that his preference
[predilection] of the former was based on this prognosis. One could even rely
on the word spoken by the apostle in regard to foreknowledge, VIII, 29.
Assuming that the apostle would have wanted to discuss the question in depth,
he would himself have answered that divine foresight on which election is based
does not refer to any work that substantiates the merits of the chosen person, but
rather to the person’s faith, which cannot be earned since faith implies that one
relinquishes any reward by humbly accepting the free gift. Foreseen faith is
therefore something completely different than foreseen works. The former
[faith] would indeed substantiate a right; the latter [on the other hand, i.e. the
work] merely contains a moral condition resulting from the factual
circumstance, the capacity of which is assumed for a free being, namely
acceptance. The foreseen work would be an imposition on God and take away
the freedom of his grace; foreseen faith [on the other hand] merely directs its
execution. Accepting and earning are two [different things]. However, the
apostle does not enter into this discussion and merely assumes that it is not
Jacob’s works that forced God to organise his plan as he has done.71

25

30

35

Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II : p. 264-265. (We translated it from French to
English.) This is the original French text: « On eût pu répondre sans doute à l'apôtre que Dieu avait prévu les
œuvres bonnes de Jacob et les actes mauvais d'Esaü, et que sa prédilection pour le premier était fondée sur cette
prévision. On eût même pu s'appuyer sur un mot prononcé par l'apôtre, celui de préconnaissance, VIII, 29. Mais,
à supposer que l'apôtre eût voulu discuter la question au fond, il eût répliqué à son tour que la prévision divine, sur
laquelle repose l'élection, porte non sur une œuvre quelconque pouvant fonder un mérite en faveur de l'élu, mais
sur sa foi, qui ne saurait être un mérite, puisque la foi consiste précisément dans le renoncement à tout mérite, dans
l'humble acceptation du don gratuit. La foi prévue est donc tout autre chose que l'œuvre prévue. Celle-ci fonderait
réellement un droit; celle-là ne renferme qu'une condition morale, celle qui résulte de ce fait que la possession
71
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Indeed, Paul reaches this conclusion at the end of chapter 9 in verses 30-32. See verse 32: “Why
not? Because they pursued it not by faith but as if it were by works. They stumbled over the
stumbling stone.”
5

10

15

V. 13: “Jacob I loved, but Esau I hated.”
How can this statement be reconciled with the biblical claim that God loves all people without
distinction of person or preference (cf. Rom 2:11)? The meaning of this statement could be
summarized as follows: “I took Jacob to myself while setting Esau aside.” God did not hate
Esau in the actual sense of the word. One may compare this with the word of Jesus in Luk
14:26: “If anyone comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, brothers
and sisters—yes, even their own life—such a person cannot be my disciple.” No one would
argue that Jesus is telling his disciples to hate their parents while also saying elsewhere to
respect them. It is rather a question of priority. Gen 25; Mal 1:2-3 and Rom 9:10-13 do not deal
with the eternal salvation of these two. Rather it seems to be a question “of their roles from a
theocratic perspective” (Godet). In any case, the word “serve” in verse 12 seems to suggest this.
Davidson and Martin say the following:
God is not arbitrary in His choice and cannot be charged with irrational
favouritism. The emotional terms indicate rather a special function and destiny.
Judah, not Edom, was elected for progressive revelation in history. This
meaning may be supported by the rendering ‘Jacob have I loved, but Esau have
I loved less’ (cf. Gn. 29:30-33; Mt. 10:37; Lk. 14:26; Jn. 12:25).72

20

25

The hereditary national character of the father of the race is not passed on to his descendants so
they cannot free themselves from it, says Godet, in order to avoid the insinuation that God acts
arbitrarily. He explains:
Just as there were many Edomites in Israel with a profane heart, there could also
have been, as stated before, many Israelites, many spiritual hearts in Edom.
Compare with what is said about the wise of Teman, Jer. XLIX, 7, and the highly
respectable person Eliphaz (despite his error) in the Book of Job.73

30

We also want to reference the divine principle mentioned in Eze 18:20 whereby a son must not
share the guilt of his father nor a father the guilt of his son. We dare to conclude: God chooses
in sovereignty and independently of the works of people but according to his grace. And as we
have seen throughout the extensive passage Rom 3:21 – 8:39, grace is granted to those who
believe (see chap. 4).

35

(3)

God is not unjust with the gifts that he bestows: Vv 14-29

suppose chez un être libre l'acceptation. L'œuvre prévue s'imposerait à Dieu et lui ôterait la liberté de sa grâce; la
foi prévue ne fait qu'en diriger l'exercice. Accepter et mériter sont deux. Mais l'apôtre n'entre pas dans cette
discussion et pose simplement le fait que ce n'est pas un mérite de Jacob qui a contraint Dieu à organiser son plan
comme il l'a fait. » The explanations of the previously quoted Gleason L. Archer and Henry C. Thiessen go in the
same direction.
72
F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1034.
73
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 269. (We translated it from French to English.)
The original French text: « Comme il y a eu en Israël beaucoup d'Edomites, de cœurs profanes, il a pu y avoir
aussi, comme on l'a dit, bien des Israélites, bien des cœurs spirituels en Edom. Comp. ce qui est dit des sages de
Théman, Jér. XLIX, 7, et le très-respectable [sic] personnage d'Eliphaz (malgré son erreur) dans le livre de Job. »
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V. 14: Paul responds to another objection that could be summarised as follows: “If the gospel
preached by Paul is true, then God is unjust!” It is also interesting that Paul insists on the
sovereignty of God by only referencing the Old Testament while he does not think it necessary
to explain why God deals with a certain person in this or that way. Paul probably assumed that
his readers were aware of this since they knew the Scriptures. Many think this passage
scandalous, which is why we believe it is useful to analyse the various examples mentioned by
the apostle within their respective historical context.
Vv 15-16: Mercy and compassion have their origin in God. Since God is sovereign, he is also
free to bestow his mercy on whom he chooses (cf. Exo 33:19). A person cannot earn or win
God’s mercy. After the example of Isaac and Ishmael and the example of Jacob and Esau, Paul
mentions the third example of Pharaoh in order to illustrate the sovereignty of God. Godet says:
Especially Israel must understand that it is neither its established theocratic
claims nor its many ceremonial or moral works that make salvation a debt that
God owes his people, thereby taking away God’s right to do as he pleases if he
approves of it for reasons that he alone deems worthy.74

15

We also reference the passages Mic 6:6-8; Amo 5:21-25; Psa 50:9-14 and Isa 1:11-17 in this
regard.
20

25

30

Vv 17-18: Paul uses the example of Pharaoh to show that God even has the freedom to harden
a person. And we could also add (as an explanation): if circumstances require it in accordance
with divine wisdom. Specifically this passage has led to endless discussions amongst
interpreters and exegetes. As an introduction to this debate, I want to mention a discussion I
had with a young lady on a train a few years ago. When I told her about my faith in Jesus Christ,
she began to pour out her heart. She told me that she was a former catechist. However, she said
regretfully, when I was telling my school children about the history of Israel’s Exodus from
Egypt, I was appalled to read that God had hardened the heart of Pharaoh. I could no longer
believe in such an arbitrary and erratic God, she concluded. She then quit her ministry as a
catechist. I tried to explain to her with my Bible in hand that, according to the biblical text, it
was Pharaoh who had hardened himself multiple times before God ultimately hardened his
heart.
Some thoughts on this:

35

40

45

It is true that God had told Moses in advance that Pharaoh would not let Israel go (Exo 3:19)
and that God himself would harden his heart (Exo 4:21; 7:3). However, this does not mean that
God acted arbitrarily or unjustly or that he manipulates men like marionettes. This
misunderstanding is the result of an interpretation that does not take the rest of the Exodus or
the entire Bible for that matter into account. We regard it as significant that only from the sixth
plague on (Exo 9:12) it says: “But the Lord hardened Pharaoh’s heart,” while before and then
again in 9:34 it says: “Pharaoh’s heart hardened” or: “And Pharaoh hardened his heart.” We
believe that this is the key to the mystery: Even before God had said to Moses that he would
harden Pharaoh’s heart (Exo 3:19; 4:21), God knew about the wickedness of the Egyptians
toward his people Israel (Exo 3:7.9). If it does not say that God hardened Pharaoh during the
first five plagues, then this confirms that it was the Egyptians who had begun to reject justice
74

Ibid., p. 273. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Israël, en particulier, doit
comprendre par là que ce ne sont ni ses exigences théocratiques arrêtées, ni la multitude de ses œuvres
cérémonielles ou morales, qui peuvent faire du salut une dette que Dieu a contractée envers lui et retirer à Dieu le
droit de le rejeter s'il vient à le trouver bon par des raisons que lui seul apprécie. »
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and truth. It seems to us that this is also how we should interpret the passage in Rom 9:17-18.
In any case, it is how other exegetes of the Bible have understood the matter (cf. e.g. 1Sa 6:6
with the preceding verses; cf. also Neh 9:9-10 and Gen 15:16). We wholly agree with Horton
who says the following in this regard:
5

This exercise of sovereignty should in no way be regarded as rigid and relentless
determinism! This would mean attributing monstrous cruelty to God, making
him out to be the originator of sin; it would also contradict other passages of the
[Holy] Scriptures (1 Tim. 2:4; Ja. 1:13; 2 Pe. 3:9); it would especially mean
neglecting the offers of salvation made to Pharaoh by a patient and merciful
God.75

10

15

We see another interesting parallel in the story of the deceiving spirit, which God sent into the
mouths of the prophets so that the godless King Ahab would be enticed to wage war against the
Syrians and perish because he rejected God’s warnings by the prophet (1Ki 22:21-23). Compare
also the conjunctions dio,ti ([dióti] = because), dio, ([dió] = therefore) and kaqw.j ([kathōs]
= like) in Rom. 1:21.24.28 that indicate the same procedural sequence as the aberration of
humanity. We must also understand the statement by the Apostle Paul in 2Th 2:10-12 in the
same manner: God is free of evil even when he uses evil in his sovereignty as a means to judge
those who refuse to love or accept his truth. To put it another way, a person’s rejection of God
always precedes the rejection by God.76

20
V. 19: The following objection imposes itself: Why does God still blame his creatures if no one
can resist the will of God? If it is God himself who hardens a person’s heart, why does he still
judge that person at all?
25

30

Vv 20-24: Paul uses the image of the potter and the clay in order to explain God’s absolute
sovereignty. Compare in this context the passages Isa 29:16; 45:9-10; 64:7 and Jer 18:6. It is
indeed the potter’s prerogative to make a vase for special purposes and another for common
use. But how are we to understand this? The explanation suggested by Davidson and Martin is
the explanation of moderate Calvinism,77 which (in simplified terms) states that God
predestined some for salvation from eternity while leaving others in their state of sin, which
automatically results in their just condemnation:
The vessels of mercy are prepared beforehand (Gk. proētoimasen), while the
vessels of wrath are made for (Gr. katērtismena; lit. to render ‘fit’ or ‘complete’,
with the perfect participle giving a sense of ‘equipped’ or ‘perfected’). God is
not stated to be the agent of the ‘fitting’. The condition is stated simply as
historical fact. Hence some would prefer the rendering ‘fit for destruction’, i.e.

35

Frank Horton, L'endurcissement du cœur du Pharaon ou "Pharaon victime de l'arbitraire divin?" in Ichthus,
avril-mai 1981, No. 3, p. 28. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Il ne faut en
aucun cas voir dans l'exercice de cette souveraineté un déterminisme rigide et inexorable ! Ce serait attribuer à
Dieu une cruauté monstrueuse, ce serait faire de lui l'auteur du péché; ce serait contredire d'autres déclarations de
l'Ecriture (1 Tim. 2:4; Ja. 1:13; 2 Pi. 3:9); ce serait fermer les yeux sur toutes les perches tendues à Pharaon par un
Dieu patient et compatissant. »
76
We refer to our analyses in our master thesis on 2Th 2:1-12: 2 Thessaloniciens 2:1-12 : Commentaire Exégétique
et Théologique, présenté par Roland Kleger en vue d'obtenir le grade de maître en théologie en mars 1990 à la
Faculté Libre de Théologie Évangélique de Vaux-sur-Seine, France, p. 156-159.
77
In Theology, this dogma is referred to as “infralapsarianism” or “simple predestination”, which means that God
first decreed the creation; secondly, he permitted the fall to occur (permissively [Latin: permissioniter], i.e. he
allowed it to happen), and only then (Latin “infra”) did he issue the decree of the election of some for salvation
while leaving others in their sin, which is why they will go to their justified (?) eternal damnation.
75
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‘ripe and ready for destruction’ (Moff.). Secondly, note that the prefixes of the
two parallel verbs are different—pro, signifying beforehand, and kata,
signifying intensity of the action of the verb. It is legitimate to deduce from this
that in the case of the disobedient the stress on the eternal aspect is missing. The
mystery of predestination must remain, yet there appears here no warrant for
any dogma of predestination do damnation, while the parallel foreordination to
glory is stated with no uncertainty. In the third place it seems clear from Paul’s
language and thought that, while in the case of the vessels of merci God’s action
was preparation, in the case of the vessels of wrath He took no action but
endured with much patience. He was active on the one hand and passive on the
other.78

5
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As already mentioned above, we tend to prefer the position that is also advocated by Godet,
Thiessen and Archer, namely that predestination depends on the foreknowledge of God in
regard to a person’s faith.Paul continues this “provocative” speech until verse 29. He only
speaks of the true cause of the hardening of a person by God in verses 30-33. One could
formulate it as follows: In verses 19-21, we see the image or illustration while the application
follows in verses 22-24. Verse 24 again expresses that grace applies both for Jews and Gentiles
(cf. Rom 1:16; 2:9-11). In verses 30-33, Paul again confirms what he already said in 4:16 (cf.
Gal 3:7).

20
Vv 25-29: Paul quotes multiple verses from the Old Testament in this passage in order to prove
that the principle “the righteous will live by faith” (and not by works of the law) already applied
in the O.T. (cf. Hab 2:4 quoted in Rom 1:17; cf. Gal 3:11 and Heb 10:38):
25

V. 25:
V. 26:
Vv 27-28:
V. 29:

Quote from Hosea 2:23
Quote from Hosea 1:10 (other translations 2:1)
Quote from Isaiah 10:22-23
Quote from Isaiah 1:9

30

It is true that we would have difficulty understanding… and especially accepting this if Paul
had stopped here. However, we believe that the following passage (verses 30-33) offers an
explanation.
➢ Rom 9:6-29:

Paul demonstrates the sovereignty of God in regard to election.

35
➢ Röm 9:30 – 10:21: Paul explains the criterion (condition) of election.

b.) The rejection of Israel and human responsibility: chap. 9:30–
10:21
(1)
40

The Jews were rejected because they wanted to be justified by the law:
chap. 9:30–10:15
(a)

The Jews rejected the righteousness from God: chap. 9:30-33

Paul only now explains the “why?” of the rejection of some. Godet says:

78

F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., 1035.
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In his unfathomable love and wisdom, the potter chose the cross in order to accomplish the
work of salvation for his creatures. The Gentiles (e;qnh [ethnē]: the nations) accepted the offer
of salvation by faith and thus received justification by (literally: evk [ek] = out of) faith. The
Jews, however, stumbled because they wanted to attain righteousness through the law, i.e. by
their own works (verses 31-32). Witmer notes: „To seek to attain righteousness by observing
the Law requires that it be kept perfectly (James 2:10).”80 No one has ever been able to wholly
live according to the law other than Jesus Christ, the Son of God. Since the Jews rejected the
divine principle of “justification by faith” although it is also taught in their Scriptures (cf. Gen
15:6; Hab 2:4; Psa 32:1-2), they fell due to the “stone that causes people to stumble”, which the
prophets had already prophesied about (and foreseen) (see Psa 118:22; Isa 28:16; cf. 1Pe 2:68). This stone is none other than Jesus Christ who was a scandal in the eyes of the Jews (cf. 1Co
1:18). For this reason, they also crucified him. Paul quotes Isa 8:14 in verse 33 in order to prove
that the prophets had already announced that faith (in Christ − the cornerstone) is the criterion
for God’s righteousness and not works. We like Godet’s conclusion for chapter 9:
Now, in the entire following chapter as well as in the four previously explained
verses, v. 30-33, the decree of the rejection of the Jews is not [for instance]
explained by referring to the unsearchable mystery of God’s will but with the
haughty stubbornness by which the Jews wanted to assert their own
righteousness and eternalise their mere temporal privilege despite all warnings
from God.81

25

30

61

When God entered into a special covenant with Israel, he neither abdicated his
right to judge the people nor his freedom in regard to the people and humanity.
His promise never had this scope, and the rejection of Israel does not undermine
his promise in any way. So far, the problem was only discussed formally; it was
only about God’s right. The apostle now gets to the bottom of the matter. After
[God’s] right has been established, it must still be examined what use God will
make of it. This is the topic addressed by the apostle in the next passage from v.
30 until the end of chap. X.79
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Conclusion: Those are rejected of whom God knows in advance that they will not believe in
Christ as he is the only one through whom a person can be justified and saved.
(b)

The desire of Paul for Israel to accept the gospel: chap. 10:1-4

As in Rom 9:1-5, Paul again expresses his wish for his people to be saved as well (v. 1).
However, he is not ashamed to openly say that they have lost their way because they tried to
assert their own righteousness, i.e. the righteousness of the law. They did not understand that
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 303-304. (We translated it from French to
English.) The original French text: « …en concluant une alliance particulière avec Israël, Dieu n'avait pas abdiqué
le droit de le juger et aliéné sa liberté vis-à-vis de lui et du reste de l'humanité. Sa promesse n'avait jamais eu cette
portée, et la réjection d'Israël n'y porte aucune atteinte. Cependant jusqu'ici le problème n'avait été traité qu'au
point de vue formel; il s'était agi uniquement du droit de Dieu. L'apôtre entre maintenant dans le fond de la
question. Le droit étant établi, il reste à examiner l'usage que Dieu en a fait. C'est le sujet que traite l'apôtre dans
le morceau suivant, qui va du v. 30 à la fin du ch. X. » [« Réjection » is an archaic term for « rejet ».]
80
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 479.
81
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: pp. 312-313. (We translated it from French to
English.) The original French text: « Enfin, dans tout le chapitre qui va suivre, ainsi que dans les quatre versets
que nous venons d'expliquer, v. 30-33, le décret de la réjection des Juifs est expliqué, non par le mystère
impénétrable de la volonté divine, mais par la tenacité [sic] hautaine avec laquelle les Juifs, malgré tous les
avertissements de Dieu, ont prétendu établir leur justice propre et perpétuer leur prérogative purement
temporaire. »
79
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Christ is the end of the law, i.e. the fulfilment of the law (cf. Mat 5:17; Gal 3:13 and Rom 3:31).
Christ is true righteousness. The righteousness of the Mosaic law would have been sufficient if
it were possible to attain (or fulfil) it since the righteousness of the law must be practiced
perfectly (cf. Rom 10: 4; Gal 3:12 and Jam 2:10). However, righteousness by faith is something
completely different. God imputes this righteousness to anyone who believes in the one who
has fulfilled the law for us (i.e. for humankind), namely Jesus Christ who was free from sin and
died for us on the cross in our place (as a substitute). To put it another way, Jesus, who fulfilled
the law and sacrificed himself, is the culmination of the law (cf. Rom 10:4) in order to attain
the righteousness that counts before God for anyone who believes.

10
V. 4: “Christ is the culmination of the law”: How is this to be understood? Witmer provides a
good explanation:
The word translated ″end″ (telos) stands in the emphatic first position in the
Greek sentence. It means that Christ is the designated end (termination) of
Purpose-Goal of the Law (cf. Gal. 3:24), the Object to which the Law pointed.82

15
(c)

20

The law of Moses is proof: chap. 10:5-8

After Paul quotes from Lev 18:5 in verse 5, he now compares the law to Christ by (rather freely)
quoting the passage from Deu 30:12-14. In this way, Paul further shows that the principle of
righteousness by faith is not foreign to the Jews since it was already announced to the people
of Israel by Moses, the mediator of the old covenant. God told Moses that it is not necessary to
go far in order to find the Word of God (the law). Paul concludes that it is exactly the same
now; it is not necessary to go far, essentially to heaven “in order to bring Christ down [to earth]”
since Christ already became human and descended to the underworld and then rose to life (vv
7.9). MacDonald comments as follows:
God is saying that the law is not hidden, distant, or inaccessible. A man doesn’t
have to go up to heaven or cross the sea to find it. It is near at hand and waiting
to be obeyed. But the Apostle Paul takes these words and reapplies them to the
gospel. He says that the language of faith doesn’t ask a man to climb to heaven
to bring Christ down. For one thing, that would be utterly impossible; but it
would also be quite unnecessary, because Christ has already come down to earth
in His incarnation!83

25

30

It is actually quite simple: Faith in Jesus Christ resulting from the word of faith (v. 8; cf. v. 17)
is sufficient for attaining salvation.
(d)

The simplicity of the gospel (the righteousness of God): chap. 10:9-13

35

The way to receive the righteousness that counts before God is: to believe in Jesus Christ who
rose from the dead. These verses teach us that faith and confession go hand in hand. Faith
without confession is not true faith. Real faith cannot be kept secret indefinitely. In verse 11,
Paul again references Isa 28:16.

40

V. 12: Paul again testifies to the impartiality of God (cf. Rom 1:16; 2:9-11; 3:21-22.29-30).
Salvation is available to all whether they are Jews or Greeks (Gentiles).
82
83

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 480.
William MacDonald, op. cit., p. 536.
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V. 13: He substantiates his claim by referencing the passage from Joe 2:32 (other translations
3:5), which the Apostle Peter had already mentioned in his sermon at Pentecost (cf. Act 2:21).
Indeed, the one who calls on the Lord confesses that he believes in him.
5

10

15

20

(e)

The necessity of preaching the gospel: chap. 10:14-15

Vv 14-15: These two verses are probably the most frequently quoted verses at mission
gatherings and conferences. They represent an indirect accusation against unbelieving Jews −
and this accusation is made clear in verses 16-21. The first question (“How, then, can they call
on the one they have not believed in?”) imposes itself after the word in verse 13. If calling on
the Lord is the only way to be saved, then the universal proclamation of the gospel is essentially
an imperative (a must!)! No invocation without faith, no faith without hearing the good news,
no hearing without preaching, no preaching without preachers, no preachers without mission!
Godet concludes: “A universal apostolate is therefore the necessary consequence of free and
universal salvation.”84 These statements are at the same time a reproach against the Jews since
they did not bring this good news to other nations, and other nations cannot believe in the one
of whom they have not heard. Paul quotes Isa 52:7 in order to substantiate his claim. Davidson
and Martin note the following: “The picture of the herald announcing the promise of Israel’s
restauration from Babylonian exile becomes, for him, an adumbration of the good news of
God’s mercy in reclaiming sinners and restoring them to His family through Christ.”85
(2)

Israel heard the gospel but rejected it because of its unbelief: chap. 10:1621

By quoting four passages from the Old Testament, Paul shows that Israel has rejected the
gospel, the true righteousness that counts before God.
(a)

25

Faith comes from hearing the message of the Word of God: chap. 10:16-17

V. 16: By quoting Isa 53:1, he shows that the majority of Israel rejected the gospel.
V. 17: This word of Isaiah emphasises the fact that the proclamation of the Word is based on
faith. In Theology, these verses will certainly be included within the following domains:
Bibliology, Homiletics and Mission.

30

(b)

Israel has heard the gospel but rejected it: chap. 10:18-21

V. 18: By quoting Psa 19:5, Paul points out that all of Israel has heard the good news, which is
why they are all the more without excuse (compare with the word of Jesus in Mat 11:20-24).

35

40

V. 19: By quoting Deu 32:21, Paul shows that Israel cannot claim to not have heard or
understood the gospel since the Gentiles (nations) accepted it, and Israel always despised the
Gentiles because they lacked understanding.
Vv 20-21: By quoting Isa 65:1-2, Paul again speaks in the same tone as in verse 1 when he
explains how God in his love wanted to draw his people to himself. For him it is about
explaining the mystery of the rejection of the Jews to the Christians of Rome: Israel rejected
the gospel of Christ by asserting its own righteousness.
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 343. (We translated it from French to English.)
The original French text: « Un apostolat universel est donc le corollaire nécessaire d'un salut gratuit et universel. »
85
F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1037.
84
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Unfortunately, this chapter ends on a sad note. Nonetheless, the image of God extending his
hand toward his people implies hope. The Apostle Paul will show in chapter 11 that there is
still hope for Israel.
5

c.) The limitation and “positive” consequences of the rejection of
Israel: chap. 11:1-36
We appreciate the explanations by Bonnet in regard to the relationship between this chapter and
chapters 9−10:
In chap. 9 and 10, the apostle analyses the painful problem of Israel’s unbelief.
He first affirms that God remains sovereign and free in his relationship with the
people whom he chose, and also that this people brought the punishment that
afflicted them upon themselves since they rejected the salvation offered in Jesus
Christ. [And] now Paul addresses the third point of his demonstration, [i.e.] the
positive side of the topic: A minority of Israel has come to faith; the refusal of
the majority brought about the salvation of the Gentiles; yet Israel’s rejection
will not be permanent; all of Israel will [ultimately] be saved.86

10

15

The purpose of chapter 11 is to prove that God has not rejected his people Israel forever.
1.

The rejection of Israel is only partial:

Vv 1-10

2.

The reason for the rejection of the Jews:

Vv 11-24

3.

The restoration of Israel during the end times
is certain:
Vv 25-36

20

25

(1)

The rejection of Israel is only partial: Vv 1-10
(a)

There has always been a faithful remnant: Vv 1-6

Paul begins his explanations by stating two examples in order to prove that God has not rejected
his chosen people.
(i)

30

Paul’s own conversion

Paul himself as a Jew, a descendant of Abraham according to the flesh from the tribe of
Benjamin, is living proof since he became a Christian upon his conversion. Paul gives his
autobiography in the passages 2Co 11:22-33 and Phi 3:4-7.
(ii)

86

The 7000 prophets in the time of Elijah: Vv 2-6

Louis Bonnet, Bible Annotée, N.T. 3, p. 156. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French
text: « Dans les chap. 9 et 10, l'apôtre a examiné le douloureux problème de l'incrédulité d'Israël. Il a affirmé,
d'abord, que Dieu restait souverainement libre dans ses rapports avec le peuple qu'il avait élu ; ensuite, que ce
peuple, en rejetant le salut, qui lui était offert en Jésus-Christ, s'était attiré le châtiment qui le frappe. Il aborde
maintenant le troisième point de sa démonstration, le côté lumineux du sujet : une minorité d'Israël est parvenue à
la foi ; le rejet de la majorité a eu pour conséquence le salut des gentils ; son endurcissement ne durera pas toujours
; tout Israël sera sauvé. »
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Elijah believed that he was the only one who had remained true to the Lord, but the Lord
revealed to him that he reserved 7000 men for himself who had not bowed the knee to Baal.
Paul quotes 1Ki 19:10.14 in verse 3, and then 1Ki 19:18 in verse 4 in order to show that there
was also a remnant of 7000 who had remained true to the Lord in the time of Elijah (which was
a time of terrible apostasy from Yahweh). V. 6: “And if by grace, then it cannot be based on
works…”: Paul again insists that the criterion of election is grace and not works. In verse 20,
Paul explains that it was the Jews’ unbelief that caused most to stumble.
(b)

10

© Roland Kleger

The others were hardened: Vv 7-10

V. 7: “What the people of Israel sought so earnestly they did not obtain”: Precisely because
most Israelites wanted to achieve righteousness based on their own works (cf. Rom 9:32) and
thereby rejected the Messiah, the free gift of God (cf. Rom 9:33 − a quote from Isa 8:14).
Vv 8-10: By quoting Isa 29:10 in verse 8 and Psa 69:23-24 in verse 9-10, he shows that Isaiah
and David had already prophesied about this hardening.

15

20

In verses 1-10 of this chapter, Paul states that not all descendants of Abraham automatically
represent the Israel of the promise, but only believers are the true Israel. This was precisely
what Jesus said to the pharisees (cf. Joh 8:30ff). Many exegetes claim, also based on this
passage, that there will not be a future for Israel as a nation. According to these, the nation of
Israel will never again be restored. However, claiming this would mean disregarding the
statements in verses 11-36, which clearly indicate a final restoration of the nation of Israel (see
more below).
(2)

The reason for the rejection of the Jews: Vv 11-24
(a)

25

30

35

40

Their fall is the reason for their rejection: Vv 11-15

V. 11: “Did they stumble so as to fall beyond recovery?”: Paul gives the following categorical
answer to this rhetorical question: “Not at all!” In other words, the hardening of Israel is not
the result of some mysterious, unexplained, or even arbitrary act of God. Godet contradicts
Reuss and comments on this statement by Paul as follows:
According to Mr. Reuss, the apostle wants to say that God “temporarily
hardened the Jews so that the gospel could be brought to the Gentiles”. If the
author thereby wants to once again ascribe the idea of an unconditional decree
to Saint Paul by means of which God deals with humanity regardless of their
moral freedom, then he completely distorts the thinking of the apostle. Due to
Israel’s guilt, the preaching of the gospel to the Gentiles could only be fulfilled
if God breaks with it [Israel]. If the people had indeed given themselves over to
the rest of humanity with understanding and love in accordance with God’s
thinking, then they would have willingly given up their theocratic claims; and
if they had asserted the righteousness of faith instead of the righteousness of the
law, then they would have become God’s instrument to offer grace to the
Gentiles, grace that they [themselves] enjoyed. However, since national pride
prevented the people from walking this path and because they wanted to
maintain their judicial system at any cost, God was compelled to blind them so
that they did not recognise their Messiah in Jesus. Otherwise the gospel would
have been Judaized; the believing Gentiles would have had to become
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proselytes of Israel and that would have been the end of salvation for and of the
world.87
We also believe that it was Israel itself that caused its fall due to unbelief (cf. Rom 9:32 and
11:20) and pride. Israel is therefore responsible for its own downfall.
5

10

Vv 12-15: Israel’s fall also has a positive side. Salvation is now offered to the Gentiles (verse
12a), but the future conversion of all of Israel will be all the more positive; i.e. it will be a
blessing for the entire earth (verse 12b). The statement in verse 12b anticipates what the apostle
will say in verse 26. In verses 13-14, Paul openly explains that the conversion of the Gentiles
was used to arouse the Jews to envy so they would follow their example. See passages such as
Act 13:44-48 on this topic (Paul and Barnabas in Pisidian Antioch) and Act 28:17-28 (Paul in
Rome).
(b)

15

20

Warning to the Gentiles grafted into the olive tree: Vv 16-24

V. 16: Paul uses two images in order to explain that the rejection of Israel is only temporary: 1.
The firstfruits of the dough and 2. The olive tree with its roots and branches. On the topic of
the “firstfruits” of the dough and the olive tree, see Num 15:18-20 and Jer 11:16-17. According
to Num 15:18-20, the Israelites were urged to offer the firstfruits of the dough after conquering
the Promised Land. This sacrifice was to be repeated annually at harvest time. Paul explains: If
the firstfruits of the grain are holy, then the whole dough is also holy. The same is true for the
tree: If the root is holy, so are the branches. Witmer explains the meaning of this image as
follows:

25

The firstfruits and the root represent the patriarchs of Israel or Abraham
personally, and the lump and the branches represent the people of Israel. As a
result Israel is set apart (holy) to God, and her ″stumbling″ (rejection of Christ)
must therefore be temporary.88

30

We therefore assume that the olive tree symbolises Israel under God’s Old Covenant with
Abraham (Gen 12:1-3). Accordingly, Abraham represents the root. The olive tree is still green
and grows. The same is true for God’s unchanging covenant (it remains green; it will not dry
up). The cut-off branches represent the unbelieving people (of Israel) while the wild branches
represent the Gentiles who have come to believe and are therefore grafted into the olive tree.
Vv 17-20: The converted Gentile who is grafted into the olive tree based on his faith is warned
to not be presumptuous or proud. Indeed, he is at great risk of boasting at the expense of the
branches that were cut off due to their unbelief. We also risk being proud and forgetting that

Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: pp. 372-373. (We translated it from French to
English.) The original French text: « Selon M. Reuss, l'apôtre voudrait dire que Dieu « a endurci momentanément
les Juifs pour que l'Evangile fût porté aux Gentils. » Si par là cet auteur veut attribuer de nouveau à saint Paul
l'idée du décret inconditionnel en vertu duquel Dieu dispose des hommes indépendamment de leur liberté morale,
il fausse complétement [sic] la pensée de l'apôtre. C'est par la faute d'Israël que la prédication de l'Evangile aux
Gentils n'a pu s'accomplir que par une rupture de Dieu avec lui. Si ce peuple, en effet, se fût prêté avec intelligence
et amour à la pensée de Dieu envers le reste de l'humanité, il eût volontiers laissé tomber ses prétentions
théocratiques; et, substituant la justice de la foi à celle de la loi, il se fût fait lui-même l'instrument de Dieu pour
offrir aux Gentils la grâce dont il aurait joui. Mais comme son orgueil national ne lui a pas permis d'entrer dans
cette voie, et comme il voulait à tout prix maintenir son système légal, Dieu a été obligé de l'aveugler pour qu'il
ne reconnût point en Jésus son Messie. Autrement l'Evangile se fût judaïsé; les païens croyants auraient dû devenir
les prosélytes d'Israël, et c'en était fait du salut pour le monde et du monde pour le salut. »
88
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 484.
87
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we have only become who we are today out of sheer grace. We did not earn it (cf. Rom 3:2327; Eph 2:8-10).

5

10

Vv 21-22: The offending person is in danger of being cut off again in case of backsliding (cf.
Joh 15:6). This passage is usually quoted as an argument for the position of those who believe
that “it is possible to lose one’s salvation”. According to this interpretation, a born-again person
may lose his salvation. One could object as follows: Loss of salvation is neither explicitly
mentioned in Rom 11:22 nor in Joh 15:6. Joh 15:6 merely talks about fruit (see verse 5). Perhaps
we should interpret “being cut off” in the sense of the Pauline statement in 1Co 3:11-15 and
5:5, meaning that the “works of the flesh” of carnal believers are burnt up before the judgment
seat of Christ (cf. 2Co 5:10), but their spirit is saved nonetheless. Witmer argues as follows
against the opinion that a Christian may lose his salvation:
This does not suggest that a Christian can lose his salvation; it refers to Gentiles
as a whole (suggested by the sing. you) turning from the gospel much as Israel
as a nation had done.89

15

The mentioning of “being grafted in again” in verse 23 (pa,lin evgkentri,sai auvtou,j: they will be
grafted in again) could indeed be an argument for this interpretation.

20

Vv 23-24: The Jew who repents and believes can be grafted in again. Paul is living proof of
this – he also explicitly states this in verse 1. Davidson and Martin, quoting Barrett, say the
following in verse 24 in regard to the expression “contrary to nature”:

25

Ordinarily farmer would take slips from a cultivated tree and graft them into a
wild plant, thus producing a new fruitbearing plant. Paul pictures God working
the other way; and admits to the strangeness of this procedure. ‘He is arguing
from God to nature, not from nature to God’…90

30

The following question imposes itself: Does the possibility of “being grafted in again” only
apply to individual Jews or will there also still be a future for Israel as a nation? Especially
since the time of the church father Augustine, many interpreters believe that Israel as a nation
no longer has a future. All promises of the Old Covenant with Israel have been and are being
fulfilled by the church of Jesus. We agree with Witmer when he counters with the following:
This passage does not teach that the national promises to Israel have been
abrogated and are now being fulfilled by the church. This idea, taught by
amillenarians, is foreign to Paul’s point, for he said Israel’s fall is temporary.
While believing Gentiles share in the blessings of the Abrahamic Covenant
(Gen. 12:3b) as Abraham’s spiritual children (Gal. 3:8-9), they do not
permanently replace Israel as the heirs of God’s promises (Gen. 12:2-3; 15:1821; 17:19-21; 22:15-18).91

35

We believe that there will be a future not only for each individual Jew but also for Israel as a
nation. The following verses say this explicitly.
Ibid., p. 486. Compare with William MacDonald, op. cit., p. 542: “It must be constantly borne in mind that Paul
is not speaking of the church or of individual believers. He is speaking about the Gentiles as such. Nothing can
ever separate the Body of Christ from the Head, and nothing can separate a believer from the love of God, but the
Gentile peoples can be removed from their present position of special privilege.”
90
F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1038.
91
A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 485.
89
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Israel’s restoration is certain: Vv 25-36

God not only revealed the mystery of the church to Paul (cf. Eph 3:3-6; Col 1:25-26), but also
that the day will come when “the full number of the Gentiles [nations] has come in” (Greek:
to. plh,rwma tw/n evqnw/n) (v. 25). This also means that the day will come when the full number
of believers will have been brought into the church of Jesus. The words “I do not want you to
be ignorant of this mystery, brothers and sisters” means that Paul effectively begins a new
chapter here. A “mystery” in biblical language is something that a person would not know
without being told from above, i.e. from God. Here is a list of other passages in which Paul uses
the word “secret” or “mystery” (Greek: to. musth,rion): 1Co 2:7 (God’s wisdom); 15:51 (the
transformation or resurrection of believers); Eph 1:9 (the divine plan); 3:3 (the church:
ecclesia); 5:32 (the church); 6:19 (the gospel); Col 1:26 (the church, the body of Christ); 2:2
(Christ); 4:3 (Christ); 2Th 2:6-8 (lawlessness and the Antichrist who is the man of lawlessness
(Greek: ὁ ἄνομος [ho anomos]) par excellence.
The mystery in this case is the following: A part of Israel was hardened, and one day all Gentiles
(i.e. all who have been saved by faith in Jesus Christ) will have been brought into the church.
Regarding the “full number of nations”, see Luke 21:24 where Jesus says that the day will come
when the times of the Gentiles will be fulfilled (cf. 2Ch 36:11-21). The passages Mat 24:14 and
Mar 13:10 also deal with this time. They seem to say the following: Jerusalem (and thus Israel
as a nation) will be trampled on, and the gospel will be preached to the Gentiles, i.e. to all
nations. However, on the day, when all nations have heard the good news, i.e. when all believers
foreknown by God have entered into the body of Christ, he will leave the scene and then, when
Christ comes with the clouds (cf. Dan 7:13), the entire nation of Israel, i.e. everyone who is still
alive on that day, will accept Christ as their Messiah (cf. Zec 12:10; Rev 1:7). Paul quotes Isa
59:20-21 in support of this claim. The statements in chapter 11 do not allow for a spiritualized
(allegorising) interpretation for Israel. The entry of all Gentiles into the body of Christ will
occur, i.e. be completed, on the same day when Christ returns to take away his bride, the church
(in the rapture: cf. 1Co 15:51-53; 1Th 4:13-17; possibly also 2Th 2:7). This passage (Rom
11:25-27) clearly states that the day will come when God will again deal with Israel as a nation,
which would, indeed, confirm all promises in the Old Testament regarding the final restoration
of Israel. In addition to Isa 59:20-21, see also passages such as Isa 27:2-6.12-13; Jer 31:31-37;
Eze 37 and 40–48; Zec 12:10; 13:1-2.8-9; 14:1-17 on this topic.
Vv 28-29: God keeps his word (cf. Num 23:19). This means that Israel as a nation will be
restored and the Messiah will be Israel’s king. On that day, the question the disciples asked
their Lord before he ascended into heaven about the restoration of Israel will be fulfilled (cf.
Act 1:6; see also Act 3:20-21).
V. 30: The Gentiles were disobedient to God due to their idolatry and many perversions (cf.
e.g. Rom 1:18-32; 1Co 6:9-11), but God in his compassion was merciful to them because they
believed in his Son, Jesus Christ.
Vv 31-32: However, on the day of Christ’s return, the rest of Israel will also receive mercy
from God since the people will (finally) repent on that day (cf. Zec 12:10 and Rev 1:7).

45
Vv 33-36: In light of this wonderful hope of Israel ultimately finding mercy, Paul praises God
in the form of a remarkable doxology. In this doxology, he also quotes the words from Isa
40:13. V. 36: Paul concludes: “For from him [or: out of him: evx] and through him and for him
are all things”: cf. Joh 1:3; Col 1:16; Heb 1:2-3; Rev 4:11.
50
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This concludes the parenthesis (insertion) from chap. 9 to 11. Now Paul continues where he left
off in chap. 8:39.

C. The practical part of the letter: chap. 12:1–15:13
5

After his theological-dogmatic explanations about what God has done for us, Paul now
addresses our resulting responsibility. We like the explanation of Davidson and Martin
regarding the relationship between this part and the previous one:
The apostle has completed the doctrinal sections of the Epistle dealing with
principles and problems. He has set forth how to get right and how to keep right
with God. He has defended this free righteousness of God against all objections.
Now he seeks to explain the life of faith in practice and to impress upon his
readers the duty of Christian living. The righteousness of God accepted by the
believer is an inward experience which must have an outward expression. The
therefore of v. 1 marks the transition from the defended doctrines of
justification, sanctification and election to applied Christianity. At root the
Christian life is one consecrated to God, lived not in conformity to the world
but in ‘transformity’ to God. The apostle’s approach to the Roman Christians is
a model for all true preachers.92

10

15

20

The same principle can also be observed in other letters of the Apostle Paul: Epistle to the
Galatians: chap. 1−4 dogmatic part; chap. 5–6 practical part; Epistle to the Ephesians: chap.
1−4 dogmatic part; chap. 4–6 practical part; Epistle to the Colossians: chap. 1–2 dogmatic part;
chap. 3–4 practical part.

Personal sacrifice: chap. 12:1-2

25

“Therefore, I urge you”: “Therefore” (Greek: ou=n) indicates a transition between what was
said before and what is to be explained presently. It is as if Paul were saying: “My dear brothers
and sisters, in light of the wonderful salvation that Jesus Christ has attained for us, it is more
than appropriate that you devote your bodies to the Lord as a ‘a living sacrifice, holy and
pleasing to God’.” To put it another way: We are called to renounce ourselves (i.e. our EGO).
Compare this with passages such as Rom 6:4-6; 8:2-4; Gal 2:20; 5:24; 6:14).

a.) The character of the sacrifice
30

35

1.
2.
3.

Living
Holy
Pleasing to God

Ultimately, this is nothing other than a call to live in sanctification (cf. Rom 6:4.13.19-22; Heb
12:14 and 1Th 4:3).

92

F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op., cit., p. 1039.
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b.) The reason for the sacrifice
1.
2.

5

c.) The effects of such a sacrifice
1.
2.

10

15

20

25

God’s mercy
Simply because it is appropriate in light of everything that God has done for us through
Christ (cf. 1Pe 1:15, which is a quote from Lev 11:44 and 19:2).

3.

We should not conform to the present world (and its activities), which means no
conformism, no assimilation to the present sinful activities of the world,
but rather a renewing of the mind, i.e. allowing our attitude to be transformed (see infra
in regard to verse 2).
We should do this so that we can recognise what God’s will is for our lives.

V. 2: “…be transformed by the renewing of your mind…” In Greek: μεταμορφοῦσθε
[metamorphoῦsthe]; this sentence is in the present tense (durative), imperative mood, 2nd person
plural, passive voice. It is therefore questionable whether it is correct to translate it (as in many
Bible translations) in the imperative mood, active voice as “transform yourselves…” or
“change yourselves …”. Bauer93 points out that the verb is always given in the passive voice.
He consequently translates it as follows: “… let yourselves be transformed by the renewing of
your mind.” Moulton94 translates Rom 12:2 and 2Co 3:18 with “to undergo a spiritual
transformation”. Witmer appropriately translates it in the imperative mood, present tense
(durative, i.e. a continuous action), passive voice by adding an explanation in parentheses “keep
on being transformed”.95 Unfortunately, neither Witmer, Davidson and Martin nor
MacDonald address the two imperative passive verbs in the verse. However, we do find the
following with Bénétreau. He says: “These imperatives are passive forms, which means that
the demanded «non-conformity» and transformation will be the work of God.”96 In this regard,
we want to refer back to Rom 8:7-8.
Actually, these verses are a kind of summary of a life lived in sanctification. One could say that
Vv 1-2:

deal with the practical life of the Christian and his EGO.

Vv 3-8:

deal with the life of the Christian and the application of spiritual gifts.

Vv 9-13.15-16:

deal with the life of the Christian and his relationship to the brothers.

Vv 14.17-21:

deal with the life of the Christian and his relationship to unbelievers.

30

35
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Walter Bauer, Griechisch-Deutsches Wörterbuch, 5th revised edition (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1971), column
1012.
94
Harold K. Moulton, The Analytical Greek Lexicon Revised. Revised edition (Grand Rapids: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1982), p. 266.
95
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 487.
96
Samuel Bénétreau, op. cit. II: p. 135. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Ces
impératifs sont des passifs, C’est-à-dire que la « non-confirmation » et la transformation demandées seront l’œuvre
de Dieu. »
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The life of the Christian and the application of spiritual
gifts: chap. 12:3-8
a.) Together we form one and the same body: Vv 3-5
5

10

15

20

V. 3: We are called to be humble and apply the received gifts in humility (humility cf. Mic 6:8;
Phi 2:3; Jam 4:6; 1Pe 4:11; 5:5). Those to whom the Lord has given externally visible gifts are
probably in greater danger of being or becoming proud. Those with less visible spiritual gifts
are perhaps in danger of envying others, complaining or simply developing an inferiority
complex. Both pride and envy are sins. Why? Paul says: “… in accordance with the faith God
has distributed to each of you”: However, if it is God who gives to everyone as he wishes (cf.
1Co 12:11), then it is apparent that the believer is not owed any glory. Any merit of the Christian
is excluded since the gifts are just that, gifts, which are based on the grace of the Lord. In the
eyes of the Lord, a simple faithful member of the church is not worth less than, e.g., a pastor or
missionary who has been blessed with success.
Vv 4-5: We are many members, but together we form one body. Paul explains the allocation of
spiritual gifts using the image of the human body with its various members (cf. 1Co 12:12-31).
The body is one but consists of many members. However, all are important because each
member fulfils a certain function that complements the functionality of others. All receive a
special gift (or gifts) from the Spirit that correspond(s) to the specific functions (cf. 1Co
12:11.17-18). Consequently, no member has the right to perceive itself as superior to another
since each member performs the specific function assigned to him by the Lord according to his
will.97

b.) We all have different gifts: Vv 6-8
25

Paul merely lists seven gifts in this passage. He lists many more in 1Co 12:15-32 and Eph 4:1112 (see also 1Pe 4:11). It is very important to Paul that each believer knows how to adequately
apply his gift(s). Compare the following passages in regard to the proper application of spiritual
gifts:
1Co 12:7

…for the common good [of the church] (cf. 1Co 14:4-5.13)

1Pe 4:11

…so that in all things God may be praised through Jesus Christ…

30

The life of the Christian and his relationship to the
brothers: Vv 9-13.15-16
35

The life of the Christian should be characterised by love for his brothers (and, of course, also
for his sisters):
V. 9: Love should be authentic and without pretence. It will thereby avoid evil.

We reference our brochure “Pneumatology: The Doctrine of the Person and Work of the Holy Spirit” in this
regard; see our website www.apocalypse-bible.ch where all our brochures can be downloaded in German, French
or English.
97
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V. 10: The true Christian should be devoted to others, i.e. to his brother (cf. 1Co 16:14; Joh
13:34-35; 15:12; 1Jo 2:8-11; 3:11-18; 4:7-21).

5

V. 11: The true Christian is filled with spiritual fervour in the service of the Lord. Compare in
this regard the admonition and encouragement of Paul in 1Co 15:58.
V. 12: He is full of hope, patient and faithful in prayer. See the admonition of Paul in 1Th 5:1618 in this regard.

10

V. 13: The true Christian takes care of his brothers and practices hospitality. Compare in this
regard Gal 6:2 and Heb 13:1-2.
V. 15: The true Christian shares both in the joys and sufferings of his brother. See the parallel
passage in 1Co 12:26 in this regard.

15
V. 16: The true Christian avoids divisions and remains humble. Paul expresses the same
admonition in Phi 2:1-4 by substantiating it with the example par excellence of Jesus in regard
to his incarnation (Phi 2:5ff). Compare also Jam 4:5-6 and 1Pe 5:5-6.

The life of the Christian and his relationship to
unbelievers: Vv 14.17-21

20

These verses remind us of the words of Jesus in his Sermon on the Mount in Mat 5:38-48. Jesus
asks his disciples to not only love their friends but also their enemies and to not repay evil with
evil. Paul actually says the same:
25

30
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Vv 14.17: “Bless those who persecute you; do not repay anyone evil for evil”: Compare 1Th
5:15; Psa 109:4; Mat 5:44. Peter utters the same admonition to his readers and refers to the
example of Jesus: see 1Pe 2:21-23; 3:8-12. It is true that the natural person tends to curse his
enemies. However, a child of God can pray to the Lord to give him strength so that he is able
to resist feelings of revenge. We are convinced that the testimony of a Christian who does good
to someone who has wronged him is much more effective than a fiery and brilliant sermon.
V. 18: “as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone”: Compare with Heb 12:14.
Unfortunately, this is not always easy. However, Paul is under no illusion; he is aware of the
fact that there are people with whom one actually cannot live in peace. There are those who are
constantly looking for a fight. And there are people who cannot stand the presence of a
Christian. It is always better to avoid such persons. However, this does not exclude the
possibility of praying for such people and asking the Lord to touch their hearts. Yet, we cannot
force these changes (cf. also 1Co 7:16).
V. 19: It is very important to put this admonition into practice. Anyone who strives to practice
this command with the help of the Holy Spirit – which may be regarded as the “most difficult”
command – will experience inner peace. On the other hand, revenge increases hostility and
hate, which ultimately leads to bitterness. Paul quotes Lev 19:18 in support of his admonition.98
One must effectively “die to oneself” in order to resist the urge for revenge. It is probably a
98

See also Deu 32:35 and Heb 10:30; cf. also with the words of Jesus in Mat 5:38-39.
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source of gratification for the victim to know that the day will come when God will judge those
who are unrepentant. Compare passages such as 2Th 1:4-12; Rev 6:9-11; 18:5-8.20; 19:2-3 on
the topic of retribution or revenge for the deeds of the godless against believers.
5

V. 20: This admonition is revolutionary: compare with Pro 25:21-22; Psa 11:6 and Mat 5:4447. The biblical teaching in this matter greatly differs from other religions and cultures
according to which the enemy is usually to be treated brutally. By the way, the Convention on
the Treatment of Prisoners of War originated in the Christian culture (therefore also the Red
Cross).

10

15

V. 21: It is always an inner struggle because our flesh demands revenge, to pay back evil in
return. However, the Spirit of God who speaks to our spirit calls us to not repay evil with evil
but rather evil with good. “Do not be overcome by evil”: We say it again: This is only possible
by the grace of God. Anyone who has experienced forgiveness for all the wrong that he has
done in his life can also forgive those who have hurt him with the help of the Holy Spirit. We
should also not forget the parable of Jesus about the merciful king and the heartless servant in
Mat 18:21-35.

The attitude of the Christian toward the state: chap. 13:17
20

A good Christian is also a good citizen!

25

1.
2.
3.
4.

He is subject to the authorities and thereby obeys God: Vv 1-2
He does what is right: Vv 3-4
He keeps a clear conscience: V. 5
He pays taxes and revenue: Vv 6-7

a.) A Christian is subject to the authorities and thereby obeys God:
Vv 1-2
Witmer describes the context of the recipients of Paul’s letter as follows:
Rome was the imperial capital, the seat of the empire’s civil government. As
residents in Rome, Paul’s initial readers were aware of both the glory and the
shame of that city in the days of Nero, who reigned from A.D. 54 to 68.99

30

God wanted humankind to subdue the earth. Davidson and Martin justify the exhortation of the
Apostle Paul with passages from the Old Testament, specifically from the Book of Daniel:
Paul exhorts the Roman Christians, not as a social community merely, but as
individuals, to be subjects to the Roman rule. The apostle had always found the
Roman high officials to be just and helpful, but this fact does not wholly account
for an inspired dictum on the political relations. It is the divine dictum on
political relations. It is the divine revelation for the church in all ages, for which
rational grounds are afforded. The teaching here falls into two parts. First, God
is sovereign ruler of nations. It is He who sets up rulers and behind all earthly

35

40
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John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 490.
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dominion lies His authority (2 Sa. 12:8; Je. 27:5f.; Dn. 2:21; 37f.; 4:17, 25, 32;
5:21). Then, every Christian has a duty to recognize the state …100

5

10

15

20

25

30

The Apostle Peter also admonishes his readers to obey the authorities (cf. 1Pe 3:13-15).
However, what if the government is evil as was the case during the times of Paul in Rome? If
the government is evil, is this because God has appointed godless people as rulers? No, rather
people must often reap what they sow (cf. Gal 6:7). As the saying goes: “Every nation has the
government it deserves.”
We believe that this proverb is true. However, we would do well not to generalise. It is better
to leave judgement to God. And, as we have seen in the previous chapter, the Christian is
cautioned to not repay evil with evil when he suffers injustice. We therefore do not believe that
it is the task of the church of Jesus to violently oppose an unjust government. Rather it is the
task of the church to pray to God to grant us a government that allows us to live in peace (cf.
1Ti 2:1-2). Revolt against the state cannot be justified by quoting Act 5:29 as this passage is
about the Sanhedrin and not about a civilian government. However, a Christian must have the
courage to obey God rather than humans if a government demands that he violate the Word of
God in some way. To put it another way, we must be ready to oppose any order that violates
the commandments of God (cf. the example of Daniel and his friends in Dan 3 and 6).
Update:
In the time of President Mobutu in Zaire (present day Democratic Republic of the Congo), it
was customary for high-ranking officials or politicians who were visiting villages to be given
young beautiful girls for their enjoyment. To refuse the authorities was risky. How should a
Christian woman act in such a situation? “We must obey God rather than human beings!” said
Peter and John (Apg 5:29). We believe therefore that a Christian should reject such an offer
regardless of the “costs” or consequences. God will not reproach the woman if she disobeys
such an order from a person of authority, but he will hold her accountable for her cowardice if
she compromises herself. There is nothing that justifies sin.

b.) A Christian does what is right: Vv 3-4
There are essentially three reasons why a Christian should subject himself to civilian
authorities:

35

1.
2.
3.

40

45

To avoid punishment by the authorities due to disobedience.
As a matter of conscience. Refusing to subject to authorities is disobedience toward God
since God Himself appointed the authorities.
Chaos and anarchy reign in a country without government. Rulers guarantee protection
by opposing criminality.

The state is responsible for maintaining order in the land. It is therefore the responsibility of the
state to bring criminals of all kinds to justice. However, we are aware that injustice and
corruption all too often impede this divine order. This is certainly also the reason why Paul calls
on us to pray for our governments (cf. 1Ti 2:1-2). “For rulers do not bear the sword for no
reason”: The sword symbolizes both justice and authority. In Rome, judges had the authority
to condemn a person to death. The death penalty was carried out by beheading. It is often
claimed that the mention of the sword in this passage cannot refer to the death penalty since we
100

F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1041.
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are presently living in the age of grace. We respond with Godet to this pseudo-humanistic
argumentation:
It has been claimed that this expression, from Paul’s point of view, does not
refer to the concept of the death penalty. The sword was allegedly just a symbol
for the right to punish someone in general without any specific connotation to
the death penalty. Is Philippi not right to respond as follows: Can it be correct
to exclude precisely the kind of punishment resulting from the used emblem
[namely the sword]? We must not confuse this with the concept of evangelical
grace. Since in the moment in which the state executes the work of justice to
which it has been appointed in regard to the criminal, the church can also
perform the work of mercy toward the same man as entrusted by God without
the slightest contradiction.101
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Paul expresses a similar thought in 1Co 5:4-5 in regard to sinners.102 Gen 9:6 shows us that it
was God who “founded the state” and that the death penalty was the first duty that God imposed
on him (i.e. on humankind). The person who sheds blood, i.e. the murderer, should be put to
death. It explicitly states in this verse (Gen 9:6) that the murderer is to be killed by human hand
(“Whoever sheds human blood, by humans shall their blood be shed; for in the image of God
has God made mankind”). Jesus did not free the repentant wrongdoer on the cross in order to
extend his life here on earth. No, Jesus’ promise to him concerned the life beyond the grave,
i.e. paradise and eternal life. We believe that refusing to take the life of a murderer constitutes
a violation of the divine order on the part of the state. The government that refuses to condemn
a murderer to death ultimately honours the criminal more than the victim and his creator in
whose image he was created!
Update:
The innocent have often paid with their lives because authorities spared the life of a murderer
or sexual pervert. The bitterness of a family is inexpressible if a loved one becomes the victim
of a criminal who has been pardoned by the state. Unfortunately, justice will only be served on
the day of judgement. The rulers of this world will be called to account for all innocent blood
that was shed because they did not prevent the consistent proliferation of evil. Is the European
Community with its efforts to abolish the death penalty all over the whole world not primarily
responsible for the consistent escalation of criminality and perversions in so-called modern
society?

c.) A Christian always keeps a clear conscience: V. 5
See also Act 24:16 and 1Ti 1:19 on Paul’s position of being a Christian and keeping a clear
conscience. The refusal to be subject to the state is disobedience toward God since the
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 470. (We translated it from French to English.)
The original French text: « On a prétendu que cette expression n'impliquait pas, dans la pensée de l'apôtre, la notion
de la peine de mort. L'épée serait tout simplement l'emblème du droit de punir en général, sans qu'il résulte rien de
là quant à la peine de mort en particulier. Philippi n'a-t-il pas raison de répondre à cela : qu'il n'est pas possible
d'exclure du droit de punir précisément le genre de peine d'où l'emblème qui représente ce droit est tiré? Il ne faut
pas mêler ici l'idée de la grâce évangélique. Car au moment même où l'Etat accomplit envers le criminel l'œuvre
de justice à laquelle il est appelé, l'Eglise peut, sans la moindre contradiction, accomplir envers le même homme
l'œuvre de miséricorde qui lui est divinement confiée. »
102
Yet in this passage God is the judge who allows Satan to attack the physical life of a Christian who has entangled
himself in sin or compromised himself. Cf. Job 2:4ff in regard to the attacks of Satan on which God places
limitations.
101
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institution of the state is ultimately God’s will. Any abuse should be excluded, i.e. possible
abuse in the case of a corrupt and unjust government since Paul also says “as a matter of
conscience”. Paul indirectly points out the limits of obedience by making the conscience the
basis for obedience since the conscience would refuse to subordinate itself to something that
opposes the divine order.103

d.) A Christian pays taxes and revenue: Vv 6-7
Paul lists examples as an explanation of this subordination:

10

15

1.
2.
3.
4.

Paying taxes
Paying revenue
Respecting the authorities
Honouring the authorities

Compare in this regard with the attitude of Jesus and His teaching of the disciples in Mat 17:2427; 22:21; Mar 12:17; Luk 20:20-26.
Update:

20

25

Many Christians regard, e.g., tax fraud as a trivial offence. Is this really just a trivial oversight
or in fact a sin since such an act defrauds the state out of what it is rightfully owed based on the
law? Or imagine a person coming home from vacation. The suitcase is full of purchased goods
and he is wearing recently bought jewellery in a total value of much more than the allowed
duty-free amount… and he just drives right through the check point at the border … as if nothing
was wrong. According to the motto, “The border guard won’t notice it anyway, and he cannot
prove that the ring on my finger was bought new…” etc. What does this say about my Christian
life? Do I take the entirety of the Word of God seriously or do I insist on choosing what suits
me and what does not?

The attitude of the Christian toward unbelievers: chap.
13:8-10
30

35

After Paul addressed the obligations of the Christian toward the state, he now directs his
attention to the Christian’s obligations in private relationships, i.e. the attitude of a Christian
toward his fellow citizens. For whoever loves others has fulfilled the law as Paul says (verse
8). Compare this with the words of Jesus in Mat 22:39-40. The conjunction “for” (Greek: ga.r)
[even]) at the beginning of verse 9 introduces a list of four social commandments (in
chronological sequence, the 7th, 6th, 8th and 10th of the Ten Commandments of Moses, i.e. the
so-called Decalogue, cf. Exo 20), which are used as examples: The one who loves his neighbour
as himself automatically fulfils all of the Lord’s commandments. The four listed
commandments are only examples. Paul concludes this incomplete list by quoting Lev 19:18
in verse 9. Compare the conclusion in verse 10 with the words of Paul 1Co 13:1-7.

103

Cf. Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, op. cit., p. 471.
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Sanctification in the personal life of the Christian: chap.
13:11-14

5

10

V. 11: This passage begins with the sentence “And do this, understanding the present time”.
Bonnet says: “The pronoun this encompasses all prescriptions mentioned from chap. 12 on.”
We do not know whether this also includes the statements in chapter 12, but, as Bonnet adds, it
includes “specifically the commandment of love of neighbour, which summarises the entire law
(v. 8-10).”104 The Christian has an urgent reason to faithfully obey the commandments of the
Lord: He knows that the Lord’s return is near. Indeed, the second coming of the Lord grows
closer with each day. On the exhortation of Paul to wake up from slumber, see also 1Th 5:6-7;
also in connection with the second coming of Christ (cf. 1Th 5:2-3). The meaning is the
following: Since we know that the return of the Lord is near, we should all the more live in
sanctification so that we are ready when He appears. See the same exhortation of the Apostle
Peter in 2Pe 3:10-14 and of the Apostle John in 1Jo 2:28-29.

15

V. 12: Sanctification manifests itself in putting aside the deeds of darkness (i.e. sins). Compare
this exhortation with 2Pe 3:11; 1Th 4:3; Eph 4:21-22 and Col 3:5-10. On the exhortation “So
let us put aside the deeds of darkness and put on the armour of light”, compare with 2Co 6:7
and especially Eph 6:11-17.

20

Vv 13-14: Compare this list of the desires of the flesh with the list in Gal 5:19-21. In verse 14,
Paul says that it is possible to provoke wishes and lusts that oppose the will of God. This
happens when we think about our own flesh105 in a way that provokes desires within us. We
will only mention one example for illustration purposes: Reading pornographic magazines or
watching pornographic films provokes sexual lust. By the way, the church father Augustine
apparently converted after reading these four verses. He wholeheartedly dedicated himself to
the Lord after living a life of debauchery. Bonnet states the following in regard to the call
“rather, clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ”:

25

“Paul often makes use of this image (Gal. 3 : 27 ; Eph. 4 : 24 ; Col. 3 : 10); it
was taken from the Old Testament (Isa. 61 : 10 ; Ps. 132 : 9). Our unity with
Christ is more intimate than a dress that clings to the body. He permeates us
with His Spirit; He is the one who lives, thinks, loves, acts in us. This is what is
meant by “put on the new self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the
image of its Creator” (Col. 3 : 10).106

30

35

After Paul addressed the relationships of the Christian toward authorities and his fellow citizens
and the topic of personal sanctification, he now talks about relationships among Christians.
Concerning the transition from the love of neighbour to the topic of mutual inter-Christian
tolerance, Bonnet proposes the following:
The apostle has just expounded the commandment of love as the fulfilment of
the whole law (13 : 8-10). This is what perhaps causes him to think of the group
Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 181. The original French text: « …en particulier le commandement de l’amour
du prochain, qui résume toute la loi (v. 8-10). »
105
On living according to the flesh, compare with Rom 8:3-5.8-9.12-13; Gal 5:13.16-21.24; 6:8.
106
Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 182. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Cette
image est souvent employée par Paul (Gal. 3 : 27 ; Eph. 4 : 24 ; Col. 3 : 10) ; elle est empruntée à l'Ancien
Testament (Es. 61 : 10 ; Ps. 132 : 9). Christ s'unit à nous plus étroitement que le vêtement ne s'unit au corps. Il
nous pénètre de son esprit [sic : il faudrait majuscule : Esprit] ; c'est lui qui vit, pense, aime, agit en nous. C'est là
« revêtir l'homme nouveau, qui se renouvelle selon l'image de celui qui l'a créé » (Col. 3 : 10). »
104
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of Christians in Rome who rejected certain foods for reasons of conscience,
observed certain feast (days) and were thereby exposed to [the danger] of
misjudging the much greater importance of the commandment of love while, on
the other hand, the enlightened Christians were in danger of violating this
commandment by arguing with the former. It is perhaps also the
recommendation “and do not think about how to gratify the desires of the flesh.”
(13: 14) that causes the apostle to speak of Christians who seemed to practice
this rule through abstinence. Be that as it may, Paul had been informed of the
internal situation of the church of Rome, of impending divisions that threatened
it due to disagreements between the “strong” and the “weak”. This is what
causes him to deal with the topic of relationships amongst each other. He
therefore addressed a special application of the principles that he established in
regard to relationships among Christians (12 : 9ff.).107
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The particle de. (dè108) at the beginning of 14:1 could now apply to this suggestion of Bonnet
regarding the transition from the topic of love of neighbour to the problem of tolerance between
the “strong” and the “weak” Christian.

The relationships between the “strong” and the “weak”:
chap. 14:1–15:13
This section can be divided into the following parts:
20
1.
2.
3.
25

The principle of personal or individual freedom: chap. 14:1-12
The principle of respect for the brother (in faith): chap. 14:13-23
The call to harmony (unity): chap. 15:1-13

Before we delve into the details of this passage, we think it useful to quote the extremely helpful
summary by Davidson and Martin on this passage:
Paul now addresses himself to the special situation in the Roman fellowship of
which he had been reliably informed. There are always brethren in every church
who entertain imperfect conceptions of Christian truth combined usually with a
certain doggedness for their defective creed. These are not to be browbeaten.
Their conscience, partially enlightened as to the liberty which Christians enjoy
in Christ, must be reverenced, and the conduct of the other members of the
society of believers must not hurt them. On the other hand such troublesome
brethren must not criticize the rest, advance their views as standards and demand
uniformity. Evidently the apostle was familiar with this type of mind, as such

30

35
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Ibid., p. 182-183. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « L'apôtre vient de
présenter le commandement de l'amour fraternel comme l'accomplissement de toute la loi (13 : 8-10). C'est ce qui
l'amène peut-être à penser à ce groupe de chrétiens de Rome qui mettaient leur conscience à se refuser certains
aliments et à observer certains jours et qui étaient exposés par là même à méconnaître l'importance bien plus grande
du commandement de l'amour, tandis que, d'autre part, les chrétiens plus éclairés pouvaient être entraînés, par des
discussions avec les premiers, à transgresser ce commandement. C'est peut-être aussi la recommandation de « ne
pas prendre soin de la chair » (13 : 14), qui conduit l'apôtre à parler de chrétiens qui paraissaient pratiquer cette
règle par leur abstinence. Quoi qu'il en soit, Paul avait été informé de la situation intérieure de l'Eglise de Rome,
des divisions dont elle était menacée par les divergences de vues entre les « forts » et les « faibles ». C'est ce qui
l'oblige à traiter le sujet de leurs relations réciproques. Il abordait ainsi une application spéciale des principes qu'il
avait posés touchant les rapports entre chrétiens (12 : 9 et suiv.). »
108
It can also have the meaning of a minor antithesis (“but”) or a transition (“now”).
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men were found in other churches under his inspection, especially in Corinth
(cf. 1 Cor. 8:1 – 10:33) and Colossae (cf. Col. 2:16-23). Two of the vexed
questions upon which difference of opinion arose in Paul’s time were the
keeping of the sabbath and the eating of flesh. Probably the church at Rome
refused membership to those who held eccentric views and Paul was
endeavouring to advance the milder policy that they should be accepted upon
confession of the essentials of the Christian faith and afterwards instructed in
the Lord. Many had scruples in these matters and the apostle seeks to avoid
schism in the church and to counsel toleration under the law of love.109
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Paul begins his plea for mutual tolerance in these external matters by explaining the principle
of “personal freedom” of each individual Christian.

a.) The principle of personal (individual) freedom: chap. 14:1-12
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Vv 1-4: “Accept the one whose faith is weak”: The expression “weak” is stated at the beginning
of the first sentence of this passage, perhaps to give it special emphasis. But what does the
Apostle Paul mean by “the weak brother”? The weak refrain from eating certain foods and
drinking certain beverages due to reasons of conscience and differentiate between days (feast
days as e.g. the Sabbath). The others, the “strong”110 know and believe that they may eat and
drink whatever they want and that every day (including the Sabbath or other feast days) is from
God and for God. It is indeed possible that in the case of the church of Rome the “weak”
consisted (at least primarily) of the group of Jewish Christians. However, one can also observe
that there are “weak” and “strong” persons in most churches. We are called to not only tolerate
the weak but to welcome them. We should love them like any other brothers without
discrimination. Vv 2-3: The principle is clear: On the one hand, the strong who eat and drink
everything and who do not differentiate between days should not despise the weak who refrain
from eating certain foods (vv 2.21) or drinking wine (v. 21) and differentiate between days (vv
5-6). On the other hand, the weak have no right to judge the strong who have no concerns or
scruples in these matters. To put it another way: Both are called to respect each other. Why?
Simply because God has accepted both (cf. verse 3b). In verse 10, Paul mentions another reason
why it is not right for a servant of the Lord to judge another; it is wrong because each individual
must ultimately give an account before God of himself (v. 12). In verses 1-12, Paul admits that
the strong are right. However, in verses 13-23 he admonishes the strong to respect the weak,
i.e. to not scandalise him. But who are the weak? Former pagans (Pagano-Christians) or former
Jews (Jewish Christians)? If we think of Pagano-Christians, we imagine a situation similar to
Corinth (cf. 1Co 8:1-13 and 10:14-22): the problem of meat sacrificed to idols (idolothyte
meat). We assume that the weak were of Jewish origin since the matter not only concerns
abstinence from meat and wine but also the differentiation between days. This is also the
position preferred by Bonnet who gives three arguments for this:
The others regard the weak as Christians of Jewish origin because they
differentiate between days (verse 5); observing feast days and specifically the
Sabbath remained an ongoing concern for those who were brought up under the
law. The latter seems to be the most probable. One cannot deny that a JewishChristian minority existed in the church of Rome. The weak ones established
themselves in the midst of the church. Under the influence of pagan ideas, many
Jews began to judge others in regard to the consumption of meat and even wine
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F. Davidson und Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1042.
See the plural expression in 15:1: The strong (Greek: oi` dunatoi. [hoi dunatoi]) are to bear the weakness of the
weak (Greek: tw/n avduna,twn [tōn adunátōwn]).
110
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(verse 21). This was the case with the Essenes, the ascetics, the monk colonies
on the banks of the Dead Sea that also spread to many other areas. However, the
weak in Rome were not the Essenes because these also condemned marriage
and regarded abstinence as a matter of principle. Paul would have been forced
to oppose the Essenes just as he did with regard to the false teachers among the
Colossians (Col. 2 : 20ff). Another proof that the weak Christians were of
Jewish origin is the way in which the apostle applies the example of Christ in
their favour as Christ made himself “a servant of the Jews” (15 : 8). Ultimately,
it must be noted that the Jewish Christians refrained from eating meat because
they regarded it as unclean while certain members of the church of Corinth (1
Cor. 8) did not share this fear that the meat bought on the market could be from
animals that were sacrificed to idols.111
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Vv 5-12: In short: Everyone should be fully convinced in their spirit of their attitude and actions
(cf. verse 5). All should act in faith, i.e. out of conviction and not with hesitation and doubt (cf.
verses 22-23). It may surprise some that there are Christians who refrain from eating certain
foods or drinking wine and who (still) differentiate between days although the New Testament
is clear in this regard: see Mar 7:15-20 (Jesus’ words); Gal 4:8-12; Col 2:16-22 and 1Ti 4:1-5
(teaching of the Apostle Paul). Although it clearly states that we are free to consume all things
since nothing is impure, there are still believers who have a “weak conscience” either due to
lack of knowledge, cultural influences or their education.112 Yet, Paul does not want to reject
or despise these but rather accept them. To put it another way, it should be possible for brothers
and sisters from both camps to come together within the church and eat at the same table. Some
eat meat while others do not; some drink wine, others abstain; some differentiate between days
while for others every day is the same. Let us simply respect the attitude or conviction of others.
Those who think it necessary to give up meat and wine are called on not to judge those who
believe they are free to consume everything, and the latter should not despise the former. Let
everyone act according to what he personally judges to be right before God. Ultimately,
everyone must give an account for themselves before God in the end. It should therefore not be
the case that a Christian imposes his own convictions, his own beliefs on others. Yet, this should
not keep us from discussing these matters with our fellow believers. By the way, it is quite
possible that a Christian may at some point change his position after he has been convinced
through the teaching of the Word of God. However, in such matters one should never impose
or force one’s own belief or convictions on others. Above all, one should never coerce someone
to go against their conscience. There are, however, cases in which one needs to be steadfast
when dealing with so-called “false brothers” who are to be avoided: see in this regard the
warnings of the Apostle Paul in Phi 3:2; Col 2:18-23 and 1Ti 4:1-5. Those who regard
111

Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 183. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Les
autres considèrent les faibles comme des chrétiens d'origine juive, parce qu'ils faisaient une distinction entre les
jours (v. 5) ; observer des jours de fête, et le sabbat en particulier, demeurait la préoccupation persistante de ceux
qui avaient été élevés sous la loi. Cette dernière opinion nous paraît la plus vraisemblable. On ne peut nier qu'il y
avait dans l'Eglise de Rome une minorité judéo-chrétienne. Les faibles se recrutaient dans son sein. Sous l'influence
d'idées d'origine païenne, beaucoup de Juifs en étaient venus à condamner l'usage de la viande et même du vin (v.
21). Tel était le cas des esséniens, ces ascètes qui formaient des colonies de moines sur les bords de la mer Morte
et qui s'étaient répandus dans beaucoup de contrées. Les faibles de Rome n'étaient cependant pas des esséniens,
car ceux-ci condamnaient aussi le mariage et faisaient de leurs abstinences une question de principe. Paul aurait
été obligé de les combattre comme les faux docteurs de Colosses (Col. 2 : 20 et suiv.). Ce qui prouve aussi que les
faibles étaient des chrétiens d'origine juive, c'est la manière dont l'apôtre invoque en leur faveur l'exemple de Christ
qui, pour eux, « s'est fait serviteur de la circoncision » (15 : 8). Il faut remarquer enfin qu'ils n'osaient manger de
la viande parce qu'ils estimaient cet aliment impur en soi, tandis que certains membres de l'Eglise de Corinthe (1
Cor. 8) étaient retenus par la crainte que la viande achetée sur le marché ne provînt de bêtes sacrifiées aux idoles. »
Compare with F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, p. 1043: “It is likely that both elements entered into the prejudice.”
112
For example, the Jews or Pagano-Christians with an animistic background.
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stipulations (abstinence from certain foods or drink, the observance of certain days or feasts,
ascetics, etc.) as an essential matter of salvation are false teachers, heretics who should not be
mistaken for weak brothers. Vv 10-12: “For we will all stand before God’s judgment seat…”:
On the judgement of believers, see 1Co 3:11-15; 4:4-5 and 2Co 5:10. The warning of the
judgement is also a warning to the readers, and Paul emphasises this with a quote from Isa
45:23. See also Phi 2:10-11 in regard to this passage of the prophet Isaiah.

b.) The principle of respect for the brother in faith: chap. 14:13-23

10

As already stated, verses 1-12 show that the Christian is allowed to eat and drink anything and
that he is not required to differentiate between days. In this sense the “strong” are right.
However, there is a danger of the strong insisting on their rights at all costs. Paul warns of this
danger in this second passage.
V. 13: Yes, there is individual freedom, but one should be careful to avoid scandalising a
brother, i.e. a brother in faith. Witmer says:
Paul’s warning against judging relates to Christians’ attitudes and actions
toward the convictions of other believers (vv. 1-12). The other side of the coin
is evaluating the impact of one’s own convictions and actions on other
Christians. In this section Paul warned against causing other Christians to
stumble (hindering their spiritual growth) by asserting that one is free to live in
accord with convictions not shared by other believers.113
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V. 14: Paul explicitly says that nothing is unclean in itself. Compare this with Mat 15:11; Act
10:15; 1Co 8:8; 10:23-27; Col 2:20-22; 1Ti 4:3-4; Tit 1:15.
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Vv 15-21: “…acting in love”: In 12:9-13, Paul already spoke of this; see also 13:9-10.
According to Paul, it is not appropriate to insist on one’s own personal freedom in Christ in
regard to eating (especially meat) or drinking (wine – or alcohol in general) if this becomes a
“stumbling block” to a brother. See the same exhortation in 1Co 8:9-13; 10:28.32 within the
context of the problem of eating meat sacrificed to idols.
Vv 22-23: Conclusion: At home one can eat anything – of course while giving thanks to the
Lord who gives us all things (v. 6; cf. 1Ti 4:3-5). There is no problem as long as my conscience
does not condemn me. However, everything we do should be done in faith and with conviction.
It is better to abstain in case there is even the slightest doubt. Paul does not think it necessary
to mention in this context that we should eat and drink (alcohol) in moderation as he already
stated this in 13:13 (cf. also Gal 5:21; Eph 5:18).
Application:

40

45

Most evangelical churches nowadays do not serve fermented wine during communion so as to
avoid scandalising the “weaker” brother. In some countries, alcoholic drinks were frowned
upon among evangelical groups or even prohibited. We are mainly thinking of England and the
United States (due to the influence of Puritans, Mennonites and others) as well as in Africa and
South America. The prohibition of alcohol is often a reaction to the common problems
associated with alcoholism. However, in most evangelical groups (as e.g.) in France,
Switzerland or Germany, moderate alcohol consumption is not at all frowned upon. So what
113

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 493.
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should, e.g., a missionary do who has the freedom to drink a glass of wine with his Sunday meal
in the country where he is ministering? Many missionaries are confronted with this question.
Most mission organisations advise that missionaries follow the recommendations or internal
rules of the respective church alliance while on the mission field. However, the missionary may
act according to his personal convictions while on trips or furloughs.
We think it appropriate to address another problem within the context of the weak and the
strong, namely that there is not only a danger of the strong being a stumbling block to the weak.
In our churches one can often observe that the weak try to force their convictions on the strong
by subtle means: The weak simply claim that the strong are causing an inner conflict for them
when the strong enjoy their freedom in Christ, i.e. the strong are exposing the weak to
temptation and this behaviour is a stumbling block to them. This often concerns things of daily
life such as drinking alcohol, clothing (especially for women), hairstyles, jewellery, music, etc.
By trying to make the strong person understand that he is required to not be a stumbling block
to the weak based on the Word of God, the weak person ignores the admonition that the Word
of God also addresses to him. To say it another way, the weak person demands that the strong
must show deference to him but forgets his own responsibility to be tolerant toward his (strong)
brother and to not judge him. To say it directly: We must be on guard against the (often
legalistic) tyranny of the so-called weak as well as against the abuse of freedom (libertinism)
of the so-called strong. We must ensure a healthy balance in our churches in this area in order
to avoid divisions.

c.) Call to unity: chap. 15:1-13
(1)
25

Call to follow the example of Jesus: Vv 1-6

Witmer’s explanation regarding the connection between this passage and both parts of chapter
14 is quite plausible:
Paul had written that Christians should not despise or condemn others (14:1-12)
nor should they hinder the conduct of other Christians (14:12-23). Now he gave
a third principle to observe when a believer is dealing with fellow Christians:
he is to follow the example of the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus was supremely the
Person who ministered on behalf of others, not for Himself. It is fitting,
therefore, that those who take His name should imitate Him.114
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These verses are an urgent appeal to the “strong” to emulate the example of Jesus who “did not
please himself” (v. 3). In verse 3, Paul quotes a passage from the Psalms (Psa 69:10) in order
to substantiate this claim;115 “this leads him to assert the value of Scripture in its inspiration for
present Christian living (cf. 1 Cor. 10:6,11; 2 Tim. 3:16).”116 Indeed, Paul employs the example
of our Lord Jesus Christ in order to admonish the “strong” to be prepared to give up “their right”
if there is a risk that their conduct might become a stumbling block to the “weaker” brother.
The commentary by Bonnet seems to be quite helpful in this matter:

40

After Paul had recommended to the strong to sacrifice their rights of Christian
freedom so as not to scandalise the weak, he again reminds them that it is their
duty to bear the weakness of the weak like a burden with patience and Christian
114

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 494.
On the topic of the good example of Jesus, see also 2Co 8:9; Mar 10:45; Isa 53:10-12; Phi 2:5-8; 1Pe 2:21.
116
F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1044.
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love (gr. not only in regard to scruples related to eating and feasts, but also in
regard to all inconsistencies, prejudices and errors resulting from their weakness
of faith. It is a general exhortation to be tolerant and supportive, which is added
to the special stipulations in regard to the divergences mentioned in chap. 14.
By providing this support, we show that it is near and dear to our hearts to not
please ourselves. This verb, to please oneself or to please, is a frequent
occurrence in the writings of Paul (verses 2, 3; 1 Thes. 2 : 4; Gal. 1 : 10; 1 Cor.
7 : 32, 33 ; 10 : 33; Eph. 6 : 6; Col. 3 : 22). It not only points to an attitude of
the heart, but also to the manner that emanates from the heart, the manner in
which one behaves and acts toward the other. To please oneself means to make
oneself the centre and objective, to be self-seeking, to seek out the self and one’s
own joys.117
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Vv 5-6: Paul prays that God may give the believers of the church in Rome (and this also applies
to our churches) the gift of unanimity or harmony with each other (cf. 12:16). V. 6: The purpose
(i[na: so that) of unity among Christians is for them to all glorify God, the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ together with one mind and one voice (cf. 2Co 1:3; Eph 1:3 and 1Pe 1:3).
Thus, the fruit (and thereby also the purpose) of imitating the example of Jesus Christ is
ultimately unity among Christians (cf. Joh 17:11.21-23).

20

(2)

Unity among all believers: Vv 7-13

V. 7: Mutual acceptance will be the fruit of the imitation of Christ (imitatio Christi). “Accept
one another”: The Greek verb proslamba,nesqe (proslambánesthe) is in the imperative mood,
present tense (durative), i.e. a continuous “accepting of one another”!
25

30

Vv 8-9a: The manner in which Paul proceeds in his argumentation is very wise indeed. We
summarise: (1) First, he explains the principle of “Christian freedom” (14:1-12) in order to then
(2) appeal to “mutual respect” (14:13-23). He then refers to the good example of Jesus (15:16) in order to substantiate his plea (3). And he only then mentions the Jews (Jews: v. 8) and the
Gentiles (v. 9): We assume that Paul’s call for acceptance and mutual respect was based on his
concern regarding harmony between Gentile and Jewish Christians (for the same concern of
Paul, cf. Eph 2:11-22). Bonnet says:
Paul explains (for I tell you) that Christ accepted the Jews and Gentiles and God
was glorified by this acceptance. By Christ becoming a servant (gr.) of the
circumcision [i.e. of the Jews] (cf. Gal. 4 : 4, 5), he wanted to prove the
truthfulness (gr. He became the truth) of God, His faithfulness to the promises
made to the forefathers; he wanted to confirm these promises by showing that
they have been fulfilled. As Paul emphasises that the Saviour of the world was
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Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p., 189-190. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text:
« Après avoir recommandé aux forts de sacrifier les droits de la liberté chrétienne pour ne pas scandaliser les
faibles, Paul leur rappelle encore que c'est leur devoir de (gr.) porter comme un fardeau, avec patience et charité,
les infirmités des faibles, non seulement leurs scrupules touchant les aliments et les fêtes, mais toutes les
inconséquences, tous les préjugés, toutes les erreurs qui naissent de la faiblesse de leur foi. C'est une exhortation
générale à la tolérance et au support, qui s'ajoute aux prescriptions spéciales concernant les divergences
mentionnées au ch. 14. En pratiquant ce support, nous montrerons que nous avons à cœur de ne pas nous complaire
en nous-mêmes. Ce verbe complaire, ou plaire, revient fréquemment sous la plume de Paul (v. 2, 3 ; 1 Thes. 2 : 4
; Gal. 1 : 10 ; 1 Cor. 7 : 32, 33 ; 10 : 33 ; Eph. 6 : 6 ; Col. 3 : 22). Il indique non seulement une disposition du cœur,
mais la manière d'être et d'agir à l'égard d'autrui qui en procède. Se complaire en soi-même, c'est se prendre pour
centre et pour but, se rechercher, soi et ses jouissances. »
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a servant of the circumcision, a Jew bound to the observance of the law, he
wants to build up the Christians of Jewish origin, the “weak” (chap. 14) in the
eyes of their brothers who converted from heathenism and regarded themselves
as the “strong”. He reminds the latter of the privileges of the Jews and that,
second to their obligation to God, they are obliged to be thankful to the Jews for
their salvation (cf. 11 : 16ff; John 4 : 22). This argument still exerts its full force
as it teaches us to respect and love the old people of God. Regarding the role of
the servant taken on by the Son of God, cf. Math. 20 : 28; Phil. 2 : 7.118
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Vv 9b-13: In support of his exhortation, Paul quotes four passages from the Old Testament in
which four servants of God (David, Moses, a psalmist and Isaiah) announced that the day will
come when the Gentiles as well will praise Yahweh because the good news of salvation will
also reach them.
V. 9:
V. 10:
V. 11:
V. 12:

Quote from Psa 18:50; cf. 2Sa 22:50
Quote from Deu 32:43
Quote from Psa 117:1
Quote from Isa 11:1.10

We find the statements by Witmer very interesting as he states that these quotes were sourced
from all three parts of the (Hebrew) Old Testament (Ketubim] Writings, [Thora] Law and
[Nebiim] Prophets):
To demonstrate the validity of his statement concerning the ministry of Christ
and its purposes, particularly the one relating to Gentiles, the Apostle Paul
quoted four Old Testament passages, introducing the series with the formula,
As it is written (perf. tense, ″it stands written″). Significantly these quotations
are taken from all three divisions of the Old Testament—″the Law of Moses,
the Prophets, and the Psalms″ (Luke 24:44)—and from three great Jewish
heroes: Moses, David, and Isaiah. . . . A progression of thought can be traced
through the four quotations. In the first, David praised God among the Gentiles
(Rom. 15:9); in the second, Moses exhorted the Gentiles, Rejoice . . . with His
people (v. 10); in the third the psalmist commanded the Gentiles to praise the
Lord (v. 11; cf. v. 7); and in the fourth, Isaiah predicted that the Gentiles will
live under the rule of the Root of Jesse (the Messiah) and they will hope in
Him (v. 12). The Old Testament never presented the Gentiles as ″heirs together
with Israel, members together . . . in the promise in Christ Jesus″ (Eph. 3:6), but
it certainly did see them as receiving blessing from God’s fulfilling His
covenantal promises to His people Israel.119
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Ibid., p. 191. The original French text: « Paul explique (je dis en effet) comment Christ a accueilli les Juifs et
les gentils et a glorifié Dieu par cet accueil. En devenant serviteur (gr.) de la circoncision (comp. Gal. 4 : 4, 5),
Christ avait pour but de prouver la véracité (gr. il l'est devenu pour la véracité) de Dieu, sa fidélité aux promesses
faites aux pères ; il voulait confirmer ces promesses en montrant qu'elles s'accomplissaient. En insistant sur le fait
que le Sauveur du monde a été serviteur de la circoncision, un Juif astreint à l'observance de la loi, Paul veut
relever les chrétiens d'origine juive, les « faibles » (ch. 14), aux yeux de leurs frères, convertis du paganisme, qui
se considéraient comme les « forts ». Il rappelle à ces derniers les privilèges des Juifs, et que c'est à eux, après
Dieu, qu'ils sont redevables du salut (comp. 11 : 16 et suiv. ; Jean 4 : 22). Cet argument a encore toute sa force
pour nous apprendre à respecter et à aimer l'ancien peuple de Dieu. Sur le rôle de serviteur, assumé par le Fils de
Dieu, comp. Math. 20 : 28 ; Phil. 2 : 7. »
119
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 495-496.
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V. 13: Paul concludes the practical part of his letter and his call to unity among Jewish and
Gentile Christians with a blessing so that his readers may be filled with joy, peace and hope.
And these three attributes are of course the fruit of the mighty power of the Holy Spirit who
works within us, the children of God.
5
The epistle actually ends here. Yet, Paul still adds a few personal remarks. Compared to other
letters of Paul, this last part is unusually long. Bonnet explains this as follows:
The following merely deals with Paul’s personal relationships with the Romans,
the circumstances in which the apostle finds himself, wishes and the projects
that he is undertaking. The last chapter contains greetings to a large number of
Christians in Rome whom he mentions by name. This could give the impression
that these topics are of little interest. However, the words of the apostle are not
only of great historic significance, but they also show how Paul practically
implemented his principles in his relationships to his brothers. His behaviour is
even more instructive than his teaching.120

10

15

D. Epilogue: chap. 15:14–16:27

Personal explanations: chap. 15:14-33
a.) Paul justifies his letter: Vv 14-21
20

25

Vv 14-16: Paul writes to the Christians of Rome although he did not establish this church and
never saw them in person. However, the apostle to the Gentiles (v. 16: cf. Rom 1:5; 11:13 and
Gal 2:9) feels compelled if not responsible to remind them of good Christian doctrine. V. 16:
“so that the Gentiles [nations] might become an offering acceptable to God, sanctified by [or:
through] the Holy Spirit”: For Paul’s image of the Christian as a sacrifice that pleases God,
compare with the passages Rom 12:1-2; Phi 2:17; 2Ti 4:6. As in Rom 1:1-4, Paul mentions the
three persons of the divine trinity in this passage:
V. 15b:
V. 16a:
V. 16b:

God (the Father)
Jesus Christ
the Holy Spirit

30
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Vv 17-19: Paul knows that the glory for his successful missionary work is only due to the Lord
because everything that Paul has done, be it in words (sermons and testimony) or through
miracles such as healings (see e.g. Act 13:11-12; 14:3.8ff; cf. 15:12; 19:11-12; 28:3-6) was
ultimately accomplished by the power of the Holy Spirit (and not by his own strength, see verse
19; cf. verse 13). “…from Jerusalem all the way around to Illyricum”: During Paul’s times,
Illyricum was the region east of the Adriatic Sea (more or less the region of former Yugoslavia
and Albania). It is assumed that Paul went there from Macedonia.121
120

Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 192.
Cf. The Illustrated Bible Dictionary, Part 2 (Leicester; Downers Grove, Ill.: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980), 2: p.
683: “Paul says at the time of writing the Epistle to the Romans (15:19) that it was the limit of his evangelistic
121
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Vv 20-21: The method of the Apostle Paul was based on the principle and task to primarily
preach the gospel in so-called unreached regions. In modern missiology, he would be regarded
as a pioneer missionary. He regarded it as an honour to not build on the foundation of another
(cf. 2Co 10:15-16; on the image of the foundation, compare 1Co 3:10-11 and Eph 2:20-22).
Paul justified this strategy by quoting the passage from Isa 52:15.

b.) Paul announces his visit to Rome: chap. 15:22-33

10

Vv 22-23: So it was his evangelistic ministry that had thus far prevented him from visiting the
Christians of Rome. It may surprise some that Paul now says that there is nothing more holding
him back in these countries. Witmer says:
This does not mean that he had visited every center, but the gospel had been
introduced and local churches had been established that could complete the
work (cf. Acts 19:8-10).122

15

20

However, on the mission field today one often gets impression that the work is never done. Paul
was truly a strategist in regard to missions. In 2Ti 2:2, he defines his method for missions as
follows: “And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to
reliable people who will also be qualified to teach others.” Paul’s strategy can also be seen in
the reports from the Book of Acts (chap. 13–28). In 1Th 1:6ff, Paul mentions that the gospel
was heard everywhere (not only in Macedonia and Achaia) due to the testimony of the
Christians in Thessalonica. And this is remarkable since the apostle did not stay in Thessalonica
for very long. The strategy of Paul consisted in training ministers for God so that they would
become independent (of him) as quickly as possible and capable of founding churches and train
disciples who would then also become independent in regard to management, administration
and evangelism. This should also be the main goal of modern missions and missionaries.

25
V. 24: Paul planned to travel to Spain and visit Rome beforehand. Some exegetes assume that
it was Paul’s intention to essentially use Rome as a base for missions. As for exemple Davidson
and Martin:
30

Indeed the apostle expects the assistance of the Roman Christians to further his
missionary enterprise in the West. If ever he was to fulfil this cherished ambition
and reach Spain he would need a new base. Antioch and Ephesus were too
remote; it would have to be Rome.123

35

Vv 25-29: Before his journey to Rome, Paul first wanted to return to Jerusalem and deliver
donations collected by the churches of Macedonia and Achaia for the poor of the churches in
Jerusalem.124 Compare verse 27 with 2Co 8:13-14; 9:4-14; Phi 4:10ff.

40

Vv 30-32: Paul expresses his hope that the believers in Rome would support him in prayer; i.e.
intercede for him and ask God to give him complete success on his journey to Jerusalem and
keep him safe from any attack by unbelieving Jews. This concern for Paul was justified: see
Act 20:23; 21:27ff. In verse 30, Paul mentions the three persons of the divine trinity again.
activity. His reference to it appears to be inclusive, but it is not known when, or from what direction, he had entered
it (possibly from Macedonia when he revisited that province after his Ephesian ministry, Acts 20:1).”
122
John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 497.
123
F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1045.
124
Compare Act 24:17; 1Co 16:1-3; 2Co 8–9; Gal 2:10.
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V. 33: Compare this blessing with the blessing in verses 5 and 13 (see also Rom 16:20; 1Th
5:23).

Recommendations, greetings and wishes: chap. 16:1-27
5

10

The church father Origen reported that the heretic Marcion (Neoplatonist around 140) had
“mutilated” chapters 15 and 16 of the Letter to the Romans. Toward the end of the 18th century,
the integrity of the epistle was again questioned by some Bible critics. One of their arguments
was that some manuscripts included the doxology of 16:25-27 at the end of chapter 14 while
others had it both at the end of chapter 14 and at the end of chapter 15. Karl Barth believed that
the doxology of 16:25-27 was not from Paul at all. He says:
It was added—whether in its present form or in a shorter Marcionite form we
do not know—as a liturgical conclusion to a copy of the Epistle to the Romans
which ended at xiv. 23. (As a matter of fact, an ancient table of headings points
to the existence of a Latin Version of the Epistle consisting of Chs. i-xiv plus
the Doxology.) The passage was then transferred to MSS. Which contained Chs.
xv and xvi. Sometimes it retained its position at the end of Ch. xiv, and therefore
before Ch. xv; sometimes it was removed to the end of Ch. xvi, thereby
displacing xvi. 24; sometimes it occupied both positions. There survived,
however, MSS., otherwise complete, which did not contain the Doxology at all,
but which did contain xvi. 24. These, I hold, represent the original form of the
Epistle to the Romans.125

15

20

25

However, we are not convinced of this. We understand that readings in some church services
only included 1:1 to 15:13 but not the personal information (15:14-33) and the many concluding
greetings (16:1ff) of the Letter to the Romans. However, this does not mean that these passages
were not part of the original letter of Paul to the Romans. The explanation by Bonnet seems
more plausible to us:
These arguments, however, do not sufficiently prove that the last chapters [i.e.
chap. 15−16] were not originally part of the letter. Marcion, inspired by antiJewish prejudices, cut out all passages from the New Testament that did not suit
him. The varying placement of the doxology (16 : 25-27) in some manuscripts
can be explained by the fact that these manuscripts were used for public readings
in church services, and chap. 15 with its information about the apostle’s plans
as well as chap. 16 with its many greetings were hardly suitable for such a
purpose. This is why the beautiful doxology in chap. 16 was placed at the end
of chap. 14 so as to not to be overlooked.126

30

35

125

Karl Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, translated from the sixth edition. First paperback edition (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 523.
126
Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T. 3, p. 38. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Ces
arguments cependant ne suffisent pas pour prouver que les derniers chapitres n'appartiennent pas primitivement à
l'épître. Marcion, inspiré par des préjugés anti-judaïques, retranchait du Nouveau-Testament tous les passages qui
ne lui convenaient pas. La place différente que la doxologie (16 : 25-27) a dans quelques manuscrits s'explique par
le fait que ces manuscrits servaient à la lecture publique dans les cultes, et que le chap. 15, avec ses renseignements
sur les projets de l'apôtre, le chap. 16, avec ses nombreuses salutations, ne se prêtaient guère à un tel usage ; on
reporta donc la belle doxologie du chap. 16 à la fin du chap. 14, pour ne pas la laisser inutilisée. »
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Some critics speculate that the passage 16:1-20 was originally part of a letter to the church in
Ephesus. These critics believe that this explains why Paul greets multiple persons in this chapter
who lived in Ephesus and not in Rome. Bonnet opposes this criticism as follows:
Aquila and Priscilla travelled extensively and moved about freely within the
[Roman] empire, just as the scattered Jews in general . . . Of course, they
returned to Rome from where they had [also] gone to Corinth (Acts 18 : 1). . . .
If Paul had addressed these lines to Ephesus, he would not have had to introduce
Aquila and Priscilla as his co-workers nor remind them that they had risked their
lives in order to save his.127

5

10

The fact that frequent and fast travel was possible during the times of Paul due to Roman roads
and the general state of peace is only one counterargument against this critical objection to
chapter 16. It must also be said that the praise and greetings in this chapter were either intended
for Christians who were on the way to Rome or had already established themselves there.128

a.) Recommendation of Phoebe: Vv 1-2
15

20

Phoebe was a deaconess in the church of Cenchreae, the port of Corinth (cf. Act 18:18). This is
a further indication that Paul probably wrote this letter in Corinth and that it was Phoebe who
took it to Rome. On the topic of letters of recommendation, compare with 2Co 3:1. Issuing a
letter of recommendation used to be common practice at least within certain evangelical circles.
Today, this practice is largely unknown. According to the motto, every church just accepts
anyone as long as one can demonstrate church growth! I know of present-day churches in Africa
(e.g. in DR Congo and in Chad) where Christians still receive letters of recommendation from
their churches when they travel elsewhere in order to present their letter to the respective
church.

b.) Greetings: Vv 3-16
25

Davidson and Martin see a parallel between this list of names and the list in Heb 11. We believe
the following to be an interesting observation:
As Heb. 11 has been termed the ‘picture gallery’ of OT saints, so we may call
Rom. 16 the ‘picture gallery’ of NT believers.129

30

The fact that a third of the persons mentioned here by name were women shows that women
held important positions in the church of Rome and also that Paul – contrary to the slander of
some critics – did not despise women in the least.

35

Vv 3-5a: Paul had in fact met Priscilla and Aquila for the first time on his second missionary
journey in Corinth (cf. Act 18:1-3.18). They had travelled there from Rome due to the decree
of the Roman Emperor Claudius as he demanded that all Jews leave Rome. Paul then went to
Ephesus with them (cf. Act 18:19.26; 1Co 16:19). After some time, they must have returned to
Rome and later again to Ephesus (cf. 2Ti 4:19). What an exemplary testimony: It seems that
127

Ibid., p. 39. (We translated it from French to English.) The original French text: « Aquilas et Priscille
voyageaient beaucoup et se déplaçaient aisément, comme, en général, les Juifs dispersés dans l'empire . . . Il est
naturel qu'ils soient retournés à Rome, d'où ils étaient venus à Corinthe (Act. 18 : 1). . . . Si Paul avait adressé ces
lignes à Ephèse, il n'aurait pas eu besoin de présenter Aquilas et Priscille comme ses compagnons d'œuvre, ni de
rappeler qu'ils avaient exposé leur tête pour lui sauver la vie. »
128
Cf. F. Davidson and Ralph P. Martin, op. cit., p. 1045.
129
Ibid.
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the pair started home churches wherever they settled. On house churches, see also Col 4:15 and
Philemon 2. Large church buildings were unknown in the time of Paul. Meetings most often
took place in homes.
5

Practical application:
Christians often secretly meet in homes during times of persecution. This was also the case in
the former Soviet Union; in China or at least in certain parts of China it is still similar today.130

10

15

20

25

30

V. 5b: “…Epenetus . . . who was the first convert to Christ in the province of Asia”: It seems
that this brother was the first to convert to Christianity due to the missionary journey of Paul in
Asia Minor (cf. Act 19:10).
V. 6: “Greet Mary, who worked very hard for you”: One wonders from whom Paul had
received this information. Perhaps from Priscilla and Aquila? Although there are only a few
manuscripts that support this variant, many exegetes prefer to translate “us” instead of “you”.
This would mean that Mary had lived in the east in the past. Godet notes: “By the way, all
persons who are greeted here are greeted based on their relationship with the apostle; this is
why we prefer the reading eivj h`ma/j [eis hēmas] for us.131 Indeed, one must ask why Paul had to
remind the Romans that one of their sisters had worked hard for them as they themselves would
have known this better than Paul. Or had Mary, just as Priscilla and Aquila, returned to Rome
after leaving due to the decree of Claudius? By the way, her name, Mary, indicates that she was
also a Jewish woman.
Vv 7-12: Andronicus and Junia: The name Junia can apply to both genders. Perhaps the two
were a couple like Aquila and Priscilla. Paul says that they were his “relatives”. Besides
“relative”, the Greek noun συγγενεῖς (syggeneĩs) can also mean “compatriots”. Most exegetes
translate this as “compatriots”, i.e. relatives in the sense of “countrymen”, which means an
ethnic rather than a familial-genetic relation (as also in Rom 9:3). In this case, they would have
been Jewish Christians like Paul. “…who have been in prison with me”: This means that they
were once imprisoned together with Paul. Possibly in Ephesus. We do not know. For an allusion
to his incarcerations, see 2Co 11:23. “They are outstanding among the apostles”: Bonnet points
out that this can be interpreted in different ways, and we also agree with how he summarises
the other names:

35

Paul adds that they were respected among the apostles, which means that the
apostles of Jerusalem, the twelve, held them in high esteem or that they were
outstanding within the category of the apostles whereby this term is to be
generally understood as envoys, missionaries. Be that as it may, their respectable
names at the time are unknown to us today and would not have reached us
without this brotherly greeting from the apostle. How many other names,

40

See in this regard e.g. the article “China: Das Vorgehen der kommunistischen Behörden ist höchst
widersprüchlich: 100 Leiter von Hauskirchen verhaftet” in the German weekly evangelical journal IdeaSpektrum,
29/2004, p. 12.
131
Frédéric Godet, Commentaire sur l’Épître aux Romains, II: p. 574. (We translated it from French to English.)
The French original text: « D'ailleurs toutes les personnes saluées ici le sont en vertu d'une relation quelconque
avec l'apôtre; c'est ce qui nous fait préférer la leçon eivj h`ma/j [eis hēmas], pour nous. »
130
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ignored by humans will be written in heaven! This concerns most names that
follow and about whom we have nothing to say in these notes for this reason.132

5

10

V. 13: We do not know whether this Rufus is the same Rufus mentioned in Mar 15:21. “… and
his mother, who has been a mother to me, too”: This means that in certain situation she had
been like a mother to the Apostle Paul.
Vv 14-16: These groups possible formed house churches. If this is the case, then Paul would
be mentioning the main members of each house church. “Greet one another with a holy kiss”:
Compare this custom with 1Co 16:20; 2Co 13:12; 1Th 5:26; 1Pe 5:14. Bonnet says: “Prior to
celebrating communion, the believers greeted each other with what Tertullian called « the kiss
of peace » and thereby sealed their union in Christ.”133

c.) Last warning: Vv 17-20

15

20

Vv 17-19: Paul admonishes the Romans to be wary of false teachers who cause division in the
church. The situation may have been similar to that of the church of Philippi (cf. Phi 3:17-19).
It was Paul’s custom to insert warnings in his writing. See the example of Phi 3:1ff. After
encouraging the Philippians to be joyful, he suddenly warns them quite harshly against false
teachers. See also 1Co 16:22. It does not necessarily have to be the case that Paul had received
specific information about problems with heretics. He was well aware that such dividers can
slip in anywhere. The prophetic warning of Paul in Act 20:29-30 to the elders of the church in
Ephesus in Miletus provides a good illustration. This warning was possibly addressed to the
following people:
1.

So-called Judaizers who wanted to force the Christians in Rome to observe the Mosaic
law and give them a superficial pious appearance (cf. Gal 2:11ff; 4:17; Act 15:1; 20:30).

2.

Gnostics, people who believed that one can do as one wishes with the body, i.e. false
teachers who serve their “own stomach” (cf. 1Co 6:12ff; Rom 6:12ff; possibly also 2Pe
2:12ff).

30

3.

People who did not adhere to the principle discussed by Paul in 14:1–15:6 because they
judged others by professing that one must abstain from certain practices (cf. 1Ti 4:2-4).

35

In any case, it is important that we remain alert in our churches so that we can intervene if
someone tries to advance or even force their own convictions on others, which may result in
divisions. Since Paul demanded that the Christians in the church of Rome distance themselves
from such people, we should perhaps also ask ourselves whether we are not too lenient toward
these people who cause insecurity among the believers in our churches.

25

132

Louis Bonnet, B.A., N.T., p. 198. (We translated it form French to English.) The original French text: « Paul
ajoute qu'ils sont distingués parmi les apôtres, ce qui peut signifier que les apôtres de Jérusalem, les douze, les ont
en haute estime ; ou bien qu'ils se distinguent dans la catégorie des apôtres, ce terme étant pris ici dans son sens
général d'envoyés, de missionnaires. Quoi qu'il en soit, leurs noms, alors distingués, sont aujourd'hui inconnus et
ne seraient pas parvenus jusqu'à nous sans cette fraternelle salutation de l'apôtre. Combien d'autres noms, ignorés
des hommes, se trouveront écrits dans les cieux ! Tels sont la plupart de ceux qui suivent, et dont, pour cette raison,
nous n'aurons rien à dire dans ces notes. »
133
Ibid., p. 199. (We translated it form French to English.) The original French text: « Avant la célébration de la
cène, les fidèles se saluaient par ce que Tertullien appelle « le baiser de paix », et scellaient ainsi leur union en
Christ. »
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V. 20: Why this wonderful encouragement after the warning of the previous verses? Witmer
says:
To conclude this warning Paul added the promise, The God of peace (cf. 15:33;
Heb. 13:20) will soon crush Satan under your feet (cf. Gen. 3:15). The false
teachers (Rom 16:17-18) were under Satan’s influence, but he will be destroyed
and God will establish peace (Rev. 20:1-6).134

5

10

It is true that Christ conquered Satan on the cross. Satan is defeated (cf. Col 2:15; Heb 2:14),
but this does not alter the fact that he can still act in the world today (cf. 1Pe 5:8; Rev 12:12).
However, the day will come when he will finally be cast down and eliminated (Gen 3:15; cf.
Isa 27:1). According to Rev 20:1-10, Satan will only be bound at the Parousia of Christ and
prevented from harming humans, and his ultimate judgment will only take place after the
Messianic (thousand-year) Kingdom of Christ.135

d.) Greetings of Paul’s co-workers: Vv 21-23
15

V. 21: These verses contain personal greetings to Paul’s co-workers. Timothy was one of the
most important co-workers of Paul. The apostle praises his faithfulness in his letter to the
Philippians (Phi 4:19-23). Lucius, Jason and Sosipater were also compatriots of Paul. This
Lucius is perhaps the same person as Lucius of Cyrene mentioned in Act 13:1; Jason is perhaps
the same as Paul’s host in Thessalonica (cf. Act 17:5.9), and Sosipater is perhaps Sopater of
Berea (Act 20:4).

20
V. 22: Tertius was the secretary of the Apostle Paul for this letter. Gal 6:11 suggests that Paul
rarely wrote in his own hand. The Apostle Peter was also supported by a secretary; see 1Pe
5:12: Silvanus. It is generally assumed that Mark wrote his gospel with or even on behalf of
Peter (Peter and Mark, see 1Pe 5:13; cf. Act 12:12.25).
25

30

V. 23: Gaius, Paul’s host is perhaps the same Gaius whom Paul baptised in Corinth (cf. 1Co
1:14; Act 19:29). In Act 20:4, a co-worker of Paul by the name of Gaius is also mentioned who
was originally from Derbe, and the recipient of the third Letter of John was also called Gaius.
It seems that meetings took place in the house of Gaius. As the town administrator of public
works of the city, Erastus was an important person (cf. Act 19:22; 2Ti 4:20).

e.) Blessings and doxology: Vv 24-27
V. 24: This blessing corresponds to the one in verse 20. It is missing in older manuscripts and
therefore not regarded as authentic by most exegetes.136 See above our introductory
explanations to chapter 16.
35

40

Vv 25-26: “…in accordance with my gospel”, this means the proclamation of the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. Compare this with the warning of the Apostle Paul to the Galatians
to not deviate from the gospel that had been preached to them (Gal 1:8-9). “…in keeping with
the revelation of the mystery hidden for long ages past, but now revealed and made known…”:
Namely that the Gentiles (the nations) also have access to the privilege of righteousness that
counts before God (cf. Eph 3:3-9; Col 1:26-27 and Rom 11:25). “…through the prophetic
134

John A. Witmer, op. cit., p. 501.
More on this in our brochures about Eschatology and the Revelation of John.
136
Compare Erwin Nestle and Kurt Aland, Das Neue Testament: Griechisch und Deutsch, 26th edition (Stuttgart:
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1986), p. 440-441.
135
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writings . . . so that all the Gentiles might come to the obedience that comes from faith…”: Paul
repeatedly insists that the good news was announced by the prophets in advance (see Rom 1:2;
3:21; cf. Rom 9:1 to 11:36). This gospel is proclaimed to all Gentiles so that they can be
obedient to faith in Christ.
5
V. 27: Paul ends this letter by giving God alone the glory one last time. All believers should
have this attitude:
“Who will not fear you, Lord, and bring glory to your name?” (Rev 15:4)
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